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Abstract
The thesis is a presentation

of publ~shed

work with

I

a commentary.

The 25 publicatio~cover

1961 to 1974, and with one exception
silicon transistor
microwave

the period from

(on the subject of

circuits) are in the general area of

electronics.

Work on tunnel diode amplifiers
criterion,

a measurement

technique,

for U .H.F.•and X-band frequencies,
short hop radio-relay

includes a stability
a:nplifier designs

and application

to

systems,

(;eneral purpose computer programs for the analysis of
I

microwave

T~e method of using

circuits are discussed.

I

chain matrices, which has since found 0ide application,
is presented.

work on microwave

integrated
.
':"

wh i ch is mainly concerned

w~th

circuits is presented

measurement

and mate~ial and co~ponent ,properties.

techni ques ,

r,1easurement

tec hni ques are pre sented for thin dielectric
rectangular

dielectric

films,

plates, thin conductin~ met~l

films, and overla~capacitors.
properties not previously

In each case microwave

obtained,

are presented.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

This thesis is a presentation

of published work, with a.

Each paper is presented

commentary.

as a separate appendix

labelled and referenced A.l., A.2. etc.
logical, not chronologicsl

order.

They are presented

Diagrams

are referenced

in
as

Fig. A.2.S. for instance, meaning Fig. S of appendix A.2.

Chapter 2 is a commentary

.

~

into four sect~ons.

on the papers, which is divided

Sections 2.1., 2.2., and parts of sections

2.3. and 2.4. discuss research carried out at the U.K.A.E.A.,
C.E.R.L. and Mullard Research Laboratories.

The remainder of

section 2.3. and most of section 2.4. cover research carried out
at the University

of Warwick.

The following historical
between

the papers.

Section 2.1. on silicon transistors

circuits stands on its own.
Central tnstrumentation
control of industrial

and

The research was done at the U.K.A.E.A.

Laboratory

while I was working on the
All the other papers deal with

processes.

aspects of microwaves.
amplifiers.'

preview will show the connection

Section 2.2. deals with tunnel diode

I set up this work in the U.H.F. band at C.E.R.L.

and later moved to Mullard Research Laboratories
work to X-band.

to extend the

The work on solid state amplifiers

was found to be very dependent

on the parasitics

in which the active devices were mounted.

at X-band

of the packages

Evidently

there

I

was a need to integrate
circuits,

the active device chips with the passive

i.e. to make microwave

integrated

circuits

(M.I.Cs).

10

I started this work at Mullard's

and then moved to ~he University

of Warwick and set up facilities

for more fundamental work on

lumped component M.I.Cs.
at Warwick.
microwava

This became my major research topic

The research on the computer analysis of

circuits arose naturally

I wrote the first program

out of the work on amplifiers.

at Mullard's because I needed to

calculate frequency responses frequently.
evidently filled a need of other workers,

This program
and at the University

of Warwick I extended this work to form a research project in
its own tight.

11

2.

2.1.

COMMENTARY

ON PUBLICATIONS.

Direct Coupling of Circuits Using Silicon Transistors.

The research described
silicon transistors
circuits

in appendix A.l. was done before

were in common use.

Silicon integrated

(S.I.Cs) were in the process of being invented, but

methods of isolating

collector

regions of S.I.Cs. were not

available.

The paper describes new circuit techniques
with silicon transistors,

in particular

the possibilities

direct coupoing.

These techniques,

become universally

accepted and are normally

The basic amplifier

~vailable

e.g. Fig.

A.l.8.

have since

used in S.I.Cs.

texts

1 2 '
'..

I presented

this, pap~r at three I.E.E. centres where I advocated

the use of

circuit of Fig. A.l.4. in S.I.Cs. when the collector

isolation problem had been overcome.
later adopted for the Mullard

2.2.

of

circuit of Fig. A.l.4. is now used as a

,
basic design example in undergraduate

the amplifier

for use

This circuit was in' fact

S.I.C. type TAA 263.

Tunnel Diode Amplifiers.

Part of the work of the C.E.R.L. Telecommunications
led by J. Hooper was directed

towards establishing

Group

short hop

microwave

repeater links (A.8.).

operation

of these links was 20 GHz to 30GHz. but solid state

amplifiers

in this frequency

A suitable frequency band for

range did not exist at that time.

12

Tunnel diodes were just becoming
amplifiers

available

at the lower microwave

.

and could be used for

frequencies.

A number of

workers were exploring ways of using the tunnel diode at much
higher frequencies,

and A.2. is part of that exploratory

Hoffins and Ishii's reply is most unsatisfactory
persue the discussion

frequency of 470 MHz.

for a repeater

repeater was called for.

work at 470 MHz demonstrated

the feasibility

using a tunnel diode repeater for this purpose,

provided

link at a

This was for the North-West· of Scotland

where a battery powered solid-state

the proposals

but I did not

in public.

We had on hand a requirement

Preliminary

work.

of A.3.

of

and I put forward

These proposals were accepted and funds
of a 2-way repeater at 470 MHz, and

for the development

field trials.

The tunnel diode was the first wide-band
device;

it presents

negetive

at its terminals an impedance with a real

part which is negative

over the frequency range from zero to the

resistive

cutoff frequency

microwave

frequency.

All workers

undesired

oscillations

and lack of suitable measurement

Suitable stability
nonlinear

subsequently
A.5.

f

ro

circuits.
used

, and f

ro

is typically a high

in the field were hampered by
techniques.

criteria did not exist for these essentially

negative resistance

distributed

resistance

devices used in conjuction with

The stability
in

The new measurement

I evolved

criterion

this work is describea
technique described

in A.4. and

in A.6. is equally

suitable for use with the Hewlett Packard Network Analyser
at higher microwave

frequencies.

and

system

13

The heart of the 470 MHz repeater
reflection

amplifiers

diode amplifiers

consists

which are described

of

in A.7.

were the first to incorporate

is described

I carried out the theoretical
and planned
developed

the field trials initially,

the repeaters

J. Hooper and

I designed

the repeaters

and D.L. Redderly

and carried out the field trials, later

taking over the whole project when I left C.E.R.L.
Subsequent work at C.E.R.L.
successful,

control

respectively.

in A.8.

systems work,

These tunnel

independent

of diode bias point, gain, and centre frequency
The whole repeater project

~wo identical

on short-hop

and such microwave

repeater

i~ 1964.
systems has been

links are now being assessed

in

I

full-scale

field trials by the C.E.G.B.

of A.8. have withstood

The main recommendations

the test of time and been adopted by the

Post Office for their current work on short hop repeater

My work at Mullard
extending

Research Laboratories

the upper frequency

systems 3 •

was directed

towards

limit of tunnel diode amplifiers

so

\

as to produce useful amplifiers

in X-band.

amplifier

uses similar design techniques

described

in A.9. and A.ll.

Exhibition,
uniquely

Alexander

Palace,

in 1966.

at the Physics

This amplifier

simple to use; it was normal practise

screws with an elaborate
gain is controlled

setting-up

This technique

proceedure.

line of variable

for' tunnel diode ~mplifiers,

A.13 was written by C.A.P. Foxall.

of tuning
The amplifier

is further described

in 1968 are summarized

in A.13.

was

at that time for

to have a multitude

by a transmission

Design criteria
of-the-art

to those of A.7. and is

It was exhibited

X-band tunnel diode amplifiers

impedance.

The resulting

characteristic

in A.lO. and A.12.

and the state~

Section 7.2. of

14

Future work.

2.2.1.

The stability
theoretically,

criterion of A.4. has still not been derived

and this would be worth doing.

This criterion

could probably be applied also to other negative

resistance

devices such as Gunn and avalanch diodes, which have superseded
the tunnel diode as the main solid-state
microwave

2.3.

amplifying

elements for

frequencies.

Computer Analysis

of Microwave

Circuits.

In the courseof the work on tunnel diode reflection
it was frequently

necessary

Initially programs
written

to compute frequency

to do this for particular

to my specifications

Later at Mullard Research Laboratories
purpose program described

junctions.

computing

department.

I wrote the general

The method is based on 2-port

of networks which are cascaded or connected

This was the first work of this type.

was further developed

adopted by R.C.A.

4

is given in A.1S.

5

of computing applied to microwave

These desirable

programs using a graphical
of Warwick by

the Post

In the U.S.A. the method was

and Sanders Associates

Further philosophy

also carried out a detailed

circuits

features of interactive

display were implemented
Marc h ent

at tee

The program

and used in the U.K. by Mullards,

Office, and the Plessey Company.

University

(A.7.) were

in A.l4. in whi"ch the circuit topology

is defin~d by the input data.
chain matrices

responses.

circuits

by the C.E.G.B.

amplifiers

at th~

6 un d er my euperva••ei.on, ~
!
He
.
!

study of computation

times which

15

shows that for microwave

.

circuits

the chain matrik, technique

is fastest even for highly interconnected
disadvantage'of

this technique

circuits containing
interconnections

circuits6•

The

is that it cannot be used for

interactive

loops, e.g. bridge

cannot be solved.

Marchent

types of

invented a new

mixed matrix method of analysis capable of handling
with a reasonably

short computation

the chain matrix analysis program
active computing.

An

important

time 6,7.

2.3.1.

6

required

He also rewrote

in a form suitable for interaspect of this work is that the

computer sorts out the network topology,
of computation

any network,

and decides the sequence

Most of this work awaits publication.

Future work.

Any work on the computer optimisation

of microwave

circuits

(A.1S.) requires ~ suitable general purpose analysis program at
its heart.

High speed in ,this case is a prime requirement

the chain matrix method is very suitable.

There remains the need

to solve the problem of its use for circuits
loops.

It is proposed

containing

consist of single 2-port networks
loops.

A typical microwave

would then be automatically

continued

This would

at junctions

to

circuit would be
left.

to completion

The solution
using Marchent's

This would be fast as the number of

junctions would be small.
implementing

form.

interconnected

most unlikely to have more than 10 junctions

mixed matrix method.

interactive

that the chain mat~ix analysis be used

to reduce the circuit to its simplest possible

form interactive

so

it presents

The concept is very simple, but
difficult

Further work on incorporating

problems of topology.

a range of waveguide

micros trip circuit elements and discontinuities

and

into these programs

16

would considerably

2.4.

Microwave

increase their usefulness.

Integrated

The performance
dependent

Circuits.

of solid-state

on the parasitics

Research Laboratoties

diodes in X-band is critically

of the diode packages.

we learnt to live with these parasitics

..
an d use th em as Circuit
e 1ements 8•
remained

However

the limiting factor in determining

performance
integrate

of many circuits.
the semiconductor

components,

At Mullard

the parasitics

the hig~ frequency

There was an evident need to

chips with the passive microwave

i.e. to make hybrid microwave

integrated

circuits

(M.l.Cs.) •

The package parasitics

are effectively

minute lumped
Typical values are

components

even at microwave

inductance

in the range 0.1 to 1.0 nH and capacitance

range 0.1 to 1.0 pF.

frequencies.

These values are suitable for use as

lumped components

at microwave

likely dimensions

of such lumped components

films deposited on insulating

frequencies.

substrates,

I investigated

proposals

the semiconductor

to Mullard's

the

made by means of thin

and·concluded

could be made easily using the photolithographic
developed within

in the

industry.

that they

techniques
I put forward

to start work on lumped component M.I.Cs.

Before the proposals were accepted
Univer.sity of Warwick.

I was committed

to move to the

However before leaving Mullard's,

J.F. Wells joined me to make the first lumped component M.I.Cs.

(A.16).

The work at Mullard's

ing mainly on applications
University

9

continued

after I left, concentrat-

I set up facilities

at the

of Warwick with the aid of a grant from the S.R.C.

and concentrated

the ~ork on material

and component
I

properties

17

for lumped component

The properties

M.I.Cs.

of thin films at microwave

frequencies

quite unknown at that time, and no suitable measurement
Neither were there measurement

existed.

techniques

were

techniques

available

the minute lumped components,

and even micros trip measurements

were confounded

discontinuities.

by transition

the work was involved with measurement
surveys of the available
construction

techniques

materials,

students

10,11,16,2?

2.4.1.

Material

measurements.

for the measurement
described

Thorough

techniques.

substrates,

effort was devoted

processes,

to developing

of thin dielectric

films.

in A.17 and A.19 and full details

Noteworthy

Hence much, of

and

for M.I.Cs. have been made by my

research

Considerable

for

is the equivalent

a cavity technique

The method is

are given by Mehmet

circuit method of calculating

the

i

loss of the films from the cavity return loss at 'rescnance ,
This is simpler and more accurate

than calculating

loss from cavity Q measurements.

rhis method wa~ also used by

Butlin 11 to optimise ,the r.f. sputtering
5i0

2

films.

process

for depositing

Some new results for thin films of SiO are given

in A.1S.

A comprehensive

dielectric

measurements

review of the subject of thin film

is given in A.19.

In order to verify the cavity technique
films we developed
supported

the film

an independent

method of measuring

thin sheets of dielectric

cavity 10.

We later applied

uniformity

of M.I.C. substrates

of A.17. for thin

in a rectangular

this to the examination
by measuring

selfwaveguide
of the

small samples

cut

10

18

from the substrates.

This work was done under contract to

R.R.E. and later used by them
A.20.

12

•

The method is described

in

Subsequently. I assisted E.R.A. to set up the same

measurement

technique,

and it is now their standard method of

assessing M.I.C. substrate materials

13 •.

,

A method for measuring
assessing conductor

conducting

thin films 'was needed for

losses in microstrip

thin film capacitors.

'b
are glven

the te~hnique uses an equivalent

were used.
11

2.4.1.1.

,and

y But Liln 11,•

Again

circuit approach yielding a

better accuracy and simpler measurement

metal films

lines and

We evolved the cavity technique described

, A ••
21 , an d f urt her detals
'1
ln

measurements

transmission

proceedure

than if Q

We used the method to assess plated

.

some results obtained are given in A.24.

Future work.

We are now in a position to use our measurement
assess new techniques for depositing

methods to

lower loss dielectric

The present films are still too lossey.

films.

The r.fl sputtering

. l'wavegul'des cou 1d
tec h'nlque P'ltt 14 h as use d for 1ow 1oss optlca
well give the required results and should be investigated.

I hope to collaborate
measurements

using the technique of A.20.

has already shown promise.
equivalent

further with E.R.A. on dielectric
An

It is desirable

improved cavity

to apply the

circuit technique of A.17. to this work also.

Further

,

exploration

of the applicability

to these measurements

of Lynch's

,
15 b etween d'le l'ectrlc constant an d! tano~ at r.f. and
relatlon
I

19

microwave

frequencies

should be made.

Discussions, are also in

progress with E.R.A. on the possibility
to the control of microwave

dielectric

of applying a microprocessor
measurements,

and the

\computation of the results.

It should be possible

to adapt the well-known

perturbation

formula of A.19. equation 2, into a form which enables
equivalent

2.4.2.

the

circuit technique of A.17. to be used ~ith any cavity.

Component measurements.

X-band lumped components

are typically

less than 0.5 mm

across, and we have spent much effort on developing
measurement

techniques

to overcome

transitions

to normal measuring

the errors caused by the

parameters

purposes.

for microstrip

as a basis for obtaining

The most satisfactory

equipment.

so far is to .mount the lumped component
for measurement

special

in a microstrip

line

We therefor needed to know accurate
lines, and the new technique we used
these is described

further work on characterizing

in A.22.

discontinuities

Much

in micros trip

is described by Mehmet 10 and Michie 16

The Hewlett Packard microwave
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3.

CONCLUSIONS.

The published work is a record of research undertaken
the last 14 years, with one exception

the papers being in the

general area of microwave

electronics.

of this period 5 research

students have been supervised

candidate

during

During the later half

through work leading to the degree of Ph.D.

by the
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SOME ADVANTAGES OF SILICON TRANSISTORS IN CIRCUIT DESIGN
By M. K. McPHUN, B.Sc.(Eng.), Graduate.
(The paper was first received 10th March, and in revised form 17th May, 1961.)
SUMMARY

0·5

After transistors had been used for industrial instrumentation within
the Development and Engineering Group of the United Kingdom
Atomic Energy Authority for some years, silicon transistors were
adopted for general-purpose use, as they were expected to be more
reliable than germanium transistors. It has since become apparent
that they possess more advantages over germanium transistors than
is generally recognized, or was thought at the time of their adoption.
Ror example, direct coupling of transistor circuits is facilitated and
the number of components required may be much reduced; the use
of electrolytic capacitors may be avoided.
.The paper compares the performance of silicon and germanium
transistors from the viewpoint of the circuit designer; physical origins
of their characteristics are not discussed. A range of circuits which
take advantage of the characteristics peculiar to silicon transistors is
described. The circuits are for direct-coupled amplifiers, current
amplifiers for small signals, switching applications and multivibrators
with long periods.
(I) INTRODUCflON
Since the advent of silicon transistors, descriptions have been
given of their use for special purposes, e.g. choppers' and lowdrift input stages for d.c. amplifiers.P
Reliability is of prime importance in industrial control equipment, particularly in the atomic energy industry. As soon as
an assured supply of silicon transistors became available, it was
decided to use them instead of germanium transistors for
general purposes in the Central Instrument Laboratory of the
U.K.A.E.A. (Development and Engineering Group) for the
following reasons:

They were expected to be more reliable than germanium
transistors.
.
(b) They could be operated at higher temperatures. than germanium transistors, a particularly useful feature in chemical plants.
(c) The manufacturers predicted that their costs would fall below
those of germanium transistors within a few years, making germaruum transistors obsolescent for general purposes.

GERMANIUM

0'4·

SILICON

0·3

0·2

0'1

%f---~---n0~'2--------~0'~4----~~~~------~O'8
Veb·VOLTS

Fig. I.-Typical

characteristics of emitter-base diodes for alloyjunction germanium and silicon transistors.

(a)

The paper deals with experience gained in using silicon
transistors for a wide variety of applications. The design of the
individual circuits for these applications is not described in full
where the techniques used are conventional; only those points
of special relevance to the use of silicon transistors are described.
(2) COMPARATIVE
PERFORMANCE
OR GERMANIUM
AVAILABLE SruCON
TRANSISTORS

AND

This discussion is concerned with transistor performance as it
affects the circuit designer; the physical origins of the characteristics are not considered.
(2.1) Input Characteristics
The current/voltage curves for the emitter-base diode of
typical germanium and silicon alloy-junction transistors (Fig. 1)
show a sharper turnover for the silicon than for the germanium
Written contributions
on papers published
without being read at meetlngs are
invited for consideration
with a view to publication.
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transistor.
As with the forward-biased silicon diode, the
forward voltage across the emitter-base diode may be considered as constant at 0·6 V. For applied voltages of less than
0·4 V the junction may be considered to be reverse-biased. This
forward bias necessary for conduction may not be ignored in
circuit design as often as it is with germanium transistors; it
may, however, be put to good use, as is shown throughout the
paper.
(2.2) Leakage Current and Temperature
The collector current flowing with open-circuit emitter is
much smaller for the silicon than for the germanium transistor.
This is the common-base leakage current, leo; the published
applications I, 2 of silicon transistors make use of the fact that
leo is very small so that its dependence on temperature has much
less effect on circuit performance than with the germanium
transistor. The effect of temperature on the leakage currents
is the same for both germanium and silicon transistors, Le. an
increase in temperature of about 9° C causes the leakage current
to double; Table 1 shows typical figures for silicon and germanium alloy-junction transistors.
In many general-purpose circuits the leakage current of the
silicon transistor may be completely neglected, thus obviating
the need for stabilizing the d.c. working point against changes
in leakage current with temperature; this leads to simpler
circuits and greater reliability.

I
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Table 1
COMPARISON
OF LEAKAGECURRENTSAT 25° C FORGERMANIUM
AND SrLlCONTRANSISTORS
Description
Type
I,.
I~o
A.F. germanium
R.F. germanium
Silicon

IJ.A
5
0·5
10-3

OC71
OC44
OC201

IJ.A
150
25
60x 10-3

The other main temperature effect is the variation of Vc ~
with temperature at constant collector current. This effect is
the same for both silicon and germanium transistors, being about
2·5mV per deg C.
The permissible range of operating temperatures is much
greater for silicon than for germanium transistors.
Typical
maximum operating temperatures are germanium, 75° C and
silicon, 150° C.
(2.3) Collector Resistance
Measured values of common-base collector resistance, rc, at
normal operating voltages of the order of 6 V are lower for
typical alloy-junction silicon transistors than for similar germanium types, but they are markedly higher at low values of
collector-base voltage, Vcb'
The characteristic of the collector-base diode of the simple
equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2 is similar to that of the
---------

----...J

o

Vcb ,vOLTS

os

1'0

Fig. 3.-Collector resistance as a function of collector-base voltage
for typical alloy-junction germanium and silicon transistors.
Collectorcurrent= IrnA.

b

Fig. 2.-Simple equivalent circuit of transistor.
emitter-base diode, Fig. 1. For normal operation as an amplifier, the emitter-base diode is forward-biased and the collectorbase diode is reverse-biased.
However, the silicon diode is
effectively reverse-biased for voltages through zero to forward
values of a few tenths of a volt, and it would thus be expected
that transistor action would be maintained with high collector
resistances for collector-base voltages in this range. This is
indeed so, as shown in Fig. 3 which gives measured curves of rc
plotted against Vcb for both germanium and silicon transistors.
Over the range 0·2 V reverse to 0'1 V forward for Vcb, the
collector resistance of the silicon transistor decreases by onethird while that of the germanium transistor decreases by three
decades.
(2.4) Noise
Measurements! showed that the best type OC200 silicon
transistors were slightly less noisy than the best available germanium transistors. The manufacturers claim the silicon OC20t
to have a lower noise figure than the OC200, and measurements
show a noise figure of 6 dB with a source resistance of 500 n
to be easily obtainable at t kc/s with the OC20 I.
The OC20t was adopted for general-purpose usc, and
experience has shown that its noise figure is comparable with
that of the best available germanium transistors.
A lower noise figure is obtained by operating a transistor at
very low values of collector current.? This is faciJitated with
silicon transistors, as collector currents of 50 fJ.A or less may be
used in low-noise circuits without I' co proving troublesome;
und~r these conditions linearity may be a limiting factor.

(2.5) Availability of Silicon Transistors and Quantitative Data
At present there are few types of silicon transistors avai.lable
in this country;" all dissipate about 200mW at room temperature
and have common-base cut-off frequencies between I and
4 Mc/s. The germanium transistors of similar size and performance dissipate only 100mW at room temperature because
of their lower maximum junction temperature.
Silicon power and high-frequency transistors are now becoming
available, but their price restricts their use to special applications. The cut-off frequency of the alloy-junction silicon transistors, however, has been found adequate for most instrument
work, the exception being due to the difficulty in making stable
wide-band amplifiers with large amounts of overall negative
feedback.
So far a very large spread in the characteristics of silicon
transistors must be tolerated; values of the common-emitter
current gain IX' from 20 to 130 may be expected in a batch of
20 transistors.
New types with a narrow spread of IX' have
recently become available, but even with these, values of IX'
may still be found in the range 30-75.
Quantitative information about silicon transistors is scarce,
and this puts circuit designers at a disadvantage. Most characteristics must be measured by the user, and because of the large
spread this can be a very laborious process. For this reason,
most of the circuits described here will tolerate a very wide
spread of transistor characteristics.
(3) DIRECT-COUPLED

AMPLIFlERS

The frequent requirement for 50c/s servo amplifiers showed
the need for a.c. amplifiers using direct coupling between stages;
• A rapid increase in the variety of silicon transistors
since the paper was written.

available

has taken place
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electrolytic capacitors were usually required for interstage
coupling because of the low impedance of transistor circuits.
Greater reliability should be expected from amplifier circuits
using no electrolytic capacitors, and any reduction in the number
of components used should also increase reliability.
Amplifiers consisting of common-emitter stages with each
collector directly coupled to the base of the succeeding transistor
have been suggested.i-> and practical examples of this type of
circuit using germanium transistors have been described. 1,4,5
Considerable advantages are gained by using silicon transistors
in direct-coupled amplifiers; the basic form of the circuit is
shown in Fig. 4. Transistors T I and T 2 are operating with
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Cl

0VVVv1~
20K').lF
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,-{)
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(a)
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I

15).lF

ov

POI~

STABILIZING

LINE

Fig. 4.-Basic direct-coupled a.c. amplifier.
Veb = 0, a condition shown clearly in Fig. 3.
Whereas the
stage gain with germanium transistors is very low because of the
low value of 'e at V<b = 0, that with silicon transistors is normal
for the case where 't(l - a) > RI•.
Let us consider germanium transistors used in this circuit.'
The collector resistance is reduced to one-hundredth of the
value obtained with a few volts applied to the collector, then
'e(1 - 0:) -< RL, and this severely limits the gain per stage;
moreover, under these conditions 'e is very sensitive to temperature, and so also is the stage gain. The voltage swing at a
collector must be limited to the millivolt region because of the
change in re with Veb' A voltage-divider coupling must be used
to the last stage" in order to allow sufficient voltage swing at the
base of T 3; this, in turn, means that a positive supply rail must
be used.
With silicon transistors, a high value of re is maintained, and
so RL < re(1 - a); the stage gain is not then limited by rc
and the small variations in rc with Vcb have negligible effect.
The maximum voltage swing at a collector may be of the order
of 200 mV; this is sufficient to provide a signal at the T 3 collector
with a peak voltage of a few volts, ha positive rail being required
for an interstage coupling. Further, as the stage gain is governed
by RL and not rc' any temperature-dependence of re does not
affect the gain.
Table 2.

EFFECT OF GAIN OF T I ON Vo (FIG. 4)

30
40
60

(b)

Fig. 5.-Practical examples of direct-coupled amplifiers.
(0)
(b)

Wide-band amplifier for lise with I kc/s square
50c/s chopper amplifier.

waves.

same time to accommodate transistors demanding widely
differing values of 'bl•
.
The solution adopted here is to have a close control on the
value of
for the first transistor T,. For example, with
'cl = I rnA, R = 300 kil, the values shown in Table 2 will be
obtained. The variations of IX; tolerated will be governed by
the permissible variation of Vo.
Practical examples of these circuits are shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5(a) shows a wide-band amplifier for use with I kc/s square
waves. Fixed current feedback is applied, and gains of 1,2,5,
10, 20 and 25 are obtained by switching the shunt feedback
resistors. Stabilizing networks R)C), R4C4, C2 and L are
necessary because of the large. degree of feedback and wide
bandwidth of 100 kc/s.
For the low-noise chopper amplifier shown in Fig. 5(b) it was
convenient to lise the same resistor for feedback at the 50c/s
signal frequency as for stabilizing the d.c. working point. An
electrolytic capacitor would have been required for decoupling
a separate working-point stabilization loop at SOc/s.

a;

(4) CURRENT

AMPLIFIERS

FOR SMALL SIGNALS

v.

It is sometimes inconvenient to use an electrometer valve in

rnA

v

1/30
1/40
1/60

10
7·5
S

conjunction with equipment otherwise using transistors, usually
because the power supplies required are hot available. Current
amplifiers using silicon transistors have been successfully used
in such applications and two examples are described.
Fig. 6 shows the circuit of a head amplifier for a photomultiplier detecting very low levels of light chopped at 1 kc/s. Two
cascaded emitter followers .are used, giving a current gain of
about 300. The collector current of T I is set at 120 !-LA. This
is a compromise between the low value required fOTlow noise
and the need for linearity over a range of input currents of three
decades, from 10-8 to 10-1 I A peak. The noise generated in
the first transistor is. negligible compared with the shot noise of

The simple operating-point stabilization shown in Fig. 4 Is
adequate for most purposes. The required base direct current,
Ib" of the first stage is determined; R is then chosen so that
Vo - V~b = Ibl R. Variations of 1;0 with temperature may be
neglected as this current is so small; variations of VPb with temperature are much less than VQ• Difficulty is encountered,
however, if it is desired to have a close control on Vo' and at the
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off." Apart from ensuring that transistor ratings are not
exceeded, the only design requirement is that the current through
RI with T I cut off is sufficient to bottom T 2'
If sufficient voltage swing is available to drive the relay and
current amplification only is required, the circuit of Fig. 9 may

Fig. 6.-Circuit
The type JPil

of photomultiplier head amplifier.
photomultiplier

is selected

for low noise.

the photomultiplier.
It is possible to observe individual electrons
leaving the photomultiplier cathode; this suggests that the
circuit could be used with counting equipment for photon
counting at very low light levels.
'Y RADIATION

iii

,.--{8JI

CdS

1
-r100 VOLTl

ov
Fig. 9.-Relay-drive

circuit.

be used. With T I cut off, T 2 is saturated. When T I is bottomed,
T 2 will continue to conduct at first as the stored energy of the
relay when released causes conduction of the emitter-base
junction. Thus, no surge protection is required for T 2 but the
relay is necessarily slow to release.
When it is desirable to operate T I with the minimum possible
collector current, a more efficient circuit is obtained by using
all the collector current of T 1 as base current for t 2' The
circuit of Fig. 10 does this, using an n-p-n transistor for T2•
-HT

Fig. 7.-Circuit

of amplifier for crystal-type radiation detector.
Transistors

are type OC201.

Fig. 7 shows the circuit of an amplifier for direct currents
suitable for use with crystal radiation detectors.
A typical
cadmium-sulphide detector in this circuit will pass current, iim
up to 2pA. The minimum current gain is 1'3 x 107• The total
leakage current at the output is 1. 3pA at 25° C; thus, at room
temperature, operation over a range of four decades is possible
for values of iour from 2· 5 /-LAto 25 mAo The linearity over
this range is only 10% but this is unimportant in this application
as the crystal radiation detectors are non-linear.

(5) SWITCHING

ov
Fig. lO.-Efficient

relay-drive circuit.

Both T [ and T 2 are cut off simultaneously and bottomed simultaneously. The value of RL fixes the T[ collector current when
T I is bottomed, this being made equal to the base current
required to bottom T 2'

APPLICATIONS

Since a forward bias of 400mV is required at the base of a
silicon transistor to start conduction, it is easy to ensure that it
does not conduct; it is never necessary to make the base positive
with respect to the emitter to reduce the collector current to
below 1 /-LAat room temperature, and thus no positive supply
rail is required.
-HT

Fig. 8.-Direct-coupled

switching circuit.

In the circuit of Fig. 8, T2 may be adequately cut off by
bottoming the collector of T I; there is a clear margin between
the bottoming voltage of Tt> typically lOOmV, and the 450mV
required at the base of T 2 for conduction.
(5. I) Relay-Drive Circuits
A relay may be substituted for RL in Fig. 8, if protection is
provided for T2 against voltage overshoot when T2 is being cut

(6) MULTIVffiRATOR

WITH

LONG PERIOD

It is now generally recognized that a better astable multivibrator is obtained by placing the timing circuits in the emitters
instead of in the collectors of transistors 7.8; when both junctions
are reverse-biased the emitter leakage current is much less than
the collector leakage current and feb is the sum of these two.?
However, there is an exception when long periodic times are
required, since the emitter-timed circuit requires larger timing
capacitances than does the base-timed circuit. To avoid the use
of electrolytic capacitors for the timing circuits it is necessary
to keep the timing capacitance as small as possible.
The small leakage current of silicon transistors allows the
use of the base timing circuit, and also high impedances. it is
shown in Section 10 that the maximum usable base timing
resistance is obtained by returning it to an infinite aiming
potential, V (Fig. 11). Little is gained by increasing V beyond
2 VHT, and unless the additional supply rail is available, V will
be made equal to VHT.Fig. 11 also gives the component values
required for a symmetrical.astable multivibrator with a Periodic
time of 2 sec. The collector current when bottomed is only
100 /-LA, requiring a base current of 5/-LA.
An asymmetrical circuit used to drive a tape reader via a
relay at a frequency of O' 5 cIs is shown in Fig. 12. An asymmetrical circuit was needed to provide sufficient base current to
the relay-drive transistor, T 3' The relay-drive circuit of Fig. 10
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(8) BOWES,R. C.: 'A New Linear Delay Circuit based on an
Emitter-Coupled Multivibrator', Proceedings I.E.E., Paper
No. 2951 E, May, 1959 (106 B, Suppl. 16, p. 793).
(9) EBERS,J. J., and MOLL, J. L.: 'Large-Signal Behaviour of
Junction Transistors', Proceedings of the Institute of
Radio Engineers, 1954,42, p. 1761.

Fig. 12.-Asymmetrical multivibrator for driving a tape reader.
was used to give the greatest economy of current in T 2' A
germanium transistor was used for T 3 as suitable silicon n-p-n
transistors were not available at the time, although they are
now becoming available in this country. The collector current
in T 1 when bottomed is 140,uA; that in T 2 is 2 rnA.
(7) CONCLUSIONS

Silicon transistors have been successfully applied to generalpurpose use in industrial instrumentation to give increased
reliability; none has yet failed in use in the experience of the
laboratory.
The use of silicon transistors has led to simpler circuits with
fewer components than if germanium transistors had been used,
and the process of circuit design has been simplified. In particular, the use of electrolytic capacitors has been avoided, leading
again to increased reliability.
The predicted decrease in cost of silicon transistors has
occurred, to the extent of about one-half.

Fig. 13.-Timing action of multivibrator of Fig.

II.
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Fig. 14.-CalculateO curve of Tls/CVHT as a function of VWHT.
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ADVANTAGES

(10) APPENDIX: MAXIMUM TIMING RESISTANCE
MULTIVIBRATOR WITH LONG PERIOD

OF SILICON
FOR A

Referring to the circuit of Fig. II, we require the value of V
to give the maximum value of Rb• The current Is required to
bottom the transistor will be determined by Rb and V, which
both enter also into the expression for the timing operation.
Let the time that a transistor is cut off be T. The timing action
is shown in Fig. 13. The bottoming voltage-is neglected and the
transistor is assumed to conduct as soon as its base goes negative.
It is known that

T

=

CRb log. (1

+

TRANSISTORS

IN CIRCUIT

DESIGN

575

Eliminating Rb, we obtain
T=

CV 1og

T
s

(

• _1

VnT)
+V

In terms of VHTI V as a variable,
TIs = -loge
V
CVHT
VHT

--

(1

VHT)
+V

V~T)

In Fig. 14 is shown a dimensionless plot of TIsICVHT against
the ratio VI VHT' Little is gained by increasing V beyond
2VHT•

We have also
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APPENDIX 2.

Operation

of the tunnel diode above the resistive

cutoff frequency.

Proceedings

I.E.E.E. 21, 9, pp 1265-1267

(Sept.; 19S3)

Operation of the Tunnel Diode
Above the Resistive Cutoff
Frequency*
The waveguide mount described by
Hoffins and Ishii' enabled them to operate a
tunnel diode at frequencies about three
times the resistive cutoff frequency by
"absorbing the junction capacity and series
inductance of the diode into the distributed
parameters of the waveguide," but the authors do not attempt to explain how this
"absorption"
occurs. The following is
offered as a tentative explanation of this
phenomenon and examines its practical im-

plications. Discussion would be welcome.
The tunnel diode equivalent circuit of
Fig. 1 is well established, 2,3 as is the resistive
cutoff frequency
(o =

_J_,V~
2rrCR

1) The power observed was a harmonic
of an oscillation on a fundamental
frequency less than /0,
2) The waveguide mount did not present

-1

r

above which the imnedance looking into the
tunnel diode terminal 1 and 2 is positive. No
passive circuit connected to terminals 1, 2
can result ill oscillations at frequencies in
excess of /0; hence, if power at such frequencies is to be obtained, one of the following
explanations must apply.

* Received May l , 1963.
I C. C. Hoffins
and K. Ishii, "Microwave tunne ldiode operation beyond cut-off frequency,"
PROC.
IRE (Correspondeuce),
vol. 51, pp. 370-371; February, 1963.
2. R. A. Pucel,
"Physical principles of the Esaki
diode and some of its properties as a circuit element."
Solid State Electronics, vol. I, pp. 22-23; March, 1960.
a H. Fu kui, "Microwa ve figure of merit for tunnel
diodes," Electronics, vol. 34, pp. 62-64; March 3,1961.

a passive impedance to the tunnel
diode.
3) The tunnel diode equivalent circuit
is not valid at the frequencies concerned.
4) Access has been obtained to within
the equivalent circuit.
Explanation 2) is most unlikely, so presuming the authors took the obvious step of
ensuring 1) was not taking place, we are
left to examine explanations 3) and 4). The
equivalent circuit has been examined in
detail!·3 and the evidence is that it is valid
to well beyond fo: refinements such as considering skin effect certainly give no cause
for believing that there are frequencies above
fo Ior which a negative resistance could be
obtained between terminals 1, 2. We are left
with explanation 4).
If we had access to terminals 3, 4 there
would be no inherent upper limit to the frequency of oscillation apart from that imposed by the speed of tunnelling within the
junction-frequencies
of order 50,000 Gc! To
operate at frequencies above fo then, we
must go at least some way towards connecting the external circuit to terminals 3, 4,
i.e., by "getting inside" the series resistance
r. It would seem that this waveguide mount
"gets inside" r by allowing the elect~ic field
within the waveguide to interact with the
tunnel junction directly, i.e., the concept of
the waveguide presenting "an impedance"
to the recognized terminals on the case of
the tu nnel diode (terminals 1, 2 of Fig. 1)
must be abandoned.
If this concept is abandoned, a new light
is thrown upon both the design of waveguide mounts, and upon the tunnel diode
mounts themselves.
We would expect to obtain the maximum
benefit from the tunnel diode when the
greatest part of the electric field in the waveguide is concentrated at the tunnel junctio~.
This suggests the use of a very narrow dielectric-filled waveguide of much reduced
height, interrupted by the diode.
Now consider the diodes. The present
technique of constructing microwave tunnel
diodes accepts the presence of r as inevitable
and concentrates on reducing C by etching
away the junction area.' This is worthwhile
and increases [« in spite of an increase in ~.
The resulting diodes are very low power devices, and have a shape similar to Fig. 2. Due
to the pinch effect on the current, most of
the series resistance r occurs in a region very
close to the junction. A junction of this
shape does not seem very promising where
"getting inside" r is concerned. If, however,
we do not consider, as an inevitable barrier
to high frequency operation, there then is no
point in etching away the junction to reduce C; r is no longer concentrated in the
region of the junction, hence, the possibility
of "getting inside" r is increased. Su h a
diode in a suitable waveguide mount may
have power handling capabilitie
far in
excess of the presently accepted limits for
the higher microwave frequen ies.
Summarizing, the author believes that
if it is possible to operate a tunnel diode in a

• F. Stetzer
and D. E. Nelson.
"Tunnel-dio
Ie
microwave oscillator ." PROC. IRE. vol. 49. pp. 144753; April. 1961.
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I
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Fig. l-Tunnel
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Fig. 2-Shape

CIrcuit.

of junction.

waveguide mount above the resistive cutoff
frequency, then the concept of impedance
must be abandoned when considering such
circuits. If this is done, then the design of
tunnel diodes for operation at high microwave frequencies may have to be radically
reviewed.
M. K. MCPHUN
Central Electricity
Research Labs.
Cleeve Road
Leatherhead, Surrey,
England

Authors'

Comments

1) The authors agree with McPhun's
remarks. This is essentially what the authors
are trying to show by describing the authors' waveguide mounts.6•7•8 A diode with
a low peak current was used due to its availability and ease of biasing. The authors feel
that a higher power diode with a larger
junction capacity would perform equally
well even though this was not investigated.
2) The statement, "If, however, wedo not
consider r as an inevitable barrier to high
frequency operation there then is no point
in etching away the junction to reduce C,"
may be true, but the authors are not quite
sure about the explanation applying. This
would require considerable
investigation
with various diodes and a theoretical analysis.
3) It is true that the equivalent circuit
shown ill Fig. 1 of McPhun's remarks is well
established.
No matter what frequency
range is concerned, the equivalent r: ir .uit

'Received
May 27.1963.
• K. Ishii and C.
. Hoffins, "Extending
tunnel
diode operating Irequeucy,
Flrctronics , vol. ]S,
pp. 43-45; June. 1962.
1 K. Ishii and
C ..
l loffins. "X-Bonr! operru ion of
S·banti Esaki diodes,'
PROC. IIU: (Correspondence).
vel. 50. pp. 1698-1699: .July. 1%2.
8
.
. Hoffins
and K. Ishii, "Microwave
tunnel
diode
operauon
beyond
cutoff
frequency,"
PROC .
IEEE
tCorres pondencev.
vol. 51. pp.
310-311:
February, 1963.
'I

configuration
would not be changed. It
should be noted, however, that the equivalent quantities of L, C, rand - Rare i..
equency dependent and the values determined by a low-frequency method are not
likely to be applicable at microwave Irequencies."
4) An exact solution can be obtained by
solving wave equations with the complicated boundary values of actual microwave
tunnel diode mount. The method is difficult,
complicated and very involved. Therefore,
the authors will not do it this time. Instead
of showing the exact solution, the authors
will explain how "absorbing the junction
capacity and series inductance of the diode
into the distributed
parameters of waveguide'" is possible. An idealized model will be
used instead of the actual tunnel diode
mount to merely explain the possibility of
"absorption. "
5) In microwaves, it is not difficult to
find the "access" to terminals 3 and 4 ill
McPhun's Fig. 1. McPhun's Fig. I is transplanted in the authors'
Fig. 3. In the
authors' Fig. 3, inside the "case" is the tunnel diode. If, at terminals 1 and 2, a transmission line of distribution parameter R, C,
r, and L is connected, L, C and " within the
tunnel diode case becomes a part of the
transmission line and thus "the junction
capacitance and series inductance of the
diode" is "absorbed into the distributed
parameter of waveguide." If the transmission line in Fig. 3 represents a waveguide, r
represents the ohmic resistance per unit
length of the line corresponding
to the
longitudinal conduction current path, R
represents the resistance corresponding to
the transverse displacement and conduction
current paths, C represents the capacitance
per unit length of the line along the transverse displacement
current path and L
represents the inductance per unit length of
the line along the longitudinal conduction
current path.!" It was found that the order
of r in the waveguide is almost of the same
order as r in the tunnel diode, though the
value of r in the tunnel diode at high frequencies becomes a distributed parameter
having a configuration which is not accurately known by the authors.
6) A more striking fact will be seen in
Fig. 4. The capacitance shown in Fig. 4 is a
model of the junction capacitance of the
tunnel diode. If the capacitance determined
by the lumped parameter concept is Cc, then
the admittance of the capacitance in the
lumped parameter circuit concept is
Yo = jwCo

(1)

Yo
Co = -.-'

(2)

or

JW

If a short-circuited
distributed
parameter
transmission line is attached to C, as shown
in Fig. 4 and forms a short-circuited uniform
loss-less transmission line of length L, then,
the input admittance of the transmission
line islll

jj K. Ishii and C. C. Tloffins,
"Oscillation frequency
of rni -rowave tunnel diodes." PROC. IEEE
(Carre.
soondeuce),
vol. 51. pp. 485-486; March, 1963.
III S.
Schelkunoff , "Electromagnetic
Waves,"
D. Van Nostrand Co .. Inc., New York, N. Y.; 1943.

cot (:JL

Yo = - [M

INFINITE CHAIN

where M is the characteristic admittance of
the transmission line and (:J is the phase constant of the transmission line. In this configuration, if the equivalent capacitance
across the tunnel diode junction in the distributed parameter circuit concept is C«.
then,

_

Fig. 3-An equivalent circuit of idealized theoretica
transmission line attached to a microwave tunne'
diode.

lL

(4)

or
Yo
Cd=-·

Cl
PARAlLEL PLATE

(5)

jw

Substituting (3) into (5)
111
Cd = - - cot PL.

======;===F-=s
iJCITANCE

(3)

(6)

w

If the length and/or phase constant of the
transmission line is adjusted so that

~

TRANSMISSION LINE

Fig. 4-A parallel plate transmission line attached to
the junction capacitance of a microwave tunnel diode.

(:JL

=

(2n

+ 1) ~,2

n

=

0, 1, 2, 3, .. "

(7)

Reprinted from the PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE
VOL. 51, NO.9, SEPTEMBER, 1963
PRINTED IN THE U.S.A.

then,
C«

111

= - -

w

cot (2n

+

...
1) 2

=

°

or
(8)

Thus, the "equivalent" junction capacitance
vanishes.
7) The above analysis is true only "in
theory." Many practical design problems
remain unsolved to realize the "theory."
Finding a suitable design for a waveguide
impedance transformer which will realize
the above stated theory would be a key to
solve these problems.
8) The authors appreciate McPhun's
interesting remarks.
CORDELL C. HOFFINS
KORYU ISHII

Dept. of Elec. Engrg.
Marquette University
Milwaukee. Wis.
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SUMMARY
Work is in progress to develop non-demodulating
repeaters, using tunnel diodes, for the 470 MC/s
frequency band.
Detailed proposals are presented whereby
such a repeater may be made; it would provide two-way
amplification using a different centre frequency for each
of the two directions.
Common tr~~smit and receive
aerials, and a single 4-port circulator would be used.
Special narrow-band directional filters are
required, and a method of making these filters is
presented.
An experiment to verify some of the proposals
is described.
A crude directional filter was improvised
and used, in conjunction with a 3-port circulator and a
tunnel diode reflection amplifier, to make a stable
one-way transmission amplifier having a gain of 29 dB at
530 MC/s.
.

.:

2.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Work on the tunnel diode radio repeater for
the 470 1'1c/sfrequency band is directed towards making
a non-demodulating repeater.
Such a repeater consists
essentially of an r.f. amplifier placed between two
aerials; one aerial receives signals, the signal is
passed through the amplifier, and is retransmitted by
the other aerial.
A repeater must .be able to amplify in both
directions at once;
The usual system uses a different
frequency for each direction of transmission.
The
most elementary way of providing two-way amplification
at a repeater station is to use two completely separate
rep~aters, one for each direction of transmission,
each with its own pair of aerials.
Although this
is a practical solution it is evident that both
capital and installation costs would be reduced if
such items as the aerials could be common to both
directions of transmission.
This is the system
whd ch is often used with conventional repeaters.
When using tunnel diodes, we must consider
carefully the stability of the circuit (McPhun 1963a),
for the use of comnon transmit/receive aerials
tends to aggravate the stability problem.
The
object of this note is to show that there are means
whereby components common to both directions of
trans~ission can be used, whilst maintaining stability
of the whole system.
The results of some
confirmatory experimental work are given.

2.

A STABLE ONE-WAY REPEATER

We have described in a previous report
(McPhun 1963b) how we may make a transmission
amplifier by combining a tunnel diode reflection
amplifier with a 3-port circulator.
To form a
basic repeater (Fig. 1,) from such an amplifier we
simply substitute aerials for both the generator
and the 'load (though parabolic aerials are sho~n
in the diagram any kind of aerials may be used).
Repeaters use high gain aerials and a~ U.H.F. such
aerials usually'have a narrow bandwidtho
This
fact makes the repeater of Fig. 1 very difficult
to stabilize, and oscillations are liable to occur
at some frequency remote from the resonant frequency
of the aerials.
We will examine how to make this
into a practical one-way repeater.
2.1

Practical One-way Reneater

In a previous report (McPhun "963a) we
discussed the factors affecting the stability of the
simple repeater of Fig. 1, and derived five stability
criteria which had to apply over a very wide
bandwidth.
The characteristics of narrow-band
U.H.F. aerials at frequencies removed from resonance
make these stability criteria extremely difficult
to satisfy.
Because an elegant solution ~o this
stability problem requires a separate study which

3.
we have not been able to undertake so far, we propose
to use the following "belt and braces" solution;
the
circuit is designed so that the reflection amplifier sees
the characteristic impedance Zo of the circuit at all
frequencies, whilst on the other hand the circulator
can see the tunnel diode reflection amplifier 'only over
a very narrow band. of frequencies for which the aerials
present a good match to the circulator.
A practical way of providing the "belt and
braces" solution is to interpose a directional filter
(Vranselow; Tuttle 1959) between the circulator and the
tunnel diode reflection amplifiero
2.1.1. The, directional

filter

The directional filter is essentially a
transmission line component having three ,ports as shown
diagramatically in Fig. 2a.
The filter has a band-pass
~haracteristic between ports A and B and a band~stop
characteristic between ports A and e, as shown in Fig. 2b.
However, it also has the following very important
property when port C is terminated in a matched load
(value Zo at all frequencies):
we need only provide a
matched termination to port B over the pass-band, to
ensure that the impedance seen looking into port A is
equal to Zo at all frequencies.
For our purposes we are
interested only in the band-pass characteristic so for
the remainder of the report we shall assume port e to be
terminated in a matched load, and not show it on
subsequent diagrams.
We shall now see how to use such a
band-pass directional filter in the one-way repeater.
2.1.2 "Belt-and-braces"
filter

stability using a directional

Fig. 3 shows the repeater with a directional
filter inserted between the~reflection amplifier and the
circulator.
All the interconnecting lines are
transmission lines with a characteristic impedance Zoo

.:

Fig. 4 shows the pass-band of the filter with
respect to the voltage standing wave ratio (v.s.w.r.) of
the aerLa'le ,
The filter pass-band is made narrower '
than that of the aerials, (the circulator pass-band
.wou l.dnormally be wf.der than that of the aerials anyway).
Now, providing that outside its pass-band the sQuare of
the filter attenuation exceeds the gain of the reflection
amplifier, the repeater must be stable at all frequencies
outside the pass-band of the directional filter.
We must now consider the risk of instability
at the resonant frequency fo' as instability at this
freQuency may occur if the aerials present a poor match.
Here we ~ust take into account not only the quality of
the aerials used, but also factors outside our control
such as the formation of ice, and birds alighting on
the aerials.
The next section will show how we may
eliminate this cause of instability by using a perfect
4-port ~irculator.

4.
2.2

The 4-Port Circulator used to Ensure Stability

The 4-port circulator should not be confused
with the hybrid much used in line telecommunications.
'ihe circulator is shown in Fig. 5 where we see that it
has four pairs of terminals or ports~ each of these
consisting of a transmission line entry.
Power
entering port A leaves at port B suffering no
attenuation, and no power comes out of C or D.
~imilarly power entering at B leaves at C and none
leaves at D or A and the same applies to ports D ~~d A
in cyclic order.
The basic method of making a tunnel diode
amplifier using a 4-port circulator (Sie 1961) is
shewn in l!'ig 6 where the circulator and all
interconnecting transmission lines have the
characteristic impedance ZOe
Fort D is terminated
in a matched termination Zo so that any power that
is reflected from the amplifier load back into port C
will be directed out of port D and absorbed in this
natched termination.
Waves from the generator
entering at port A are directed to the reflection
amplifier on port B.
They are amplified, re-enter
at B and exit at e, and therefore pass to the load.
Thus if the reflection amplifier is itself stable
wh ericonnected to a characteristic il:lpedanceZo, a
perfect circulator gives us an absolutely stable
amplifier.
fhe, r-e f'Leo t i.on a"!lplifiercan see only
the impedance ~o at all frequencies and any
reflection from a mis-matched load is directed into
the matched termination placed on port D of the
circulator.
e

In practice the circulator is not perfect,
that is, some small fraction of the power entering
at C will appear at B and similarly some power
entering at B will appear at Ao
Also there will be
mis-matches at the ports.
These ~NO forms of
imperfection will be worse outside the finite
ranges of frequencies called the bandwidth of the
circulatqr.
Hence there is still a need for other
stabilising techniques such as that already
described in Section 2.i,
If we combine the stabilizing technique
of Section 2.1 with a 4-port circulator. and if
we use aerials in place of the generator and
the load we have the circuit of the one-way
repeater shown in Fig~ 70
The directional filter
has the characteristics of Fig. 4 already
described, and thus the reflection amplifier sees
the characteristic impedance Zo at all frequencies.
The input and output aerials are in effect
connected t 0 the rerlection amplifier, only i0'fera
narrow' banc wid th . abou t fa' define d by the
: '
pass-band of the directional filter.
Further,
a~y refle~tions occurring at the output aerial
a1;frequency fo will be absorbed in the !:latched
load Zo of Fig. 7.
Ar~ additional advantage of
this circuit is that any spurious signals entering
the input aerial at frequencies outside the
pass-band of the directional filter, will be
>
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absorbed before reaching the reflection amplifier, and
will not reach the output aerial.
The practical one-way repeater described above
will be absolutely stable providing the circulator is
perfect over a narrow band of frequencies about f .
Thus it remains only to consider instabilities wh_ch
may arise due to imperfections in the circulator at
the resonant frequency.
Worse case stability criteria
for ensuring stability under these conditions have
already been derived (McPhun1.963a) and will not be
considered further in this note.
We shall now see how this one-way repeater may
be extended into a two-way repeater.

3.

THE PROPOSED

TWO-WAY REPEATER

As already discussed, the most elementary
method of two-way amplification at a repeater station is
to use two separate one-way repeaters, each tuned to
the appropriate resonant frequency, and each having its
own aerials.
As a first step of simplification we
could use common aerials for the two repeaters providing
the aerials are sufficiently wide-band to accommodate
both resonant frequencies.
We propose to go one step
further and use a common 4-port circulator also, the
arrangement being as shown in Fig. 8.
In Fig. 8 the
matched termination Zo of Fig. 7 is replaced by another
directional filter with a different centre frequency,
terminated in another reflection amplifier.
Signals
at frequency f1 are amplified from left to right whilst
signals at frequency f2 are amplified from right to left,
thus each aerial performs the dual functions of
transmitting and receiving.
Filter 1 is tuned to f,
and presents a match at f2,; conversely filter 2 is
tuned to f2 and presents a match at f1•
Consider the operation of this circuit 'whilst
amplifying from left to right at frequency f1 •
At
this frequency we could replace filter 2 and its
reflection amplifier by a matched termination; the
circuit'becomas_?s Fig. 7 but tuned to frequency f1•
and thus amplification takes place from left to right
only.
Any reflections occurring from the right-hand
aerial will be absorbed in the matched termination and
the amplifier will be stable.
An exactly similar
argument for f2 shows that at this frequency the
repeater will amplify from right to left and will again
be stable.
It behoves us to see whether the components
required for this two-way repeater are realisable;
this
we will do in the next section.
3.1

Practical Realisation of the Repeater

Our investigations show that the components
require~ to realise this repeater are completely
practicable.
It is not necessary to present a
detailed justification of this statement here but the
following are some brief indications of the present
state of the art.

r
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At 470 Mc/s~ 4-por~ circulators are
available having a bandwidth of 5%; this is
adequate for our purpo.ses*o
These circulators at
present consist of. two cascaded 3-por-t circulators
built as a.single unite
For aerials at 470 MC/s we
propose to use stacked and bayed Yagi arrays.
These
have 20 dB gain and just e.n.ough baridwa.d t.h to
accor:l1:lodate
the two frequencies f, and f2•
We have made tunnel .diode r_eflectiDn
amplifiers with a gain-bandwidth product of 750 MC/Ss
more .tnan. ad.equate for use in the presentcircui to
These will be described in a subsequent reporto
It is worth while noting here that at
present all the above components with the exception
of the tunnel diodes themselves, can be made more
compact9 cheaper, and with a better performance, at
frequencies higher than 470 Me/so
It remains to examine the requirements for
the special directional filterso
30101

ProDosed directional filters

Directional filters can conventionally be
made as a single component in strip-line (Wanselow,
Tuttle 1959)0
However~ for the narrow pass-band
required this type of filter has too ~uch insertion
loss in the pass-band at a centre frequency of 470
MC/So
At higher frequencies a waveguide construction
will give a satisfactory component with low insertion
.loss in the pass-band, but at 470 MC/s such a filter
measures 2 ft. 6 in. diameter by 3 ftv 4 in. high
and this is a little ludicrous when we consider that
.the tunnel diode is smaller than a match ~eado
We propose to make directional filters by
the method· shown in Figo 90
This filter. uses a 3-dB
hybrid and two conventional band-stop filters9 each
terminated in matched loadse
Referring to Figo 9
the 3-dB hybrid has the followi~g propertieso
Power
entering at port A splits equatly and leaves by
ports B'and C there being a 90 phase shift between
the signals leaving at ports B and C~ no power
appears at Do
SimilarlY9 power, entering at B leaves
by ports A and D and no power leaves at C9 and the
sa!!leapplies in cyclic order to power entering at
ports C and Do
The band-stop filters are conventional in
that they present'a complete rejection of the input
signal in the stop bando
They are terminated in
matched loads so that when looking into the filters
we see a reflection coefficient rin as shown in
Figo 100
Thus the input reflection coefficient is
zero at all frequencies except within the stop-band

*

Since writing thisw 4-port circulators with a
bandwidth of 20% have become available at 470 MC/s.

7.
of the filter where it is unity, i.e. all power is
reflected. Also shown in Fig.10 is the characteristic
of the complete directional filter of Fig. 9, which we will
consider separately for the pass-band and the stop-band.
Firstly, consider the action of the directional
filter within its pass-band.
In iig. 9, power P
entering at A splits equally with a 900 phase shift and
exits at Band C.
All this power is reflected by the
band-stop filters and re-enters the hybrid at Band C.
This reflected power combines in-phase at D and
anti-phase at A, so that all the power P originally
entering at A leaves port D suffering no attenuation.
As no fraction of power P is reflect~d at A, then port A
Dust represent a matched input.
~econdly, consider the operation of the
directional fil ter wi thin its stop-band.' Again power P
entering at A splits equally and exits at B ~~d c.
But here the power passes through the band-stop filters
to be absorbed in the two matched loads 20, so that port
again represents a matched input and furthermore no
power leaves port D.
The circuit of Fig. 9 thus acts as a true
directional filter and whilst possessing an overall
band-pass characteristic it also presents a match at all
frequencies.
The hybrid is a standard component readily
available, so that the realisability rests with the
required performance of the band-stop filters.
We have
insufficient effort available at present to undertake the
design and construction of the filters at C.E.R.L., but
inquiries from two manufacturers have shown that our
specification for these filters is not unreasonable.
The hybrid, filters and a reflection amplifier,
could be tlade as a single compact integrated unit quite
cheaply if the number of repeaters required justified it.
In order to prove some of the above proposals
we have performed the experiments described in the
following section.
40

AI{EXPERIMBNTAL TUNNEL DIODE CIRCULATOR AMPLIFIER

The experiments described here are not meant
to be elegant; they were performed as quickly as
possible using standard components.
The object was
two-fold: firstly to improvise a crude directional
filter using two very simple band-stop filters r.::lade
from
standard co-axial cOr:lponents,and secondly,to use this
ioprovised directional filter to make a one-way
circulator a~plifier using a 3-port circulator and a
reflection amplifier already in our possession.
4.1

Experimental Directional Filter

This directional filter has a schematic form
already shown in Fig. 9.
The hybrid used is a Narda
type 30)1 intended to cover a frequency band from 460
Mcls to 950 Me/so
The schematic diagram of the band-pass filters

A

is shown in Fig. 1"Ja.
At the resonan t frequency the
transmission line is a quarter wave-length long and
t~us the 50-ohm resis~o~ appears to be short-circuited.
The input impedance ~o the filter approaches 50 ohms
at D.C. and also when the transmission line is halfwave length long, (spurious responses will be obtained
whenever the transmission line is an odd number of
quarter wave-lengths lon~)o
Fig. 11b shows the
somew~at primitive construction of these filters.
~hey were made from a standard coaxial T-piece, one
arm being the input~ the other two arms being
terminated, respectivelY9 in a matched 50-ohm coaxial
load and a short length of coaxial cableo
I

The complete directional filter gave the
results shown in Figo 12.
It is seen that .the
bandwidth is very wide, an attenuation of 3 dB being
obtained at frequencies of 660 Mc/s and 370 Mc/s. However, the filter has zero attenuation at the
resonant frequency of 5-'15 MC/s, and also has the
required match at all frequencies;
the v.s.w.r. was
less than 102 over the whole frequency range from
40 MC/s to 800 Mc/so
4.2 The Reflection An:plifier
'We have been experimenting with reflection
amulifie~s for some time~ and details of these will be
pu~lished in a subsquent-report.
However we are
interested in the gain/frequency characteristic of the
amplifier used, and this is ehcwn in Figo 13. We
should note that this gain/frequendy characteristic
will only be obtained when the amplifier "sees" a
50-0~~ load at all frequencies.
If the amplifier
sees loads of other impedances or loads which vary
with frequency, we nay obtain other gains or the
amplifier may oscillate (lVIcPhun1963a).
When
connected to a 50-chm load the reflection gain at
the resonant frequency of 500 MC/s is 16.3 dB, and
the 3-dB bandwidth is 34 Me/so
j

4.3

The Complete Amnlifier - Results

The 3-port circulator used for this
experiment has_ a very corrplex inpedance vs. frequency
characteristico
When terminated in matched loads
on two ports the third port presents a match for a
snaIl frequency band about 500 Mc/s~ and a large
mis-match at many other frequencies.
Hence the
reflection aJ:.plifieroscillated when connected
directly to the circulatoro
The schematic diagram of the amplifier
1!'ig 14 is similar to that prevaousLy shown in
Figo 3, but here we use a matched resistive
~enerator and loado
The actual arrangenent of the
~mplifier is shown in F~go 15u
e

• The completed ,amplifier was stable t stability
being checked with a tunnel diode stability tester
by examining the current versus voltage
characteristic of the tunnel diode (McPhun 1962).

9.
The a~plifier was also stable with either the input or
the output short-circuited,
and with a variety of
mis-matches on the input and output terminals.
The gain vs. frequency characteristic of the
amplifier is shoNn in Fig. 16.
This has two peaks,
at 490 and 530 MC/s respectively, these betng due to .
the shortcomings of the filters.
The circulator and
the tunnel diode reflection amplifier were each tuned
to a 500 Mc/s centre frequency, and the directional
filter to 515 Me/s, and no attempt was made to tune the
co~plete amplifier after assembling the individual parts.
Also, neither the circulator nor the directional filter
presented a very good match at the resonant fre~uency.
We have been able to explain the peaks quantitatively,
but it is not necessary to reproduce this work here.
We. achieved the main objects of this experiment which
were to make a primitive directional filter by the
method proposed in Section 3.1.1 and to use it to make a
stable circulator amplifier.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a method for making a stable
2-way tunnel diode repeater for ~plifying
a different
frequency in each direction of transmission.
This
repeater would use common transmit and receive aerials
for each direction of transmission and a common 4-port
circulator.o
Directional filters, which are required
anyway at present to ensure stability, are used to
separate the two frequencies.
Investigations show that all the components
required are realisable and available in a reasonable
timeo
However, we have found that all the parts, i.e.
the circulator, filters, and the aerials would be more
compact, cheaper, and have better performance, if
higher fr~quencies than 470 MC/s were used.
As there
is an upper limit to the frequency at which we can use
~tunneldi.oc.es, further work is needed to establish an
optim~ frequency for the use of tunnel diode repeaters.
For the immediate requirements at 470 Mc/s,
conventional directional filters are not satisfactory.
~e have described a method for making directional
filters at this frequency and have verified
experimentally that this can be done.
We have made a
tunnel diode amplifier using such an experimental
directional filter in conjunction with a 3-port
circulator.
This ampli.fier was stable and gave 29 dB
gain at 530 MC/so
These results are very encouraging and give us
every reason to believe that a 2-way repeater made to
these proposals will per.form to our predictions.
The proposed method of constructing a
re~eater should be adopted for the job in hand at 470
MC/s.
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APPENDIX

4.

Practical stability criterion for tunnel-diode
circuits.

Electronics Letters

1, 9, pp l67-168,(Aug.,1965).

Reprinted from 'Electronics Letters', August, 1965

PRACTICAL STABILITY
CRITERION
FOR TUNNEL·DIODE
CIRCUITS
A stability criterion
for tunnel-diode
circuits is described, which requires only
plots of modulus of reflection coefficient
versus frequency. The criterion is derived
intuitively.

The designer of tunnel-diode amplifiers
needs a method of predicting whether
his circuit will oscillate or not. So far,
the only stability criterion suitable for
practical application to tunnel-diode
amplifiers in general is that published by
Meinke.' To use Meinke's criterion, one
plots on a Smith chart the circuit impedance 'seen' by the negative resistance -R
of the tunnel-diode junction; if, over the
frequency range d.c. to diode cutoff, the
impedance locus does not encircle the
centre of the chart, the circuit is stable:
otherwise it is unstable. This criterion has
two disadvantages: first, the circuit
behaviour must be examined at the
terminals of the junction negative resistance, and any extension of the criterion to allow the use of other terminals
makes its use very cumbersome; secondly,
both amplitude and phase information
must be plotted. The following criterion
has neither disadvantage.

1+

active

reflection
amplifier

Fig. 1
paris

l-zS~
~

passive

Circuil divided inlo active and passive

Statement of criterion

The stability criterion may be stated as
follows. Divide the circuit into any two
parts, one part (the reflection amplifier)
containing the junction negative resistance
and the other part containing only passive
circuit elements (Fig. 1). For R = Ro
(the nominal value of junction negative
resistance), compute the modulus of
reflection coefficient I r I of the reflection
amplifier as seen by the passive circuit,
and plot this against frequency from d.c.

to diode cutoff. Increase the magnitude
of R slightly and replot the curve. If the
increase in negative resistance results in
an increase of reflection coefficient, the
amplifier is unstable: otherwise it is
stable. Figs. 2a and b show simple
examples of the curves obtained for
unstable and stable amplifiers. We may
derive this criterion intuitively as follows.
Intuitive derivation
Curves of magnitude and phase of
reflection coefficient r for active circuits
may be plotted as I" = -l/r on the
negative Smith chart." This chart is used
in Fig. 3; 1 r 1 is unity at the rim and
rises to infinity at the centre.

frequency

'cutoff

a

frequency

",cutoff

b

Fig. 2 Modulus
versus frequency

of

reflection

coefficient

a Unstable circuit
b Stable circuit

-90·

We may calculate a frequency-response
curve using the small-signal equivalent
circuit of the tunnel diode. This curve will
give no information about stability, except
for the one special unstable case where at
some frequency 1 r 1 equals infinity; i.e.
the curve passes exactly through the
centre of the chart. As the circuit stability
depends on whether the active element is
voltage- or current-controlled,
it is
necessary to take the nonlinearity of the
device into account. The tunnel diode is
voltage-controlled; hence, as the bias
voltage is increased from zero to the
operating point, the magnitude of its
negative resistance -R must decrease
from infinity to its final value Ri:
In Fig. 3 families of reflection-coefficient
curves are plotted for a simple case. The
parameter is R (a positive number), which
is decreased from infinity down to Ra,
causing the curves to trace out the shaded
areas shown.
The unstable amplifier is distinguished
by the fact that, for some particular value
of the negative resistance within that
range, the curve passes through the point
1 r 1 = 00. It is clear from the foregoing
argument that Fig. 3a represents an
unstable circuit and Fig. 3b represents a
stable circuit.
If we plot the curves of 1 r 1 versus
frequency for R = Ra as in Fig. 2, it is
quite possible for both the stable and
unstable cases to have the same value of
peak gain. But inspection of Fig. 3 shows
that any increase of R will result in an
increase of 1 r 1 for an unstable circuit
(Fig. 2a), whereas for a stable circuit 1 r 1
will decrease (Fig. 2b). Therefore the
curves of Fig. 2 contain all the information required to indicate stability.

which also gives the transmission gain
of a circulator-coupled amplifier.
It may be essential to include any
nonreciprocal elements in the passive
block of Fig. 1, but this has still to be
investigated. However, for circulatorcoupled amplifiers it is most convenient
to take a reference plane at the junction
of the reflection amplifier and the circulator.
We have tested the criterion by applying it to various circuit configurations
and comparing the results with other
stability criteria such as Meinke's. We
tested freedom to select any reference
plane by deliberately choosing most
unlikely reference terminals. The criterion
passed all these tests. So far we have not
proved the criterion in a rigorous theoretical way; but we are now endeavouring
to do this.
28th July 1965
Mullard Research Laboratories
Redhill, Surrey
England
M. K. MCPHUN
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Discussion
For clarity we have shown a particularly
simple example in Fig. 3, where the
R = Ra locus encircles the centre of the
chart for the stable case (this should not
be confused with Meinke's impedanceplot stability criterion). We are not sure
at present whether this condition will
always apply to more complicated amplifiers.
a

1

r1

-90·
1

is given by

r1

=

I Z+Zo
Z -Zo I

where both Z and Zo may be complex.
However, the power-reflection coefficient" 1 S 12 may equally well be used in
place of 1 r I. Here
1 S 12 =

90·
b

Fig. 3 Negative Smith-chart plots of reflection coefficient
As R is decreased from infinity to its final value R.

1

Z - Zo*
Z+Zo

and it can be seen
1 S 12 tend to infinity
tion Z = -ZOo We
convenient to plot
decibels:

I"

that both 1 r 1 and
for the same condihave found it most
reflection gain in

a Unstable circuit
b Sroble circuit

Adlard & SOli, LId., Bartholomew Press, Dorking
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Practical stability criterion for tunnel-diode
circuits.

Electronics Letters,

1,

10,

P

(Dec. 19(5).

Reprinted from Electronics Letters, Vol. 1, No. 10, December 1965
PRACTICAL STABILlT\V
CRITERION FOR TUNNEL-DIODE
CIRCUITS
In a reply to Bandler's criticisms of the
stability criterion, it is confirmed that the
criterion
includes both bias and stabilising. circuits.
No exceptions
to the
cnterion have been proved so far.

In a previous letter, I I described a
stability criterion requiring only plots of
modulus of reflection coefficient versus
frequency. Bandler- has since suggested
that the criterion may not be generally
valid.
Although Bandler suggests that the
criterion does not include bias and
stabilising circuits, both have, in fact,
always been included in my work with
this criterion. They may be included in
either Z or Zo of my Fig. 1. Perhaps this
confusion results from Bandler's Fig. 1,
where he assumes only a lossless network
between the tunnel diode and resistive
load; I have not made this assumption.
Thus, in his paragraph 4, I f(jw)i2 is
only independent of the reference plane
chosen for his assumption of lossless networks. One 'most unlikely' reference
plane is a plane that is isolated from the
rest of the circuit by a large amount of

tuning
inductance

r.f. bypass
capacitor

Fig. 1

Tunnel-diode

amplifier

loss; the criterion has been found to
work even under these conditions.
In his penultimate paragraph, Bandler
states 'The d.c. gain in McPhun's example
could not be unity when the bias circuit
is accounted for; therefore .. .' Fig. 1
shows a circuit which gives gain curves
similar to my earlier Fig. 2, with a d.c.
gain of unity. I
v:'e now consider Bandler's Fig. 2c,
which showed an interesting impedance
locus that would invalidate my criterion'
the circuit and locus are reproduced i~
Fig. 2 for clarity.
.
For B > G, Bandler shows that as R
is increased, the locus in quadrant 2 of
Fig. 2b must move towards the origin
increasing IJ'l: yet this 10'CllS represent~
a stable amplifier. This locus is closely
analagous to Nyquist's classic conditionally stable feedback amplifier. Let us
consider what happens to I I'] as the
tunnel-diode bias is increased through
the negative-resistance region, remembering that I I'] becomes infinite when
ZL(jw)

+ Zc(jw)

M. K. McPHUN

1m

=0

As the bias voltage is increased(R reduced)
to a value giving the locus of Fig. 2b, I I']
must pass through infinity twice, with
an unstable region when the locus of
Fig. 2b does not encircle the origin.
Further increase of bias reduces R
(approaching the valley region), and
again the amplifier becomes unstable.
Thus this stable condition could only be
reached by first passing through an
unstable condition, and in practice
tunnel-diode amplifiers do not behave
like this.
We are led, therefore, to seek a theoretical reason for excluding a locus of this
shape. Such a reason might be provided
by the constraints imposed upon Zc·
First, Zc must be positive real. Secondly,
Zc must have one more left half-pplane
zero than it has poles, as its first element
must be a series inductance. It seems
quite likely that the locus of Fig. 2b
could not be obtained under these constraints.
To conclude, it appears that no invalidity of the criterion has been proved so
far, and a theoretical derivation, although
difficult, would be very worth while. I
thank Mr. Bandler for his contribution.
29th November 1965

Mullard Research Laboratories,
Redhill, Surrey, England
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APPENDIX 6.
Measurement

of negative resistance using a

Z-g Diagraph.

Proceedin~s

I.E.E.E. ~,

6, pp 910-911, (June'1955).
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MEASUREMENT

PROCEDURE

The Diagraph operates .on the principle of comparing the magnitude and phase of the reflected voltage from the "unknown" with
that from a standard (usually a short circuit), the incident voltage
being the same in each case. As shown in Fig. 1, power incident from
the signal generator at the input splits equally between the reference
line and the measurement line, and is reflected, respectively, from
the reference and the unknown terminations. The directional coupler
in the measurement line gives a voltage proportional to the reflection
coefficient r. of the unknown, while that in the reference line gives
a voltage proportional to the reflection coefficient unity. Thus
can be obtained from the ratio of these two voltages, while the phase
angle between them equals L r•.A superheterodyne
receiver is used
for both signals, the local oscillator being common to both. L I', is
measured at the intermediate frequency and indicated by a null on
a meter M, The amplitude of the reference voltage is shown on a
meter, while that reflected from the unknown deflects a light spot
galvanometer.
The instrument
is constructed
mechanically, such
that the light spot indicates impedance directly on a Smith chart
mounted on the front of the instrument.
The standard measurement procedure of interest here is as follows.

Ir.1

..

a) Standardize
1) Place a short circuit on both reference and unknown ports
2) Set signal generator to give light spot at rim of chart
3) Set reference meter to read 100
4) Set phase adjust to give a null on M when chart is set to zero
phase angle (zero ohms for impedance, 00 for admittance
measurements ).
b) Measure
5) Connect unknown, to "unknown" port
6) Obtain phase balance by rotating chart to again give a null
on M
7) Mark position of light spot on the Smith chart
8) After changing frequency it is only necessary to adjust the
signal generator output to again set the reference meter on
100, and repeat steps 6) and 7) without disturbing the connections to the unknown.
III.

MEASUREMENT

OF IMPEDANCE
A NEGATIVE

Measurement of Negative Resistance
Using a Z-g Diagraph
I.

INTRODUCTION

The reflection gain of reflection amplifiers may conveniently be
measured using a good directional coupler to separate the incident
and reflected waves. However, when phase information is required,
one must usually resort to laborious slotted line measurements.
Complex impedance and admittance (also two-port immittances)
may be measured accurately and quickly using a Z-g Diagraph,'
the results being obtained as plots on a Smith chart. We will see
that only a simple modification of the measuring technique is required to measure active devices, negative resistance and reactance
being obtained directly on the negative Smith chart.'·3
Manuscript received February 23.1966. The work reported herein was performed
at the Central Electricity Research Laboratories.
and is published by permission
of the Central Electricity Generating Board.
I R. Eichacker.
"The Z-R Diagraph." Rhode and Schwarz Mitteilungen, 1952. p.
is (in German). See also instrument handbooks for lypesZOU and ZOO Diagraphs,
• B. Rosin. "Transformation
of impedances having a negative real part 'and the
stability of negative resistance devices.' Prot. IRE (Correspondence). vol, 48. p.
1660. September 1960.
, R. L. Kyle. "Plotting impedances with negative resistive components.'
I RE
TrailS. 011 Microwave Theory and Techniques (Correspondence). vol, MTT·S. p. 377.
May 1960.
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Negative impedances give reflection coefficients greater than
unity. They may be plotted conveniently on a negative Smith chart
by employing the transformation r chart = 1/r•.2•a.'
The essence of the measuring technique used here is the interchange of the reference and unknown ports. The item to be measured
(having negative resistance) is placed on the reference port, causing
the reference meter to deflect off scale. However if the signal generator output is now reduced to bring the reference meter back to
100, the light spot deflection is reduced to a magnitude 1/1 r.]. The
phase angle given by the bridge at balance will now be the negative
of that obtained for conventional connection, and the direction of
rotation about the Smith chart will be reversed. This is exactly the
condition required for plotting on the negative! or double! Smith
chart.
The measurement procedure now is as follows.
a) Standardize
1), 2), 3), 4) as described in Section II.
b) Measure
5) Connect the unknown to the "reference" port
6) Reduce signal generator output to again set the reference
meter to read 100
• L; J.' Kaplan and O. J. R. Stock. "Some comments on the method of Kyhl,"
IRE Trans. 0" Microwave Theory and Techniques (Cor7·<spondtn.,). vol. MTT.S.
p. 668. November

1960.
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Gain and phase vs. frequency.

of Z-, Diagraph.

for a tunnel
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amplifier.

7) Obtain

phase balance by rotating chart to again give a null
on M
8) Mark position of light spot on the Smith chart
9) After changing frequency adjust signal generator output to
again set the reference meter Oil 100, and repeat steps 7)
and 8).
Reflection gain is measured by simply changing the Smith chart
the front of the instrument, for another type of chart. Supplied
for attenuation
measurements on two-ports is a polar chart' calibrated in dB and phase angle. It so happens that this chart, used with
the measurement
procedure I )-9) above, conveniently
indicates
reflection gain G of the one-port active device, where
Oil

I G I = 2010g jZ.Z. +Ro
_ Rs
l0

/G= -

I

db

il.:.

and R« is the characteristic resistance of the Diagraph transmission
lines = 50 ohms. Z. i the impedance of the unknown. Such a plot of
reflection gain for a tunnel diode amplifier is shown in Fig. 2.
IV.

DISCUSSION

\\'hen measuring active one-ports precautions are required
avoid instability and overloading of the item being tested.

911

The reflection coefficient seen looking in at either the reference
or the unknown ports of the Diagraph, referred to 50 ohms, is a
maximum of 0.005 for frequencies 30 Mc /s to 420 Mc/s and 0.01 for
frequencies up to 4.2 Gc/s. Thus if the unknown is stable when connected to a good 50 ohm matched load it will be stable when connected to the Diagraph. This obviates one of the difficulties experienced when using a slotted line to measure negative impedances.
The instrument is generally sufficiently sensitive to avoid overloading low power tunnel diode amplifiers, though some overloading
has been experienced when attempting to operate tunnel diodes close
to their cutoff frequency. It is possible to increase the sensitivity of
the Diagraph by a factor of 3 in such cases, with some loss of accuracy in the amplitude measurement, but this can then be regained
by using a signal generator with a calibrated attenuator as a signal
source. No trouble from overloading should be experienced with
parametric amplifiers.
M. K. MCPHUN
Mullard Research Labs.
Salfords, Surrey
England
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U.H.F. tunnel-diode amplifier
M. K. McPhun, B.Sc., C.Eng., M.I.E.E.
Synopsis
The paper is mainly devoted to a detailed account of the design of the reflection amplifiers for use in a
tunnel-diode repeater described in a companion paper. The amplifiers are constructed in stripline, incorporating transmission lines of variable characteristic impedance. Thus tunnel diodes of widely differing
characteristics can be accommodated in a single amplifier; yet the tuning procedure is particularly simple.
Results are also given for a circulator-coupled amplifier formed from the reflection amplifier and a
4-port circulator.
1

Introduction
The reflection amplifier described here was developed
for use in the two types of radio-repeater amplifiers described
in a companion paper. I To achieve simultaneous amplification in two directions at two different frequencies, the repeater
amplifiers use 4-port circulators, filters and two reflection
amplifiers tuned to 454·2 and 468· 2 Mc/s, respectively. At the
time this work was undertaken, most work on' tunnel-diode
amplifiers was of a trial-and-error nature; moreover, tunnel
diodes were selected to give the required gain in an amplifier.?
A main object of the work was therefore that the amplifiers
should be designable; it would follow that the designs could
be reproduced at higher frequencies if required at a later
date. This paper is mainly about the design of the reflection
amplifiers, but, as they are of application to many other
purposes apart from the repeater, some typical results on a
circulator-coupled amplifier using one of these reflection
amplifiers are included.
The requirements for the reflection amplifiers are as follows:
(a) Only a narrow bandwidth, of the order of I Mc/s, is
needed, but a large bandwidth is acceptable as the repeater
bandwidth is limited by the directional or the diplexing filters.
(b) The amplifiers must have negligible gain at 3 times the
centre frequency, where the second resonance of the directional filters occurs.
(c) The centre frequency must be variable by about ± 10Mc/s
either side of 461 Mc/s.
(d) The amplifier gain must be adjustable between about IS
and 30dB without changing the tunnel-diode bias.
(e) The amplifiers must accept a range of tunnel diodes
without requiring close selection of some of their parameters.
(f) It is, of course, desirable that the amplifiers should be
easy to tune, e.g. if the tunnel diodes are changed.
Before describing the amplifier, it is desirable to summarise
some background theory on the tunnel diode.
2

Theory
The tunnel diode has a voltage-controlled negativeresistance characteristic whose main parameter is the peak
current. All the work described here was done using tunnel
diodes with a peak current of about 2mA, as these are most
suitable for use in conjunction with SOn-transmission-line
circuits. When suitably biased in the negative-resistance
region, the tunnel diode has the equivalent circuit of Fig. 1aO). 3
The junction of the tunnel diode is represented by a negative
resistance -Rd (or conductance -Gd) in parallel with the
junction capacitance Cd, where Rd is a positive number. rand
L represent the unavoidable resistance and inductance in
series with the diode. Rd varies with the bias point throughout the negative-resistance region, being a minimum at the
inflection point. Biasing the tunnel diode at the inflection
point will give an amplifier which is least sensitive to variations in the bias voltage, and throughout it is assumed that
the tunnel diode is biased at this point unless otherwise
stated.
Paper 5217 E, first received 18th August and in revised 'form 25th
November
1966
Mr. McPhun was formerly with the Central Electricity
Research
Laboratories, Leatherhead, Surrey, England, and is now with the School
of Engi neering Science, University
of Warwick,
Coventry,
War.,
England
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2.1

Frequency response of tunnel diode

The input impedance
of frequency, given by

Z(w)
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Fig.1
Performance of tunnel diode
a Equivalent circuits of the diode
(i) Equivalent circuit
(ii) Approximate equivalent circuit, valid in the region M
b Frequency response of G(w) and BCw)
M extends to about wr/3

It is usually more convenient to consider the conductance
YeW), where
.

Yew)

= G(w)

+ JB(w)

I
= Z(w)

(2)

The frequency response of G(w) and B(w) is shown in Fig. Ib,
where the resistive cutoff frequency w r and the series resonant
frequency Wx are illustrated.f- 13 For Wx >
the condition

=,

(3)

is obtained. A tunnel diode fulfilling this condition is known
as 'absolutely stable";" Fig. 1 has been drawn for Wx about
twice co : For this condition, and for higher wx' G(w) will
follow the full line in Fig. 1. However, if Wx is reduced to
approach w" for instance by increasing L, a peak will appear
in the G(w) curve, as shown dotted in Fig. lb. For Wx in
the region of w" this peak may exceed Gd by many times,
and this condition makes the design of stable amplifiers
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Fig.2
Details of reflection amplifier

Therefore it is necessary to consider the behaviour of a tunneldiode circuit throughout
this frequency range, and not only
in the frequency range of interest. The components
used in
the circuit must not have spurious resonances below w" or,
if they have, the effect of these resonances must be considered.
Much of the difficulty in ensuring
stable operation
is
caused by the finite bandwidths
of the circulator, generator
and load. For the first repeater amplifier, these problems
were solved by the use of the directional filters I interposed
between the reflection amplifier and the circulator in Fig. 2,
resulting in the reflection amplifier 'seeing' the resistance Ro
from d.c. to 3/0' Thus the stability requirements for the reflection amplifier were reduced to ensuring that the amplifiers
were stable when connected to a nominal 500-characteristicresistance transmission
line over the frequency range 0 to
3/0' These requirements were in fact more severe than necessary, and, in the final repeater configuration,
stable operation
was obtained with the reflection amplifier connected directly
to a circulator. The author has described a stability prediction
technique- that requires only plots of I
against frequency.
This technique
was employed
to examine any reflection
amplifier for possible oscillations
before it was made, and
obtain an indication of the cause of the instability.

a Basic circulator-coupled
b Reflection amplifier

3

extremely difficult. Throughout
the following work, tunnel
diodes fulfilling the condition wx:> 2wr were used, so that
the behaviour of G(w) was given by the full line in Fig. lb.
Great care had to be taken when using diodes not to increase
their inductance
L by the way they were mounted
in the
circuit.
genc:rotor

transmission

Iint:5

of characteristic
impedcnce

Rc

a

Ro

r~

J-R

fI

b

amplifier

Over the frequency range M in Fig. lb, from zero to about
wrl3, the equivalent
circuit of the tunnel diode may be
approximated,
as shown, to a negative resistance - R shunted
by a capacitance
C. For the tunnel diodes of interest here,
Rand C differ little from Rd and Cd when w < wrl3. It is,
however, essential to use the full equivalent circuit and eqn. 2
when considering
the performance
of circuits at higher frequencies than wrl3, e.g. when examining stability.
When wide bandwidth
is not a primary 'consideration,
too high an co; is a disadvantage.
Such a high resistive cut-off
frequency merely increases the range of frequency over which
the amplifier must be prevented from oscillating. A useful
rule of thumb for most amplifiers is to make co , about 3 times
the design frequency of the amplifier. This places the design
frequency at the upper end of region M in Fig. lb, so that the
second resonance of associated transmission-line
resonators
falls above co : Unfortunately,
we were not able to obtain
tunnel diodes that were suitable in this respect for these
amplifiers.

Reflection amplifier

A schematic diagram of the amplifier is shown in
Fig. 3a. It is based on an amplifier described by Reindel,"
and was chosen for its comparatively
narrow bandwidth and
inherent stabilising circuit.

-Ro

to circulator
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2.2

Tunnel

diode

used in a reflection

I

amplifier

I

The basic form of a circulator-coupled
tunnel-diode
amplifier is as shown in Fig. 2a, where the circulator isolates
the reflection amplifier from both the generator and the load.
The reflection amplifier (Fig. 2b) terminates the transmission
line of characteristic
resistance ~ in a negative resistance
- R, giving a reflection coefficient f which is greater than
unity.

f = (- R) - Ro = R + Ro
-R+Ro
R-Ro
It is convenient
in dB:
A

=

to use the reflection

10 log Ifl2dB

=

(4)
power gain A, expressed

20 log R

+~

R - Ro

(5)

which is also the transmission
gain of the circulator-coupled
amplifier of Fig. 2a.
To use a tunnel diode as a reflection amplifier we must do
the following four things:
(a) Bias the tunnel

diode, using a load line providing a singlevalued intersection in the negative-resistance
region of the
II V characteristic
(b) Present the transmission
line with a suitable negative
resistance at the centre frequency 10
(c) Reduce f to acceptable limits at frequencies away fromlo
(d) Maintain stability while achieving (a), (b) and (c).
The last requirement of stability is of overriding importance,
and is likely to occupy much of the effort of the designer.
2.3

Stability

The tunnel diode presents a negative resistance at its
terminals
from d.c. to the resistive cut-off frequency
co :
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R~~

b

Fig.3
Circuits of reflection amplifier
a Schematic diagram of reflection amplifier
b Effective equivalent circuit at resonance

3.1

Amplifier

theory

Consider the circuit to the right of the tunnel diode
in Fig. 3a. The tunnel diode is placed across a transmission
line of characteristic
impedance Z02' A resistance R, shunts
the transmission
line one eighth of an electrical wavelength
from the tunnel diode (at the design frequency wo); this
resistance serves the dual purpose of providing a d.c. load
for the tunnel-diode-bias
supply, and acting as a stabilising
resistance. A further length of transmission
line of characteristic impedance
Z03' connected
in parallel with Rs, is
terminated in a capacitor C3•
The principle of operation
is as follows. At the design
frequency wo, the transmission
line Z03 loaded with the
capacitor C3 is resonant, and presents a short circuit across
the resistance R; Thus transmission
line Z02 can be made to
resonate with C, the effective capacitance of the tunnel diode.
Therefore, at the resonant frequency wo' the amplifier appears
simply as G(wo) terminating the transmission
line ZOI> where
G(wo) is given by eqn. 2. At all frequencies
away from
resonance, R, provides damping to the circuit as it no longer
appears short-circuited.
Analysis
of the stability
of this
circuit indicated a noncritical optimum R,. of Rd13. The length
13 is given by

13 = '36~/o tan

-I

(27T/o~3Zo)

metres

(6)
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where c is the velocity
(21Tfo~3Zo)

of light

(3 x 108 m/s),

is expressed in degrees, fo

_

C

'-I {

+ AI2
z.; = AIIZ
A Z
A
+

WO/21Tand C3 and

=

Z03 are in farads and ohms, respectively. The length 12 is
given by
12 - 36Ofo tan

The amplifier input impedance is then given by

tan-I

1
}
B(wO)Z02 metres

L

21

=

Z51

(8)

~
From eqns. 8 and 5 we obtain the gain
resonance as follows:

A

A

of the amplifier at

Ro
Z2 - G(wo)
=

20 Jog

R:

I

Z2

decibels

frequency

(11)

The input reflection coefficient is

r

Zin - Ro .
+ Ro
given in magnitude and phase by
=

If!

(12)

z.;

=

v'(rr*)

L~ = tan-i

(13)

Im(r)
Re(r)

(14)

and the reflection gain is given by
(15)
A = 10 log (rr*) decibels
The matrixes of Appendix 8, and eqns. 10-15, were programmed for a digital computer to produce frequencyresponse curves.
3.3

where G(wo) is a negative number. By making the characteristic impedance of the quarter-wave transformer ZOI
variable, the gain of the amplifier may be controlled with
ease without affecting the tuning. For a given gain, there are
two values of ZOI that will satisfy eqn. 9. The stability analysis
shows that Ro/Zor must be greater than G(wo) for stability
and that in this amplifier circuit a quarter-wave transformer
does not result in any spurious gain peaks at frequencies
away from the desired resonant frequency.
So far the choice has been of 12, Z02; 13 and Z03 have been
left undetermined. To cater for the use of tunnel diodes with
resistive cutoff frequencies many times fo, it is essential to
avoid higher resonances of the transmission-line circuits. Such
higher resonances can be avoided by making the fundamentalresonant circuit from a short physical Jength of transmission
line, heavily loaded by capacitance. Thus the characteristic
impedance Z03 may be made as large as constructional techniques allow; 13 is made as small as possible consistent with
a convenient C3. The characteristic impedance Z02 is varied
in order to tune the tunnel diode. Constructional restraints
on the range of Z02 require 12 to be about one eighth of a
wavelength long.
Amplifier

+ ]. Im (Zin)

(9)

+ G(wo)

01

3.2

Re (Zin)

1
ZL=-jwC3

Ro

RQ

=

22

where all the quantities are complex, and

(7)

where B(wo) is found from eqn. 2. This will ensure that at
the resonant frequency fo the admittance seen at the terminals
of the tunnel diode is real and equal to G(wo), as given by
eqn. 2. At the resonant frequency, the amplifier appears as
shown in Fig. 3b. II is a quarter wavelength at this frequency,
forming a quarter-wave transformer and transforming the
characteristic impedance Ro to some value
across the
tunnel diode, where

L

Construction

of amplifier

460Mc/s lies within that awkward frequency band
where lumped circuits become uncomfortably small, while
transmission-line circuits tend to be long and unwieldy. The
first choice lay between lumped and transmission-line circuits;
the latter were chosen to allow for scaling of the design to
higher frequencies, if required at some future date. Then it
was necessary to choose the type of transmission line. A
first design was constructed in coaxial line, with fixed characteristic impedances and fixed tuning; this design worked
satisfactorily, but was difficult to construct and alter. It will
not be discussed further.
For the subsequent work high- Q triplate strip transmission
line," henceforth referred to as stripline, was chosen for the
following .reascns:
(a) The bias supply and resistor R, are much easier to arrange

than in the coaxial construction.
Junctions between transmission lines are easier to construct in stripline.
(c) The following ways of making transmission lines with a
variable characteristic impedance could be envisaged.

(b)

The construction of the variable-impedance striplines is
shown in Fig. S. Fig. Sa shows the conventional stripline:

response

The formula for the gain of the amplifier as a function
of frequency is very complicated, so that all calculations were
done in terms of a product of chain matrixes for the individual sections of the amplifier, as shown in Fig. 4. The

~~~o"
0'062"

supporting
dielectric
printed - circuit
copper conductors

o

o

Fig.4
Matrixes for calculation of amplifier frequency response
a Individual
b Equivalent

matrixes
matrix

product of the five matrixes is represented by an equivalent
matrix A, as in Fig. 4b, where
All

A = [Ad [A2] [A3] [A4] [As]

=[

A21

The matrixes AI to As are listed in Appendix 8.
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(10)

c

Fig.5
Construction of variable-impedance striplines
a Conventional high Q triplate stripline
band c Two methods of varying Zo
\
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a TEM transmission line in which the inner conductor is
symmetrically placed between two ground planes. The inner
conductor takes the form of a printed circuit of identical
shape on both sides of the dielectric. All current flow in
both the ground planes and the inner conductors is longitudinal, and only a small fringing field is within the dielectric.
In Fig. 5b, the characteristic impedance is decreased by
inserting a conducting strip between the ground planes to one
side of the inner, increasing the capacitance per unit length.
Movement of the strip towards the inner results in a decrease
in the characteristic impedance. There is no problem with
contact between the block and the ground planes as all
current flow is longitudinal. Fig. 5e shows an alternative way
of varying the characteristic impedance by effectively altering
the spacing between the inner and the two ground planes.
Again, this reduces the characteristic impedance as the block
is moved towards the inner conductor, by increasing the
capacitance per unit length. By suitably shaping this block,
a wide variety of curves of characteristic impedance against
block position can be obtained. The final version of the
reflection amplifier is shown in Fig. 6 with one of the ground
input/output

Z02 adjuster

rs.

(tuning control
for tumel diode)

for bios
supply

choke

R,

C)

Fig.6
Reflection amplifier with one ground plane removed

planes removed. It was constructed with two right-angle
bends in the strip transmission line in order to facilitate
mounting the lumped components, and to make the amplifier
compact. Experience had shown that it was essential to
construct the whole amplifier symmetrically about the inner
conductor, as any asymmetry could lead to the formation of
parallel-plate modes between the two ground planes, which
could cause oscillations.
The variable quarter-wave-transformer
gain control uses
the impedance adjuster of Fig. 5b; this enables ZOI to be
adjusted over the range 50-35 n. The pill-type tunnel diode is
mounted on end to the centre conductor to preserve symmetry. To tune the diode, the impedance adjuster of Fig. 5e
is used to vary Z02' The widest range of Z02 that could
conveniently be obtained with this construction was from
about 30 to roon. Insertion of these values into eqn. 7 showed
thata length 12 = 7· 4cm enabled tunnel diodes with capacitances
in the range 3-9pF to be tuned. The bias resistor R, consists
of a metal-oxide resistor mounted symmetrically between the
ground planes. Measurements on such resistors showed that
their inductance was negligible up to a frequency of
lOOOMc/s, when mounted in this way. Z03 was made lOOn,
this being the highest value obtained conveniently with a strip
width of 0·5 mm. Length 13 was made as short as possible
by using the highest C3 permitted by this method of construction. C3 is in two parts: a fixed part of 5pF consisting
of a short length of 18 n stripline and a variable trimmer
adjustable from I to 7pF. Lengths II, 12, 13 had to be made
shorter than calculated for free space, to allow for the lower
velocity of propagation in the stripline."
4

Measurements,
results and discussion
Much effort was expended upon the reflection amplifier
prior to its incorporation into the repeater, and the results
PROC. lEE, Vol. 114, No.4, APRIL 1967

shown in Section 4.1 for the reflection amplifier are a small
selection from those available. On the other hand, the experiments described in Section 4.2, using the reflection amplifier
with a 5 % bandwidth circulator, are included as an example
of what can be achieved with the reflection amplifier. They
should not be regarded as optimum results, as no time was
available for improving the characteristics obtained at the
first attempt.
4.1

Performance

of reflection

amplifier

Tuning these amplifiers is particularly simple, the
procedure being as follows. With the tunnel diode removed,
the reflection coefficient of the reflection amplifier is monitored
at frequency fo, and C3 is adjusted to give unity reflection
coefficient. Then, with the diode inserted, Z02 is adjusted to
give maximum gain at fo, and finally the gain is adjusted to
the desired value using Zo,' When tuning is carried out in
this order, the controls are completely independent of each
other.
4.1.1

Measurement

methods

All measurements on the reflection amplifiers were
made using Z-g diagraphs 7 having frequency ranges from
30 Mc/s to 2400 Mc/s. The author has shown" how these
instruments may be used for measuring reflection coefficients
greater than unity by interchanging the normal 'reference' and
'measure' terminals. This method terminates the amplifier in
a good matched load, and operates at a sufficiently low power
level so as to not saturate the amplifier. The results obtained
are the magnitude and phase of the reflection coefficient
plotted on the negative Smith chart." which is the transformation r' = I/r of the normal Smith chart. Thus the reflection
coefficient rises to infinity at the centre of the chart, where
R = Ro (see eqn. 4), and is unity at the rim. Alternatively,
the results could be plotted directly on a chart with the radial
scale calibrated to read reflection gain in decibels. The
facility of being able to plot phase was invaluable. Even
where there is a large narrow gain peak, this type of presentation gives a smooth curve; the presence of a large gain is
merely indicated by the curve passing near the centre of the
chart. Any extraneous loops in the curve invariably indicated
maloperation of the amplifier.
The stability of the amplifier was checked after every
alteration to it, however slight. This was done very simply,
using the bias arrangement in Fig. 7 whereby the d.c. supply

@
Fig.7
Bias arrangement for tests on reflection amplifiers

to the tunnel diode could be interchanged with an a.c. sweep
from a bridge-type curve tracer.'? By switching to the curve
tracer, the current/voltage characteristic of the tunnel diode
could be displayed with the diode operating in the amplifier,
and any oscillation immediately observed as a distortion of
this characteristic. II The characteristic was also a sensitive
indicator of the presence of overloading due to too large a
signal amplitude.
4.1.2

Results

For convenience, the characteristics of the tunnel
diodes used in these experiments are summarised in Table I.
Fig. 8 shows the reflection gain in dB and phase angle for an
amplifier tuned to 454 McJs using tunnel diode I. Curves are
plotted for two positions of the gain control, no tuning
431

Table 1
CHARACTERISTICS

OF TUNNEL

DIODES

Rd

Cd

affect the gain in the region of fa. Too many turns on the r.f.
inductor would have resulted in spurious selfresonance
at
higher frequencies with consequent danger of instability.
The effect upon the amplifier gain/frequency
response of
changing diodes is shown in Fig. 10. The frequency response

USED IN EXPERIMENTS

I,

r

Diode

II'
mA

fl

pF

0

Mcls

I
2
3
4

2·1
I·85
2'1
I·5

58
58·4
57·2
68·5

6·4
7·0
2·9
2·3

I·5
0·4
1·2
2·5

2640
4770
6570
5300

20
18
ro 16

c

'0

';14

a

'" 12
c:

glo
u

~
~

8
6

500

600
frequency,

700
Mcls

Fig.10
Measured frequency response using diodes 2, 3 and 4
Amplifier tuned to 468 Mcls with 20 dB gain where possible
a Diode 2
b Diode 3
c Diode 4

was plotted with diodes 2, 3 and 4 in the amplifier. The
junction capacitance
of diode 4 (2' 3 pF) was too small to lie
within the tuning range of the amplifier, so that in this case
the gain could not be set to 20dB. The curves for diodes 2
and 3, however, show that the amplifier will tune satisfactorily
for a wide range of diodes. The difference in bandwidths
obtained for diodes 2 and 3 results from the 2·4 : 1 ratio of
their junction capacitances.
4.2
4.2.1

Fig.8
Gain and phase
transformer

Performance
Measurement

of circulator-coupled
methods

amplifier

Measurements
of the gain/frequency
response of the
reflection amplifier connected to a circulator were made with
the apparatus connected as shown in Fig. 11, corresponding

0/

reflection amplifier; gain conlrol using

-Zo - so 0 (no transformer)
---Zo < SOO
Figures along curves are frequencies

A/4

ratio

meter

reflected

in Mcls
r ererence

adjustments
being made between plots. No auxiliary gain
peaks are present up to the highest frequency of 2000 Mc/s,
the maximum frequency of the available signal generator. The
gain could be adjusted smoothly between the values shown,
i.e. 12dB and 24dB.
J n Fig. 9, the computed curves of gain against frequency
are plotted as continuous
curves for the same conditions as

24

reflection

<ll

amplifier

~c:

Fig.11
Measurement of frequency response
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frequency. Mcts

Fig.9
Computed frequency response lor two positions
~

experimental

point

0/ gain

control

taken from .Fig. 8

Fig. 8. Experimental
point
from Fig. 8 are also plotted in
Fig. 9 for comparison
with the theory. It is seen that agreement is very close, with the exception of points below resonance. This discrepancy was due to the presence of the r.f.
inductor and the bias-supply leads (Figs. 3a and 6), which
were not included in the theoretical model. It was considered
adequate that the r.f. inductor had sufficient inductance not to
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0/ circulator-coupled

amplifier

to the type II repeater, I which enables the signal applied to
the tunnel diodes to be kept sufficiently low to avoid overloading. The ratio of output to reference-signal
levels, as
indicated on the ratio meter, was kept constant by adjustment
of the standard
attenuator,
which indicated
the amplifier
gain. The noise figure of the amplifier was measured using
a diode-noise
generator as a calibrated
noise source. For a
receiver a field-intensity
meter was used, with its d.c. output
monitored
with a digital voltmeter.
The receiver and the
digital voltmeter
were calibrated
using a c.w. signal; this
procedure was considered to be justified in view of the quoted
peak-handling
properties of the detector in the field-intensity
meter.
4.2.2

Results

re

The reflection coefficient
of one port of the circulator,
with the remaining three ports terminated
in matched loads,
is shown in Fig. 12. This was measured using the diagraph.
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The circulator has a nominal bandwidth of 5 %, but in fact
the bandwidth between the Ifel = 0'1 points is 14%. The
curve of Fig. 12 is rather unusual in that it is more common
for the loop to enclose the origin; thus this circulator has a
considerable reactance at its centre frequency.

tuned by a single lumped inductance would bel3 1/(7TRdCd) =
780 Mc/s. Thus this design has restricted the bandwidth
considerably. The amplifier was stable for all source and load
mismatches.
Graphs of the measured total system noise figure, measured

trequency , Mel_

Fig.13

Gainlfrequency curve lor circulator-coupled amplifier
Diode 2 Bias: 97mY
a Amplifier directly connected
b 10cm length of transmission

amplifier gain, and the amplifier noise figure calculated from
these results, are shown in Fig. 14 as a function of tunneldiode bias, for diodes 1 and 2. The vertical lines on the graph
of total system-noise figure are an estimate of the probable
experimental error. The minimum amplifier noise figure is
obtained at a higher bias voltage than that giving maximum
gain, which agrees with theory.l2,13 The noise figure N for
the tunnel diode may be calculated'? from

son
~o~~o

0/ circulator

1

N =

+ 20IoRd

(I - ;J{1 - (~/}

Fig.12

Reflection

to circulator
line between amplifier and circulator

terminated at three ports

the

Figures a.tong curve are frequencies in Mc/s

The frequency response of Fig. 13a was obtained with the
amplifier connected directly to the circulator. The plateau at
6dB gain results from the out-of-band performance of the
circulator. This plateau could be eliminated by inserting a
10cm length of 50n coaxial line between the circulator and
amplifier, giving the more acceptable response of Fig. 13b.
Hamasaki 12 has shown how the resonance of the circulator
can be used for reactance compensation to broaden the bandwidth of the reflection amplifier. This could not be done
simply by correctly spacing the amplifier from the circulator
in this case, because of the asymmetry of the circulator
characteristic. For curve b in Fig. 13, the 3 dB bandwidth B
is 5'8%, giving a gain-bandwidth product'? (VG - I)B =
260Mc/s. The corresponding figure for the same tunnel diode

where 10 is the bias current. To this must be added
0·3 dB insertion loss of the circulator. Table 2 compares the
calculated and measured figures.
Table 2
MINIMUM

NOISE

FIGURE
Calculated

Diode
Diode

1
2

Measured

dB

dB

4·47

5·3

3·9

5

This noise performance was adequate for the repeater application, and no time was available for attempts to improve the
noise figure or to investigate the reason for this discrepancy.

18
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a

Fig.14

tunntl

diog~
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Noise figures and gain plotted against tunnel-diode bias
a Diode I
b Diode 2
(i) Tunnel-diode amplifier gain
(ii) Total system noise figure
(iii) Tunnel-diode
amplifier noise figure
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The saturation characteristics of the amplifier are discussed
in full in the companion paper. I
5

Conclusions
Throughout this work a main aim has been that the
tunnel-diode amplifiers should be designable, easy to set up,
and capable of accepting a range of tunnel diodes not
requiring close selection. These requirements have been met.
The amplifiers will accept diodes with a 3 : 1 range of
junction capacitances and a 2 : 1 range of negative resistance.
A simple tuning procedure has been described whereby the
controls are independent of each other. These results have
been achieved with the use of strip transmission lines of
variable characteristic impedance. The construction techniques used should be suitable for similar designs at higher
frequencies. The reflection amplifiers proved very suitable
for use in the tunnel-diode repeater, I where they provided a
20dB gain. Results have been given for a circulator-coupled
amplifier yielding a 3 dB bandwidth of 5· 8 % at 20dB gain,
with a noise figure of 5 dB. These figures could be improved
by using a more suitable circulator; that used was one of the
first u.h.f. 4-port circulators available. Amplifiers of this type
would be easier to design and make at higher frequencies,
e.g. above 1500Mc/s, as the tunnel diodes available are
intended for such microwave operation.
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Appendix
The matrixes for the blocks of Fig. 8a are as follows:

[AI] = [~o~ (311
) sm (311

:Zol.sin (311]
cos (311

ZOI
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Short-hop radio"'relay systems using tunnel-diode
repeaters.
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Short-hop radio-relay systems using tunnel-diode
repeaters
'
D. L. Hedderly, Ph.D., C.Eng., M.I.E.E., J. Hooper, C.Eng., M.I.E.E., and M. K. MePhun, B.Se., C.Eng., M.I.E.E.
. Synopsis
The first part of the paper considers the properties and design requirements of short-hop radio-relay
systems; in particular, systems using nondemodulating, nonfrequency-changing repeaters. It is concluded
that a system of close-spaced low-power repeaters, mounted on the towers of the high-voltage transmission
network, is technically and economically feasible and would be efficient in utilisation of the frequency
spectrum. The second part of the paper describes the design of a 2-way u.h.f. tunnel-diode repeater and
its performance in the laboratory and in a short experimental link. The u.h.f. repeater was developed to
test the practicability of 'tunnel-diode repeaters for the short-hop system already considered, but, because
of the relatively low aerial gain available at u.h.f., its application is restricted to overcoming obstacle loss
between two u.h.f. radio terminals. It is finally concluded that tunnel-diode repeaters are feasible for
short-hop systems and could find an immediate application in reducing propagation loss over short but
difficult radio paths.
'

List of symbols
ex = beam width of aerial, deg
Ae = characteristic hop attenuation, dB
Ae = end-hop attenuation, dB
Amn = attenuation between stations m and n, dB
Ao = overreach attenuation, dB
As = system attenuation, dB
C = cost, arbitrary units
CT = total cost, arbitrary units
D = aerial aperture, m
DT = aperture of terminal aerial, m
N = noise factor
le = carrier frequency, cls
Ii = interfering frequency, cis
G = amplifier gain, dB
h = aerial height above ground, m
,\ = wavelength, m
S = hop length, m
T = repeater-path delay, s
P = system power level, dBm
J = repeater power input level, .dBm
Jp = repeater power input from Pth station, dBm
o = repeater power output level, dBm
Op = repeater power output toward Pth station, dBm
PR = terminal-receiver input level, dBm
PT = terminal-transmitter output level, dBm
1

Introduction
The first use of radio in a point-to-point role was over
sea paths which required single-hop paths of extreme length.
With the introduction of microwave radio for inland point-topoint communication, it was natural to retain the concept of
long hops between terminals, and conventional microwave
systems were developed on the basic idea of a narrow radio
beam propagated over a clear line-of-sight path of the
maximum practicable distance. The major factors limiting
the hop distance are the curvature of the Earth and the
obstacles upon it; microwave terminals therefore use high
ground and/or high aerial towers to obtain a clear line of
sight for the required distance. Repeater stations, with
similar requirements for aerial height, are necessary when the
total distance is much greater than 30 mile.
The foregoing requirements are responsible for the majority
of the costs of a microwave system, since they lead, in general,
to station sites located at inaccessible points. Therefore, in
addition to the cost of the aerial towers, there will be those
of access roads, main and standby power supplies and buildPaper 5218 E, first received 18th August and in revised form 1st
December 1966
Dr. Hcddcrly and Mr. Hooper are, and Mr. McPhun was formerly,
WIth the Central
Electricity
Research
Laboratories
Leatherhead
Surrey, England .. Mr. McPhun is now with the School 'of Engineering
SCIence, University of Warwick, Coventry, War., England
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ings. At terminals situated on low ground, the choice may be
between building a very tall aerial tower and installing a
coaxial-cable link between the terminal and a favourable radio
site. The long-hop principle also leads to less obvious difficulties which, in one way or the other, eventually result in
increased costs compared to short-hop designs. These difficulties are:
(a) amenity and wayleave problems arising from siting tall

aerial towers
shortage of suitable sites for planning specific routes
fading, which requires greatly increased effective radiated
power for an adequate safety factor
(d) exclusion of the use of higher frequencies, which are liable
to excessive atmospheric attenuation over long hops
(e) increased possibilities of interference owing to large
effective radiated power and high aerials
(b)
(c)

On the other hand, a short-hop design would require a large
increase in the number of repeaters for a given total distance,
and this design principle would show a net advantage only if
very cheap and reliable repeaters were available.
In the electricity-supply industry, a part at least of the cost
of such repeaters can be discounted, because the close-spaced
towers of the high-voltage network offer ready-made sites for
the repeater equipment. The high-voltage towers could support a pair of small microwave aerials and amplifying equipment at a modest height of a few metres above the ground.
A tunnel-diode amplifier requiring but a few milliwatts of
power could furnish the basis of cheap and reliable amplifying
equipment. The' realisation of a multi repeater short-hop
system depends critically upon the installed cost and reliability
of a repeater of adequate performance. It was therefore
decided to develop and test a repeater of a general type that
could be used in such a system.
At the time the work was started, the electricity supply
industry was beginning to use single-channel duplex f.m. links
in the 470 Mc/s band for the control of v.h.f. base stations
of the mobile-radio network and for telemetry purposes. It
was foreseen that a cheap nonfrequency-shifting repeater.
with a self contained power supply, for use in this band,
could substantially reduce the cost of links required to span
difficult country and would also provide valuable experience
in the operation of equipment for use in a future short-hop
system; however, it was recognised at the outset that the
cost of high-gain aerial systems at 470Mc/s would prevent
the practical utilisation of a repeater suitable for multihop
operation at that frequency. The first part of this paper is
a feasibility study of short-hop systems which considers
some of their more important properties and design requirements. This is followed by a description of the experimental
470 Mc/s repeater, its design and performance. Detailed
description of the tunnel-diode amplifiers is given in a companion paper.'
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General properties of repeatered systems
in relation to hop length
In this Section, some new basic terms will be defined,
and some estimates will be made of the performance of
idealised short-hop repeatered systems; these estimates will
show the properties in a form which will allow comparison
with conventional systems. In particular, the properties of
nonfrequency-changing repeaters will be considered. Frequency-division multiplex systems for multichannel speech
telephony in which the carrier is frequency-modulated will
be used for reference purposes. This is not intended to
exclude the possibility of p.c.m. systems, which might well
offer advantages when extra bandwidth is available.
2

2.1

system, the fading margin is usually about 30dB. Reduction
of hop length has three effects:
(a) The hop attenuation is decreased.
(b) The total thermal noise is increased
(c)

Effect (a) permits a reduction in Pr and/or the size of the
aerials. Effects (b) and (c) act in opposition to produce an
optimum hop length at which the required PR is a minimum.
In a homogeneous system of n stations, each with a noise
factor N, the overall noise factor is
N; = N

+ (n

-

I)(N -

I)

2

3

4

N2 = N

en

-e

.5

Fig.1
Basic radio system

+ (N

-

I) .

(5)

The increase in noise power when a single-hop link is replaced
by an (17 - I) hop link is thereforelO log (N,JN2) decibels.
This requires an increase in PR, which is plotted in Fig. 20,
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The 'hop attenuation' between stations I and 2 is given by
A 12, that between stations 2 and 3 by A 23 and so on. The hop
attenuations include the aerial gains and, by reciprocity, are
the same for both directions of transmission. Stations 2 and
3 are repeater stations, and between their aerial terminals are
connected bidirectional amplifiers of gain G, given by

=

01

-

13 = O2

-

14

=

04
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12

PR

(I)

= Pr _ PR

(2)

A, =

P

Pr 2

The system power provides a common link between input
and output power levels at all aerial terminals:
P

=

Op

+ Ip
2

(3)

A homogeneous system is one in which all amplifier gains
are equal and which has equal hop attenuations, called the
'characteristic hop attenuation' Ac. Referring to Fig. I again,
a signal arriving at any aerial by a path other than wholly
through the repeater chain, is called an 'overreach signal'.
It differs from the repeater-path signal in amplitude and time
delay, The difference in level between the overreach ignal
and the repeater-path signal is 'overreach attenuation' Av'
The delay of the repeater-path signal relative to the overreach
signal is the 'repeater-path delay' T.
2.2

Power levels in ahert-hop systems

In a radio system, performance i ensured by first
choo Ing a received-power level PR ufficiently large compared to the thermal noise level, and increasing this value by
a safety factor to allow for fading. In a long-hop conventional
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where Op is the repeater output power to the Pth station
and Ip is the repeater input power from the Pth station. As
defined, the amplifier gain G is an effective gain which includes
feeder losses.
.
Stations I and 4 are terminals, and attenuations A 12, A34
are the 'end-hop attenuations', designated Ae. For equal performance in both directions, the termi nal transmitters and
receivers are identical and the transmitter output and receiver
input power define the 'system attenuation' As and the 'system
power level' P as follows:

........

,

Effect o/IIOP lengtlt S on required

II

(4)

and that for a 2-station system is

Basic definitions

Attention will be restricted to repeater systems for
2-way transmission in which the same performance is required
for both directions. Fig. I shows four stations: I, 2, 3 and 4.

G =03 -

because of the

increased number of stations.
Fading is reduced.

receiver

one 106).. link,
one IOoj .. link.
one IOrJ)
..link.
large number
of the smaller

input power
dB
5dB
= ISdB
of 106" links in tandem
fading range
N=::I

N

==

N

band c as a function of spacing for three values of N, showing
that the increase is not critically dependent upon N. Shown
dotted in Fig. 2e1 is the asymptotic value of the increase in
PR if the reference link is a large number of 50km links in
tandem. There is some evidence- that fading is proportional
to the hop length S. Fig. 2e also shows the reduction in PR
allowable on this basis when the hop length is reduced. The
hop lengths are shown in wavelengths to make some allowance
for increased fading at higher frequencies, e.g. more sensitive
wave-interference patterns and the onset of rain attenuation.
The curve shown is based on a fading margin of 30dB for a
50 km path at a wavelength ,\ of 5cm; it would also represent
a 30dB fading margin for a 10km path at ,\ = I cm. The
difference between curves band e in Fig. 2 gives the net
reduction in PR for an unchanged performance when
N = 5 dB. This value has a broad maximum of about 20dB
between 5 x 104 and 25 x 104,\, and the optimum hop length
lies between these two distances.
Table I shows a comparison between the power levels of
a conventional 50km link carrying multichannel telephony
according to CC! R recommendations (1959), and two homogeneous close hop systems. of 2·5 and 12·5km spacing
at ,\ = 5cm. All systems are assumed to have a 5dB noise
factor, 41dB gain aerials, and a minimum weighted
signal/noise ratio of 40d B in the top 3· Ikc/s channel during
a fade of the appropriate level in one hop. The system power
levels are reduced respectively by 25 and 32dB for the 12·5
and 2· 5km systems, and the required values of Pr are low
enough to be provided by tunnel-diode amplifiers. In a more
general short-hop system, the terminal transmitters and
receivers will differ from those of the repeaters; therefore the
end-hop attenuation A. will not be equal to Ac, and the
terminal power levels Pr and PR will not be equal to the
repeater levels 0 and 1.
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Table 1
POWER-LEVEL

COMPARISON

OF

50,

12·5

AND

2·5 KM

SYSTEMS

SOkm
Number
of
channels

PR

As

FOR

,\ =

5 CM

12·Skm

PT

P

A,

PR

2·5km

P

PT

--240
600
960

PR

A,

PT

P

----

dBm

dB

dBm

dBm

dBm

dB

dBm

dBm

dBm

dB

dBm

dBm

-55
-47
-43

60
60
60

+ 5
+13
+17

-25
-17
-13

-74
-66
-62

48
48
48

-26
-18
-14

-50
-42
-38

-74
-66
-62

34
34
34

-40
-32
-28

-57
-49
-45

I
2.3

Nonlinear

distortion

The signals carried by radio-relay systems using frequency modulation suffer distortion if the system group-delay
characteristics are nonuniform. Increasing the number of
repeaters will add to the distortion unless the group-delay
characteristic of the repeater is correspondingly better. This
implies that the filters should not be of narrow bandwidth.
The filter requirement tends to bias the design towards the
higher frequencies, where a large spacing between 'go' and
'return' frequencies is possible. However, distortion from
nonuniform delay characteristics is unlikely to be a serious
problem, because the overall system characteristics can be
compensated or 'equalised'.
The extra reliability required of an increased number of
repeaters will cause the design to tend towards simplicity.
Much of the complication inherent in conventional systems
is caused by the need to change carrier frequencies between
hops to avoid overreach interference. However, an overreach
signal is only troublesome when the repeater path delay is large
and the signal is approximately in phase quadrature with the
repeater-path signal. It is therefore of interest to estimate the
distortion in a simple nonfrequency-changing system owing
to overreach signals.
Medhurst ' shows that maximum distortion power in the
top channel caused by echoes is proportional to the fourth
power of the echo delay and to the square of the echo amplitude. Consider a chain of n stations in a straight line.
Neglecting the small positive delay of the reflected signals,
the distortion noise power tends to a limit for overreach from
distant stations, because it increases as (n - 2)4 owing to
increasing time delay and is inversely proportional to
(n - 1)4 for overreach signals propagated over a flat earth.
This limit is calculated from Medhurst.! and the corresponding signal/distortion ratio is shown in Fig. 3 for three channel
capacities as a function of the repeater-path delay T.
The total distortion power generated in the system is the
sum of the distortion power from each station. The first
station 'sees' n
2 overreach signals, the second station

than 40dB. Fig. 3 indicates that, if such short-hop systems
are not to be confined to relatively narrow modulation bandwidths and/or a small number of stations, the overall group
delay of each repeater must be appreciably less than 20ns.
This will again call for wide filter bandwidths and hence
higher frequencies. The designer will also prefer air-spaced
coaxial feeders to waveguides and dielectric-spaced cables,
horn aerials to dishes, and single- to multistage amplifiers.
If these requirements prove too difficult, the distortion may
be reduced by dividing the system up into sections with
orthogonal polarisation and/or differing frequencies. Zigzagging of the direction of transmission could also be very
effective.
Another source of echo distortion is the feedback loop
comprising amplifier input/output and the back-to-back
coupling between transmit and receive aerials. The delay
around this loop will be no greater than 2T. In practice, the
back-to-back coupling should be of the order of -60dB for
microwave aerials, and, for G not exceeding 30dB, the distortion would be small compared to that caused by overreach.
This source of distortion therefore limits G to a relatively
low value for a nonfrequency-changing system.
Aerials, wavelength,
and minimum costs

2.4

characteristic

attenuation

In this Section, it is shown how these design features
are interrelated in a homogeneous system and how a suitable
choice may be made on the basis of optimum hop length.
The generalised relationship between Dl); and SjD for various
Ac is shown in Fig. 4 for free-space propagation. The curves
30
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repeater delay
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D/(>...

Fig.3

Fig.4

Limit of signalldistortion ratio for one overreach signal and maximum
number of repeaters for 40dB ratio ill TOP 4kc/s channel

General relations between major system parameters for free-space
propagation
a A, = 70dB
d A, = 40dB
b A, = 60dS
e A, = 30dB
c A, = 50dS
[A,=20dB

Q 240 channels
b 600 channels
c 960 channels

'sees' 11 - 3, and so on. The total distortion power arnvrng
at tbe first station will therefore not exceed the sum of the
arithmetical progression I + 2 + 3 ... n - 2 multiplied by
the limiting distortion power. On this basis, Fig. 3 also shows
the maximum number of repeaters in a system if the
signal/distortion ratio in the top channel is not to be worse
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assume aerials of square aperture and 60 % efficiency; their
beamwidth is shown at the top of the Figure. At right angles
to the lines of constant Ac is a line representing the optimum
hop length of 15 x 104,\, according to the considerations of
Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, it was shown that aerial back-toback coupling would limit the amplifier gain to relatively low
437

levels for a nonfrequency-changing system. Ac will therefore
also be low, and the design will tend to follow the optimum
hop-length line towards the bottom right-hand corner of
Fig. 4, i.e. in the direction of large aerial apertures and/or
short wavelengths.
Suppose 28dB was tolerable for Ac. The encircled point
on Fig. 4 corresponds to this condition and to optimum hop
length, and the system design would require SID = 1500 and
D/A = 100. The repeater hop length and the wavelength are
now determined by the choice of aerial size; i.e. for D = I m,
S= 1500m and 1..= l crn ; for D = 2m, S= 3000m and A
= 2cm, etc. The aerial size chosen will depend upon the costs
of the aerials and the other costs per repeater. If it is assumed
that the cost of the two aerials of a repeater plus a proportion
of their installation costs is equal to C,D2, and if the other
repeater costs are equal to C2, then, since the number of
repeaters required for a given total distance is inversely proportional to D, the total costs of the system will be of
the form Cr = CID + C2/D. Cr has a minimum when
C,D2 = C2; i.e. when the aerials and their installation costs
equal the other repeater costs.
Referring to Fig. 4 again, a reduction in Ac would require
the use of very narrow aerial beam widths, and there would be
• a limit arising from the costs of holding the aerial steady.
However, if the aerials were mounted above the ground so
as to profit by an in-phase reflection, Ac could be reduced
by up to 6dB using the same beam width. The minimum
height for favourable earth reflection is given by
(6)

or, in terms of S = 15 x 1041.., h = 2001... For the two
examples given, the aerial heights would therefore be 2 and
4m, respectively. Ac may also be reduced by waveguiding
effects between repeaters; e.g. the iterative lens system
described by Goubau and Schwering."
In a more general system, Ae may be greater than Ac. For
single repeater 2-hop systems, it may often be possible to
use this extra attenuation to increase the end-hop length,
keeping the terminal aerials the same size. Where the repeater
cannot be situated at midpath, the aerials at each terminal
will differ in size in order to maintain the same Ae in each
hop. In multirepeater systems, the end-hop length should
normally be equal to S, because the inverse-square law would
increase overreach interference in the repeater chain if the
end-hop' length were made bigger than S. The extra attenuation may be used to reduce the size of the terminal aerials;
this could possibly save the cost of structural alternations to
the terminal building for supporting the aerial. The relation
between terminal aerial aperture DJ, A and A, may be obtained
from Fig. 4, using for D an effective aperture
D' = V(DrD)

(7)

putting S equal to end-hop length and Ae equal to Ac.
2.5

Conclusions from general study of short-hop
repeatered systems

In Section 2.4, it has been shown that, for I-2m aerial
apertures, repeater spacings of the order of 1-2mile would be
required. A pair of aerials in this size range could be mounted
at a low height on a typical high-voltage tower without
significantly adding to its loading. An estimate based on the
approximate costs of a conventional microwave system shows
that a saving of up to £20000 for the terminal stations could
be made by eliminating the need for special premises, access
roads, main and standby power supplies and aerial towers.
A short-hop microwave system which needs only low transmitter power and low aerials at the terminals could make
this saving. The cost of conventional microwave repeaters i
up to £600 per mile, and it is evident that the whole of this
terminal saving could be recovered if the cost per mile of the
short-hop repeaters were no more than, say, £500. Taking the
example in the previous Section, this gives a target cost of
£500-£1000 per repeater, which comes within the bounds of
feasibility.
There are social as well as economic considerations. Shorthop systems radiate very little power, their aerials are close to
the ground, and they operate more effectively at higher fre438

quencies not used for conventional radio-relay systems. All
these factors tend to make for reduced interference and better
utilisation of the radio frequencies, and it is concluded that
short-hop systems are feasible on technical and economic
grounds and are efficient in their utilisation of the frequency
spectrum.
3

470 Mcjs experimental repeater
A low-power nonfrequency-changing repeater may be
used as a single repeater between radio terminals, in order to
overcome the transmission loss due to an obstacle. This is a
different role from the one played in multihop systems, but
similar savings in terminal costs and a reduction in transmitter power can be achieved in many cases. In this role, the
repeater may be conveniently thought of as a passive repeater
consisting of a pair of back-to-back aerials. For example,
aerials of 20dB gain for 470Mc/s working are readily obtainable; insertion of a 20dB straight-through amplifier between
two such aerials effectively converts them to a pair of 30dB
gain aerials connected back to back. This will not only
increase the permissible distance between terminals and
repeater, but it will also increase the overreach attenuation
for a particular obstacle. Both of these factors increase considerably the number of situations in which such a repeater
is feasible.
The development work was aimed at a low-cost amplifier
of 20dB gain for the 450-470 Mc/s band. Only tunnel diodes
were considered as active elements, because, at the time the
work was started, they alone had sufficiently high cut-off
frequencies and low power consumptions to meet the requirements for the more long-term objective of multi hop systems.
Two designs of amplifiers were produced which used the
same tunnel-diode-amplifier module in two different configurations of filters and circulators.
3.1

Type I amplifier

Amplifier stability was the major initial problem to
be faced in the design of the repeater. Narrowband aerials were
to be used on the output and input of the amplifiers (narrowband filters were required, the only circulators available at
470 Mc/s had a narrow bandwidth), and it was proposed to
use common transmit and receive aerials for the two directions of transmission. All these factors increased the likelihood
of spurious oscillations from the tunnel diodes, either at the
signal or some other frequency. After describing the principle
of the repeater, we shall see how stability was achieved.
The diagram of the type] amplifier is shown in Fig. 5,
in which the reflection amplifiers are those described in a
companion paper.' The action is as follows: signals at
454 Mc/s enter from the aerial at the left, pass round the
circulator as shown, and reach reflection amplifier R I via
directional filter I. They are reflected and amplified by the
tunnel diodes, again pass through the directional filter and
reach aerial 2 via the circulator. Signals at 468 Mc/s entering
aerial 2 from the right are selected and amplified in a similar
fashion by directional filter 2 and reflection amplifier R2.
3.1.1 Stability

This circuit provides a 'belt and braces' solution to the
problem of stability. The reflection amplifier 'sees' the
characteristic resistance Zo at all frequencies, while the
circulator and aerials 'see' the tunnel-diode reflection amplifier only over a very narrow band of frequencies, for which
the aerial is well matched to the circulator. This is achieved
by the directional filters, which present a practically constant
resistive impedance at their terminals, not only in the passband
but also in the stopband. Thus any signal at 454 Me, s which
is reflected from aerial 2 will be passed via the circulator into
directional filter 2, where it is absorbed. The bandwidth of
the directional filters was made much narrower than that of
the aerials and the circulator.
3.1.2 Directional filters

Fig. 6 shows the action of the directional filters. A
3dB directional coupler or 'hybrid' has its two coupled ports
terminated in identical bandstop filters. Signals entering at
A are split equally and impinge on the bandstop filters. In the
stopband of these filters the signals are totally reflected,
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3.1.3 Laboratory performance

recombine in the hybrid, and emerge at B. This is the passband of the directional filter. Outside this band the signals
pass through the bandstop filters and are dissipated in their
terminations. No signal is reflected back to A at any frequency. Naturally, in practice it is not possible to maintain
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be obtained, depending on the adjustment of the constantimpedance bandpass filters. The first type of response consisted of a single-gain peak in each direction of transmission;
an example of this type of response is shown in Fig. 7. These
results were obtained with a 3 dB filter bandwidth of about
3 Mc/s and a minimum filter loss of 2dB.
The second type of response is shown in Fig. 8, and consists
of a double-peaked response with a 3dB bandwidth of about
3 Mc/s. In order to achieve this response, the filter had to be
adjusted to give a bandwidth of about 6Mc/s, and consequently had a greater midband loss of approximately 6dB
for a signal passing through the filters and back again. In
the course of making these measurements, it was found that
the directional filters were rather critical in adjustment
owing to their narrow bandwidth and also because they
werearranged in a bridge structure.
Tests were carried out to determine the effect of temperature
variations on the gain/frequency characteristic with the filters
adjusted to give both types of response described. In both
cases the gain of the 454Mc/s amplifier increased when the
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Gain of type I amplifiers showing single-peaked response

Fig. B
Gain of type I amplifiers showing double-peaked response

a perfect balance in the filter and the curves of Fig. 6 show
what was achieved. The bandstop filter con isted of two
coaxial cavities, paced >../4apart, each with a loo e capacitive
coupling to a coaxial transmi ion line.
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temperature was lowered from 200 C to _100 C; in the
of the double-peaked response, the amplifier broke
oscillation. By changing the tunnel-diode bias voltage,
thus the tunnel-diode negative resistance, the gain at

case
into
and
any
439

2dB for a temperature
range of -20°C
to +50°C could be
achieved in future models of the equipment. Since in practice
the bias voltage would also vary with temperature,
it should
be possible to use this variation to help keep the gain constant.

particular frequency could be restored to its original value.
However, the shape of the gain/frequency
characteristic
was
distorted,
severely so in the case of the double-peaked
response. The gain/frequency
characteristic
of the 468 Mc/s
amplifier was also distorted by a similar temperature change.

3.2.2 Maximum power output and gain-compression
point
The gain-compression
characteristics
of the amplifier
were determined using a c.w. signal with the reflection amplifier connected directly to the circulator, as this corresponded
to the type LI amplifier arrangement.
Fig. 11 shows a set of
input/output
curves for various bias voltages and a smaJlsignal gain of 20dB. For this particular
diode, a bias of
l15mV gave the maximum negative conductance;
however,

3.2

Type II amplifier
As a result of the tests described, it was decided that
it would be difficult to achieve stable performance
in a
practical repeater that used the circuit of Fig. 5 and was
subject to varying temperature.
It was therefore decided to
construct a type II amplifier; the circuit diagram is shown in
Fig. 9. The diplexing filters shown are of a conventional
type
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Type Il amplifier configuration
and are separated
from the two reflection amplifiers
by
circulators.
The reflection amplifiers are thus isolated from
changes in the filter V.S.W.r. by the reverse loss of the
circulators,
i.e. at least 20dB, and the amplifier gain is now
determined
by the reflection-amplifier
characteristic
and the
circulator
only. The difficulty with this arrangement
is that
the reflection amplifiers must be designed to be stable when
connected directly to the circulators; however, this has proved
to be possible. I
3.2.1

the 1 dB compression
point for this bias was only
at the output. By increasing the bias voltage, the
pression point can be increased f Fig. II shows that
can be assumed for system design purposes. This
increased to about -17 dBm by using a -500
-IO,.---------------7T---,
d-..,/,~c
//)/

/

-20

Gain/frequency response

Some typical gain/frequency
response curves of the
type II amplifier for various temperatures
are shown in
Fig. 10. These curves were measured using a constant bias
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Inputloutput characteristics of a tunnel-diode reflection amplifier
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Fig. to
Gain of type /l amplifier
---

gain at 20"C

Shaded area shows total gain variation between ± 20° C

d 20 dB gain
e 105 mV
f 115mV

125 mV
h 130mV
I 135mV

Ii

arsenide tunnel diode, and further increased to -13dBm
by
using a -200
diode of the same material.
In fact, by
selecting the stabilising resistor, it is possible to make the
bias voltage required for the highest 1 dB compression
point
coincident with that for minimum noise factor."
Distortion and crosstalk with frequency-modulated
carriers
The principal
use of the u.h.f. repeater will be in
links using narrow-deviation
f.m. carriers, and tests were
undertaken
to determine
the performance
of the repeater
when amplifying such signals. The first test employed an r.f.

3.2.3
voltage, and it can be seen that the total gain variation at
the centre frequency
is less than 2dB for temperatures
between
-20°C
and +20°C.
This was achieved without
special selection of the circulators or temperature
compensation of the filters, and suggests that a total gain variation of
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carrier frequency-modulated by audio frequencies of 3kc/s
and 10kc/s each separately set to give l Okc/s deviation; this
was passed through the repeater while varying the r.f, input
level. The output of the repeater was passed through a
variable attenuator, adjusted to give a constant input level to
a conventional f.m. receiver. The receiver output was measured
by an audio-frequency wave analyser.
Without the repeater in circuit, the intermodulation product
at 23 kc/s was 55dB down on the level of either the 10kc/s
or the 3 kc/s tone. With the repeater in circuit there was no
observable increase of this intermodulation product until the
input to the tunnel-diode amplifier module was -9'4dBm;
i.e. a level above any likely to be encountered in practice. In
order to check this result, an attempt was made to measure
the amplitude-to-phase conversion of the tunnel-diode amplifier. This proved difficult owing to the low level of the signals
involved and the lack of an attenuator of known phase
characteristics. An estimate was obtained by passing a signal
through the amplifier and comparing its phase with a reference
signal. This test showed no discernible change of phase shift
through the amplifier until its input signal reached -6dBm;
a change of the order of 1 per dB was then observed.
Since the bandwidth of the repeater is considerably wider
than the channel spacing in the 470 Mc/s band, there is the
possibility that an unwanted signal will enter the repeater,
while being outside the bandwidth of the receiver at the far
end of the link, and cause interference with a wanted signal.
In order to check this, an interfering f.m, carrier!; modulated
with a I kc/s tone at 10kc/s deviation was set I Mc/s away
from the receiver frequency, and was passed through the
amplifier together with an unmodulated carrier fe at the
receiver centre frequency. The wanted carrier I; was set to a
level where it just began to compress the gain of the tunneldiode repeater, and the level of the interfering carrier fi was
increased while looking for any sign of a I kc/s tone in the
receiver output. Although the interfering carrier was increased
to a level where it had compressed the gain of the amplifier
to OdB, no I kc/s tone was observed. From this it can be
concluded that, while an interfering f.rn. carrier entering the
repeater may reduce its gain, it will not cause any intelligible
crosstalk.

for quite low interfering signals. It is concluded that the
repeater is unsuitable for an a.m, system.
3.3

Experimental

An experimental link was installed at CERL to
demonstrate the operation of the repeater under conditions
approximating to those in practice and to measure the near- and
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3.2.4

Distortion
carriers

and crosstalk

with amplitude-modulated

The gain-compression curves of Fig. II suggest that
the tunnel-diode amplifier will distort a.m. carriers if these
are of sufficient magnitude to affect its gain and also that
intelligible crosstalk will occur from a strong signal to a weak
one. Tests showed tbat both these effects did occur. The
distortion of a.m. carriers was tested by applying an r.f.
carrier, 50% amplitude-modulated with a I kc/s tone, to the
tunnel-diode amplifier and feeding its output via a variable
attenuator to an a.m. receiver. The r.f. input to the amplifier
was increased, and the attenuator was adjusted to keep the
receiver input constant. It was found that the I kc/s output
from the receiver decreased approximately in agreement with
the drop in r.f, gain of the repeater to a point where the r.f.
gain had fallen from 20dB to about 5dB; from then on, the
I kc/s signal fell rapidly as the repeater gain was compressed
to zero.
In order to determine the crosstalk from an interfering a.m.
carrier, an r.f, carrier fe, 50% amplitude-modulated with a
I kc/s tone, was passed through the amplifier and fed to an
a.m. receiver; the resultant I kc/s audio output from the
receiver was used as a reference. The r.f. carrier fe was set to
-50dBm, which was just low enough not to affect the tunneldiode amplifier gain.
The modulation was then removed from the carrier fe> and
a second similarly modulated interfering carrier!; set I Mc/s
away from fe was applied to the tunnel-diode amplifier,
together with, the unmodulated carrier !C. The interfering
carrier fi was then increased while observing the audio output,
and the level of the resultant I kc/s tone was measured. During
these tests, the r.f. input to the a.m. receiver was maintained
at a constant level by adjusting a variable attenuator between
it and the tunnel-diode amplifier. The results are shown in
Fig. 12, where it can be seen that severe crosstalk occurred
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Relation between level of interfering signal and resultant audio output
A.F. distortion

evident in region A

far-field coupling of typical aerial systems. The terminal sites
were separated by about 700m, and the line of sight was
obscured by a rise in the ground topped by a laboratory
building, making an obstruction approximately 30m above
the terminals. The repeater was mounted on steel scaffolding
so as to overlook the building and to have a clear view of
both terminals. The terminal equipment was a commercial
470Mc/s, single-channel, duplex-equipment type. The maximum transmitter output power was 2 Wand the frequencies
were 454' 225 Mc/s and 468· 225 Mc/s, respectively, from
terminals I and 3. During the tests the repeater, which
requires a continuous d.c. power supply of 15mW, was
installed in a pressurised box and powered from mercury
cells. The short length of the link was very convenient for
experimental purposes; power levels at the repeater were
adjusted to correspond to longer distances by inserting
attenuation between the terminal aerials and terminal equipment. The repeater increased the strength of the received
signal by more than 24dB for both directions of transmission.
3.3.1

Aerials

and radio paths

The repeater aerials were stacked and bayed 14-element
Vagi aerials with curtain reflectors, each of 20dB measured
gain relative to an isotropic aerial, and those of the terminal
were single Vagi aerials of 6dB measured gain. The repeater
aerials were installed back to back, separated by about 2·5m
between the curtain reflectors, and the attenuation between
the terminals of the two aerials was measured. The measurements were made over 440-480Mc/s
for a range of
horizontal angles between the aerials of 180 to 140 and
for different polarisations. The minimum attenuation recorded
is shown in Table 2.
0

0

Table 2
MTNIMUM

ATTENUATION

BETWEEN

TERMINALS

OF BACK-TO-BACK

AERIALS
Condition

Attenuation
dB

Both vertically polarised
Both horizontally polarised,
Cross-polarised

50
42

> 55 (limit of measurement)

The 42dB back-to-back coupling provided a very adequate
margin against instability using a 20dB amplifier. In the final
installation the polarisation between stations I and 2 was
vertical, and that between 2 and 3 was horizontal. This was
not done to reduce back-to-back aerial coupling, but to
obtain the maximum overreach attenuation for demonstra441

tion purposes. Table 3 shows the hop lengths together with
measured and theoretical path attenuations. The measured
hop attenuations were made at the frequency of the associated
terminal transmitters and the theoretical calculations at
460Mc/s.

Table 4
SUMMARY

OF EXPERIMENTAL

470M/CS

Value
Quantity

Table 3

O(max)
28dBm

= -

HOP

LENGTHS

AND

AJ2

Quantity
2-3

Ae (max)
A23 = Ae

=
P = P (max)

1-3

03

Distance, m .
Theoretical free-space
attenuation, dB
Measured attenuation,
dB

70
36·6

610
55·4

Ac

42

55

Amplifier gain G = 20dB
Overload output level 0 = - 28 dBm (allowing I dB for
losses between aerial and amplifier)
Maximum end-hop attenuation Ae = 67 dB
Maximum transmitter power PT = + 19dBm
Maximum system power level P = - 38dBm
Maximum system attenuation As = 114dB
The end-hop attenuations shown in Table 3 require equalising
for a symmetrical system. For the experimental link, A 12
was increased to 55dB by adding 13dB in the terminal-aerial
feeder; in a working link, the end-hop attenuations would
be equalised by an appropriate choice of terminal aerials.
The link was then equivalent to a 2-hop system, with each
hop of length 610m and a characteristic attenuation of 55dB.
The latter attenuation was 12dB less than the maximum, and
PR was correspondingly greater than the minimum, thus
providing a fading margin of 12dB. To suit the lower
attenuation, PT was reduced to 12dB below the maximum
PT, i.e. to PT = 7 dBm. As was 90dB, and, since the hop
attenuation AI3 had also been increased by l3dB to 127dB,
the overreach attenuation was 37dB. The second column of
Table 4 summarises the system characteristics for operation
at the normal overload point.
Using the foregoing power levels, the hop length of 6l0m
could be extended to 1·5 km by the use of 14dB'" gain
terminal aerials, and to 3 km with 20dB aerials. By sacrificing
the fading margin the hop length is then extendable to a
• 14 dB gain relative 10 an isotropic
links in POSI Office specificarions

aerial is the minimum

allowed

for 470 Mcls

o[

PT
=

0 (max)

As
Al3

Aa

114 (crossed
polarisation)
101 (vertical
polarisation)

design of link

=

h =1[

670
56·2

A Post Office specification specifies a minimum output
signal/noise ratio of 40dB for 450--470Mc/s angle-modulated
point-to-point systems. The receiver input power specified for
this signal/noise ratio is -95dBm, and this is therefore the
minimum allowable PR for the system. The minimum PR
and the maximum 0 (repeater output overload level) fix the
maximum Ae for the system. For a given repeater gain, the
maximum Ae in turn fixes the maximum PT allowable before
the repeater overloads. Maximum system power levels and
system attenuations can then be derived. The fixed values
and bounds to the actual system design are listed below.
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=

PR
1-2

System

O(max)
20dBm

= -

ATTENUATION

Stations

3.3.2

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Fading margin

67dB
55dB
-38dBm
-83dBm
7 dBm
-28dBm
-48dBm
90dB
127dB
37dB
12dB

75dB
55dB
-30dBm
-75dBm
15dBm
-20dBm
-40dBm
90dB
127dB
37dB
20dB

limit of 12km. Further extension by increasing aerial gain
could prove expensive, and it is better to increase the overload
point of the repeater. The third column of Table 4 shows the
system characteristics with the amplifier operated at a higher
bias level (Point P in Fig. II), giving 0 (max) = - 20dBm
and G = 20dB. The additional 8dB of fading margin would
then permit a maximum hop length of 30km.
4

Conclusions
A 2-way, nonfrequency-changing, u.h.f. radio repeater,
using tunnel diodes, has been developed, and its use was
demonstrated in a short experimental link. When redesigned for
frequencies in the 15-30Gc/s band, it would be suitable for
a future short-hop radio-relay system, in which the repeaters
were mounted at a modest height on the towers of the highvoltage transmission network. The tunnel-diode radio repeater
has an immediate application in reducing transmission loss
for short but difficult radio paths at u.h.f. and higher
frequencies.
5
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.A TUNABLE
M •.K. McPhun

X-BAND

TUNNEL

DIODE

AMPLIFIER

*

INTRODUCTION
When the resistive cut-off frequency (fr) is less than
the self resonant frequency (fx) of a tunnel diode, its terminal admittance is well behaved.
The diode may be approximated at frequencies
up to fr/3 by a negative oonductance shunted by a capacitance, both
frequency invarianto
However, for the diode with fx< fr the terminal
oonductance and effective capaoitance may both var,y rapidly with fre~
quenoy, and moreover, small changes in the diode parameters may give disproportionately large changes in these values.
In spite of the minute~ packaged diodes now available we must
accept diodes having fx < fr for use in X-band.
Some adjustment to the
oharacteristios of each diode is needed.
In this amplifier these adjustments are simple to make.
DESCRIFTION
The amplifier is of the circulator-coupled refleotion type.
A 3 port waveguide ciroulator having isolation greater than 30 dB over
the range 10.7 to 11.7GHz is used.
The. refleotion amplifier is made in
coaxial line and mounted on an integral transformer to waveguide; Fig. 1
shows a sketch of the amplifier and its oirouit diagram.
Tne tunnel diode is mounted direct~ across the transmission
line and is preceded by a quarter-wave transformer with a variable chara.cteristic iinpedance. This is used as the gain oontrol.
The variation is
aohieved"as shown in Fig. 5, by moving one part of the coaxial outer
conductor with respect to the inner conductor.
By suitably shaping the
movable part we obtain a range of charaoteristio impedance ZOI from 9 to
35 ohms.
The oirouit of Fig. la is oompleted by a diode
·tuning
inductance, and a stabilizing circuit. . The latter oonsists of a 20 ohm
resistance shunted by a narrow-band series resonant circuit consisting of
C and a short oircuited line Z03.
At resonance the 20 ohm resistance
3 is effectively shorted, and
th~ diode capacitance is tuned by the
diode tuning inductance.
Off resonance the oirouit is damped by. the
20 ohm resistor.
The bandwidth of the stabilizing oircuit is much
narrower than that of the diode and inductance, so the amplifier operating frequency can be tuned by var,ying C.
The amplifier bandwidth is
determined by the bandwidth of the stabilizing circuit, which may be
ohanged by adjusting the length L •
3
As shown in Fig. lb the 20 ohm resistor consists of a length
of 20 ohm coaxial line of 0.125 inch O.D. terminated in a tapered po~iron load.
The D.C. bias resistance ~ is provided by a carbonresistor, and can differ from 20 ohms if required.
The series resonant circuit is also made in 0.125 inch O.D. coax with ZO~ equal to 100 ohms.
C , which is of order 0.05 pF~ consists of capac~ty between the hat and
3 the inner of the 20 ohm coaxial line.
Stray capacitance between the
hat and the outer isO.04 pF and is independent of the position of the
inner.
The photograph of Fig. 2 shows a plan view of the amplifier
sectioned through. the oentre of the'coaxial lines.

*

llullard Research Laboratories, Redhill, Surrey.
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RESULTS
A typical set of ga.ln-f'r-equenoy
r-esponses, as shown in Fig. 3,
can be obtained by tUning the amplifier usingC~, then setting the gain
using ZOI.
These curves show that the amplifi~r can be tuned from
10.7 GHz to 11.7 GHz with a t dB bandwidth of 30 MHz at 15 dB gain.
The air gap between the hat and the inner of the 20 ohm line is shown
for each curve, as is also the,value of ZOI.
Note that for a constant
gain of 15 dB the value of ZOI must be
reduced as the resonant frequenoy is increased.
This ~s as expected; it means that the magnitude
of the real part of diode terminal admittance is increasing with frequenoy.
The set of ourves of Fig. 3 oan be reproduced for a wide 'range
of yalues of diode bias; different v~lues of ZOI and slight~ different
C values being the only changes reqmred.
Thus the b i.as can be .
s~t to the value required to give the lowest noise factor.
We have
obtained an overall noise factor of less than 6 dB inoluding contribution from the following receiver.
The noise factor of the reflection
amplifier is 5.5 dB oompared with 4.8 dB predicted using the parameters
given by the diode manufacturer.
Diod~ bias can also be selected to give the best saturation
~ .....
characteristic~l), but this bias, in general, will not be that required
~ ~ for minimum noise.
However, we have found that the 1 dB compression
point (input power in dBm to give 1 dB of gain oompression) is also a
function of the internal resistance of the bias supply.
Fig. 4 illustrates this; it shows saturation characteristics as a function of bias
voltage with constant bias resistance, and also as a function of resistance with constant bias voltage.
Thus we can select bias voltage to
give lowest noise factor, then choose bias resistance to give therequired saturation curve. We obtain a 1 dB compression point of -33
dBm with a 2 rnA TD406 diode.
CONCLUSIONS
The amplifier may be set up in a simple logical way
within the 10.7 to 11'.7GHz band to give simultaneously a 30 MHz
ban~~idth to,the 0.5 dB points, a 6 dB overall noise factor and a 1 dB
oompression point of -33 dBm.

Reference 1

Hamasaki J.

"A low noise and wide-band Esaki diode
amplifier with a comparatively high
negative conductance diode at 1.3 GC/s".·
I.E.E.E. Trans. 1965, MTT-13, p.213.
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APPENDIX 10.

Comparison of TEM with waveguide-below-cutoff
resonators.

Electronics Letters

2'

18, pp 425-426 (4th Sept. 19S1).

Reprinted

from Electronics Letters, Vol. 5, No. 18, 4th September

COMPARISON OF TEM WITH
WAVEGUIDE-BELOW-CUTOFF
RESONATORS
An alternative
way of looking at waveguide-below-cutoff
resonators for tuning active devices is considered. By treating
the. circuit as a TEM transmission-line
resonator,
a simple
design technique is possible. Tuning is shown to be accomplished by varying the characteristic
impedance of the TEM
line. A simple way of obtaining
a large increase in the
mechanical tuning range is suggested.

The 'evanescent-mode
oscillators' described by Ivanek et al.'
employed
lengths of waveguide operated
below the cutoff
frequency.
Effects of mechanical
tuning were described,
utilising movable short circuits in the waveguide and a tuning
plunger in the sidewall. The purpose of this letter is to show
that the action of these circuits can be simply described in
terms of a TEM-mode
resonator;
the tuning is accomplished
by varying the characteristic
impedance of the TEM transmission line.
sliding short

1969

ways out of the slab line. This is, of course, a normal criterion
for use of a slab line.
The Zo obtained is a very nonlinear function of the position
of the sliding short circuits. This is entirely consistent with
the tuning curve given by Ivanek et al.' in their Fig. 3. Their
use of a tuning plunger in the sidewall of the waveguide is
just another way of varying Zoo If the plunger does not cover'
the full height. of the waveguide, the equivalent circuit becomes more complicated,
as shown in Fig. 2b.

I

t fixed
device
Yd=Gd+JBd

Q

circuits

device

discontinuity
capacitance
b

Q

Fig. 2 Equivalent circuits
a Tuning by sliding short circuits
b Tuning by plunger in sidewall

c
Fig. 1 Device mounted in waveguide below cutoff
a Side elevation
b Front elevation sectioned
c Plan sectioned on A-A

on B-B

Fig. I shows three views of a semiconductor
device mounted
in a waveguide below cutoff, where Fig. Ib is similar to
Ivanek's
Fig. lA. The coupling loop has been omitted for
simplicity, as we are concerned here only with the conditions
for resonance, which need not be affected by the coupling
loop. The plan view (Fig. Ic) appears as a cross-section
through a TEM transmission
line. Without the sliding short
circuits, it would appear as a slab line, and with them, it has
the form of a coaxial line with a rectangular
outer. The
characteristic
impedance Zo of this TEM line is determined
by the waveguide width, the position. of the sliding short
circuits and the diameter of the diode support post. These are
all important,
whereas only the waveguide width determines
its cutoff frequency.
.. The equivalent circuit of the oscillator is simply as Fig. 2a,
where the variable Zo controls the tuning. The admittance
. IS
. Y = -Z
-J cot wi
h
seen b y t h e d evice
-, were
For resonance we have
0
c

c = 3 x 10 8 m I s.

The virtue of considering the circuit as a TEM resonator is
that it renders the circuit designable. Eqn. 1 and the determination of Zo is all that is required. For the slab line, Zo
may easily be calculated. For other configurations,
one may
make a large-scale model of the transmission line and measure
Zo against tuning-element
position
using a time-domain
reflectometer.
It is illuminating to take figuresfromIvanek
et al. and put
them into eqn. 1. We would expect Zo to lie within the range
30-1000.
Then, fora
waveguide height of 0'1 in, we find
that it would be possible to tune the circuit using devices with
Cd between O' 3 and 1 . 0 pF to a frequency of 9· 5 G Hz. If we
assume that Cd = 0'5pF,
a variation of Zo from 540 to
73, 5 0 will give the tuning range 10-8·7 GHz obtained. I This
is all consistent with the results of Ivanek et al.' The range of
Zo from 30 to 1000 would give the wide tuning range 12· 87·5 GHz (assuming, of course, that the other conditions for
oscillation such as loading were maintained). This wider range
of Zo (and more) could be obtained by suitably shaping the
sliding short circuits, 3,4 and ensuring that they could come
close to the device support post.

Conclusions: By considering the action of these circuits in
terms of TEM-line resonators, a simple design technique can
be established.
The fact that the circuits use a waveguide
below cutoff is relevant only to ensure that modes other than
TEM do not occur in the resonators. It should be possible to
obtain a large increase in the mechanical
tuning range by a
simple modification to the circuit.

(1)
M, K. McPHUN

where Cd is the device capacitance.
Thus Zo determines the
resonant frequency. Note also that I is the waveguide height,
and this is also an important factor.
The use of TEM lines with variable characteristic
impedances as tuning elements is not new.2 They have been used to
control the resonant frequency? and the gain3,4 of tunneldiode amplifiers.
As shown by the lines of electric field
sketched in Fig. 1c, the field is mainly concentrated
in the
vicinity of the device support post as surmised by Ivanek
et al.' However, evanescent modes do not enter the picture
unless the sliding short circuits are removed. In that case, the
waveguide must be below cutoff to prevent propagation
side-

6th August 1969
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SPECIFICA

We, MULLARD LIMITED, a British Company of Abacus House, 33 Gutter Lane,
London. E.C.2, do hereby declare the invention, for which we pray that a patent may
be granted to us, and the method by which
it is to be performed, to be particularly described in and by the following statement:This invention relates to a microwave
amplifier employing a tunnel-diode.
As is
known, such amplifiers are commonly of
the general arrangement illustrated in Figure
1 of the accompanying
drawings.
In Figure 1 a single-port amplifier comprises an input port IP through which an
incoming signal is applied through a quarter-wavelength matching section of transmission-line II to a tunnel-diode D. The diode
functions as a negative-impedance
amplifier
and supplies an amplified signal back to the
input port JP; with such single-port amplifiers of course, the input-port
is usually
con nected to one port of a circulator; the
incoming signal is applied to one of the
other arms of the circulator and the arnplified signal appears at a third arm of the
circulator. In such a tunnel-diode
arrangement the bandwidth of the device is restricted by means of a second matching section
I ~ incorporating
a series inductor Ll , and
a third section 13 which is less than a quarter-wavelength long and is terminated by a
capacitor C. At the junction of the two sections I" and 13 a resistor R is connected
across the line and this arrangement provides a stabilizing circuit which serves to
damp out response of the amplifier outside
the required frequency
range; if such a
stabilizing arrangement
were not provided
the amplifier would tend to oscillate at Irequencies outside the desired band with of
the amplifier.
It is, of course, necessary to provide the
tunnel-diode with a voltage bias so as to fix
its working point, and the bias voltage may,
for example, be applied through a trans-

;Price 4s. 6d.)

Price '25p

nON

mission-line stub F incorporating
a radiofrequency
choke RFC;
in practice
the
source-resistance
of the bias supply is sometimes influenced by the stabilizing resistance
represented in Figure 1 by resistor R.
According to the present invention a tunnel-diode
amplifier
comprises
means for
applying an appropriate bias voltage to the
diode so as to permit operation at a desired
point on the diode current I voltage characteristic, a stabilizer resistance
across the
diode
to reduce
oscillatory
tendencies,
means to render the stabilizer resistance ineffective to alter the bias source D.C. resistance, an appropriate source resistance for the
said bias voltage so as to permit operation
at a desired dynamic gain characteristic
while being otherwise ineffective at radio
frequency, and a quarter wavelength input/
output access path to the diode of variable
characteristic
impedance, for adjusting the
overal gain of the amplifier.
Suitably, the amplifier may comprise an
input port which is connected through said
access path to the diode, an inductive section of line connected in parallel with the
access path at one end across the diode, a
further short-circui ted section of line connected to the other end of the inductive
section, and means for applying said bias
voltage to the junction of the second and
third sections of line.
An embodiment of the invention will now
be described with reference to Figures 2 to
10 of the accompanying
diagramatic drawings in which:
Figure 2 illustrates the general characteristics of a tunnel diode.
Figure 3 illustrates the general form of
dynamic gain characteristics
of a tunneldiode amplifier,
Figure 4 is a simplified circuit diagram
illustrating an embodiment,
Figure
5 illustrates
the
mechanical
arrangement
of the embodiment,
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Figures 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 illustrate dynamic gain characteristics
of the embodiment.
Referring now to Figure 2 of the drawings, this illustrates
the current/voltage
characteristic
of a tunnel diode and shows
at El, E2 and E3 various working points
which may be selected in an amplifier employing such a diode. Now, there are three
main parameters which require to be selected when designing a tunnel diode amplifier
and usually one or two of these parameters
will have to be selected to match the equipment with which the amplifier is being used
or to meet other requirements of the complete apparatus;
in such circumstances
the
performance
of the amplifier may be less
efficient or may be less satisfactory because
the third parameter, wh ich cannot be altered
without altering the other two predetermined parameters,
falls outside the most
suitable value.
The three parameters
referred to above
are the gain of the amplifier, the noise of
the amplifier and tbe dynamic range of the
amplifier. Thus, for instance, for low-noise
working it is usually preferable to select Cl
working voltage such that the diode is biased
to a fairly low point on the negative-impedance portion of its characteristic illustrated in Figure 2: such a point, for instance,
may conveniently
be indicated by El on
Figure 2. The gain of the amplifier may,
however, so vary with the bias voltage that
for the required gain the diode must be
bia ed to a point such as E2 in Figure 2.
Thirdly, however, the dynamic range of signal which the amplifier will accept may be
found to require a bias point, such as E3 in
Figure 2, which is different [rom the bias
points for either maximum gain or minimum noise, and probably would be different from the bias point for the required gain
which of course need not necessarily be the
maximum
gain achievable.
As mentioned
above, one of these three parameters
is
usually of most importance and some compromise, therefore, has to be made between
the most important
parameter
or parameters and those of lesser importance, and
it has hitherto proved impossible to produce
a device in which the optimum value for
each of these three parameters
can be
achieved simultaneously.
Referring now to Figure 3, this illustrates
the general
form of the dynamic
gain
characteristic
of a tunnel-diode
amplifier.
As can be seen. up to a dynamic range indicated at F the gain is substantially
constant but beyond that. point, that is to say
with input signals of a magnitude greater
than that corresponding to the magnitude F,
the gain at bias voltage E2 falls off rapidly
due to the decreasing slope of the currentvoltage characteristic
of the diode. With a
bias voltage at point E3, somewhat more

than at E2 the gain can in fact show a
slight increase before falling off due to the
increasing
slope of the current/voltage
characteristic
of the diode as the input signal swings to the left of point E3 in Figure
2. if the working point is moved to El,
Figure 2, the "hump"
111 the gain
curve
becomes more marked as illustrated by the
curve El in Figure 3. It can thus be seen
that alteration in the working point of the
diode has a very marked effect upon the
dynamic range of the amplifier and this
range can in fact be extended by moving
the working point further up the current/
voltage characteristic,
at the cost of some
increase in gain produced
by the humps
illustrated in curves El and E3 in Figure
3.
Referring now to Figure 4, this illustrates
the equivalent circuit diagram of a tunneldiode ampilfier in coaxial line, of which the
mechanical
construction
is illustrated
in
Figure 5. From an input port IP a quarterwavelength section II of transmission
line
leads to a diode D. Across the diode D is
also connected a distributed circuit comprising a section of transmission line 12 including a series inductor Ll , and a section Is
including a series capacitor C3. In this embodiment the section 12 has a central conductor of reduced cross-section and also is
less than one quarter-wavelength
long so
that the section 12 itself forms the inductor
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Ll.
A t the junction J of 12 and I, is a stub
having a characteristic
impedance
of 20
ohms and terminated
in a non-reflective
load formed by a resistor RI also, of 20
ohms. Across the resistor RI is applied the
bias voltage E, from a source not shown.
This bias-voltage
source is of variable
resistance; such a variable resistance may
be provided by an adjustable resistor connected either in series with the source, or
as illustrated by a resistor R3 connected in
parallel
with the source across the bias
supply lines. It can thus be seen that the
stabilising resistor R. Figure I, which is normally provided in a tunnel-diode
amplifier
is formed by RI and is quite separate from
the resistor which forms, at least in part,
the source resistance of the bias supply.
This, therefore, permits variation in the bias
supply source resistance without affecting
the stabilising resistor RI and if the source
resistance adjuster is in the form of an adjustable resistor R3 across the bias supply
lines, then this also permits the bias source
resistance and the bias voltage to be adjusted independently of each other. We thus
have provided the facility of independent
adjustment
of these two parameters
so as
to achieve the facility of choosing
our
dynamic gain characteristic
by adjustment
of either parameter. This, of course, is par-
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ticularly valuable when one of the parameters is fixed by other considerations.
Thus, for instance, as described earlier, the
bias voltage may have to be determined by
the minimum noise permissible in the amplifier but with an arrangement
according
to the invention the required dynamic gain
profile can nevertheless
substantially
be
ucl.ieved by suitable
adjustment
of the
source resistance of the bias supply.
In order that the D.C. resistance of the
bias source shall not be affected by the
terminating
stabilizing resistor RI of the
bias stub, resistor RI has in series therewith a capacitor C2 whilst the bias line includes a series inductor L2 so that RI is
effective only at radio frequency and not at
zero frequency whilst R3 is effective only at
zero frequency and not at radio frequency.
The length of the transmission line section 12 between the diode D and the biassupply stub is such that the impedance at
the junction J appears as a short-circuit
when the stabilising
circuit is correctly
tuned. This tuning can be adjusted
by
means of capacitor C3 and it will be noticed that the position of this capacitor may
be different from that of the capacitor C in
the conventional
arrangement
illustrated in
Figure 1.
The diode tuned circuit itself comprises
the diode capacitance Cd which may if desired be aucmented by an additional variable capacitor Cv, the inductor Ll and the
section 12 of transmission line which extends
bet wen the diode and the junction J and
which includes the inductor Ll.
Referring now to Figure 5 this shows the
mechanical
construction
of a tunnel-diode
amplifier of which the equivalent
circuit
diagram has already been discussed with
reference to Figure 4. In Figure 5 the input port to the amplifier is formed by the
inner conductor of a coaxial line. this conductor extending into a waveguide G so as
to form a probe which couples energy from
the waveguide to the coaxial line. Suitably
the probe P is surrounded where it projects
into the waveguide G by dielectric material
H so as to reduce the missmatch at the
coupling probe. The section of coaxial line
leading from the waveguide to the diode
corresponds to the quarter-wavelength
section 11 of Figure 4. The diode D is connected between the end of the centre conductor
of this section 11 arid the enclosing casing
which over the section II also forms the
outer conductor of the coaxial line. An adjustable capacitance probe of conventional
form provides the diode-circuit tuning capacitor Cv. From the junction of the diode
with this centre conductor extends a short
portion of conductor which as mentioned
above is in this embodiment
of reduced
cross-seton
and is shorter than one quar-

ter-wavelength
so as to have a higher inductance than the remainder
of the tranmission lines in this device and thereby to
provide the inductor L1 of Figure 4. This
central conductor of reduced cross-section
leads to a further conductor K which forms
the central conduction of the bias stub and
which has disposed between its central conductor K and the other conductor, a tapered
lossy termination
which forms the resistor
R I and capacitor C2. Such a tapered load,
may as is well known, be provided by a dielectric material
loaded with a "lossy"
material such for instance as carbonyl iron.
The bias source which incorporates
the
variable resistor R3 of Figure 4 can be connected to the terminals 5, which correspond
to the similarly-indicated
terminals
on
Figure l. In practice it has been found that
R3 can be a normal carbon resistor, the
wire "ends" or leads of which have suffident self-inductance
to constitute the inductor L2.
The portion 13 of the transmission
line
section is provided by a length of coaxial
line which is terminated by a conventional
short circuit piston S and this section 13 is
connected to the central conductor of the
rest of the system through a capacitance C3
formed between a small disc T connected
at its end and the central conductor K. The
value of this capacitance C3 is adjustable
independently
of the adjustment
of the
piston S so as to be able to vary the bandwidth of the amplifier without appreciably
altering the resonant frequency of section Is.
The arrangements described thus far have
been concerned with the provision of means
for independent variation of the bias source
resistance and the bias voltage. The invention however also provides an arrangement
for varying the gain of the amplifier. This is
achieved by providing a section 11 of variable characteristic impedance. As illustrated
in Figure 5 one wall of the coaxial section
11 has disposed therein a suitably-shaped
member U which can be adjusted into or
out of the section 11 in the direction indicated by the arrows. This adjustment
has
no, influence on the effective length of the
section I, but it alters the characteristic impedance of this section very considerably.
Thus, by means of variation of this characteristic impedance,
the matching between
the amplifier and the waveguide G can be
varied and hence the overall gain of the
amplifier can be varied.
It can thus be seen that the invention can
provide separate independent adjustment of
the gain, the working voltage point of the
diode, and the dynamic range of the am.plifier.
A general description will now be given
of the method of setting up an amplifier
such as has been described with reference
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to Figures 4 and 5.
First, the diode D is removed and the
stabilizing circuit is set up by adjusting C3,
13, so as to give unity reflection at the resonant working frequency of the amplifier.
The diode is then inserted and the bias
voltage E, is adjusted to a value which provides minimum noise. This value will normally be known as it will be one of the
published characteristics
of whatever particular diode is in use.
The diode-circuit
tuning capacitor Cv is
then adjusted to give maximum gain at the
working frequency.
The characteristic impedance of the transmission-line section II is then adjusted, by
adjusting the position of the member U, so
as to give the required gain. Finally, resistor
R3 is adjusted to give the required dynamic
gain characteristic.
Referring now to Figure 6 this illustrates
results obtained from a X-band tunnel diode
amplifier constructed as has been described
with reference to Figures 4 and 5; as can
be seen these dynamic gain curves follow
the general form illustrated in Figure 3 both
the input level and the gain being shown in
decibels referred to arbitrary level. For a
permissible gain variation of the order of
± IdB the largest dynamic range can be
seen to be achievable with a bias voltage of
185mV but even if the gain can be allowed
to vary within the limits of ± 2dB the input level, that is to say the dynamic range,
is not significantly
increased because the
"fall-off" slope of the 190 m V curve is considerably steeper than that of the 185m V
curve. The curves shown in Figure 6 will,
therefore, serve to show how important is
the selection of the optimum dynamic-gain
working point.
Figure 7 illustrates
curves, similar to
those shown in Figure 6, for three voltages
but it will be observed that these curves
show much larger humps in their characteristics and it is, therefore, necessary to
explain a further feature of these two sets
of curves.
Investigation
on the general form of the
tunnel-d iode amplifier
has revealed
that
this type of amplifier is susceptible 110t to
the D.C. resistance of the bias source itself in Figs. 4 and 5 effectively adjustable
by R3. This is illustrated by the two sets
of curves of Figures 6 and 7, Figure 6 being
based on measurements
taken with a bias
source having a resistance
of 22 ohms,
whilst Figure 7 shows results obtained with
the same apparatus but having a bias source
resistance of 82 ohms. Comparison
of the
curves of Figure 7 with the curves pertaining to the same voltages in Figure 6 show
how the increase in the D.C. resistance of
the bias source has increased the amplitude
of the gain hump and the similarity of the

effect on this gain hump of increasing the
bias voltage to the effect of increasing the
bias source resiistance will be apparent.
This is il1ustrated in a slightly different
fashion in Figures 8 and 9 which show 70
curves obtained with a constant bias voltage of 175m V and 180m V respectively
but with four different bias source resistances of 10, 22, 47 and 82 ohms.
The similarity between the shapes of the 75
curves of constant bias source resistance and
different bias voltages as shown in Figures
6 and 7 and the curves for constant bias
vol tage and different bias source resistance
as shown in Figures 8 and 9, is illustrated 80
in Figure 10 which shows curves for 170mV
at 82 ohms and 185mV at 22 ohms.
WE CLAIM IS:A tunnel-diode
amplifier comprising
means for applying an appropriate bias voltage to the diode so as to permit operation
at a desired point on the diode current/
voltage characteristic,
a stabilizer resistance
across the diode to reduce oscillatory tendencies,
means to render the stabilizer
resistance
ineffective
to alter
the bias
source
D.C. resistance,
an appropriate
source resistance for the said bias voltage
so as to permit operation
at a desired
dynamic gain characteristic
while being ineffective otherwise at radio frequency, and
a quarter wavelength
input/output
access
path to the diode of variable characteristic
impedance for adjusting the overall gain of
the amplifier.
2. An amplifier
as claimed in either
preceding claim, comprising an input port
which is connected through said access path
to the diode. an inductive section of line
connected in parallel with the access path
across the diode, a further, short circuited
section of line connected at the other end of
the inductive section, and means for applying said bias voltage to the junction of the
second and third sections of line.
3. An amplifier as claimed in Claim 2
wherein the said stabilizer resistance is also
connected across the junction for radio frequenncies, but not at zero frequency.
4. An amplifier as claimed in Claim 3
wherein the said further section of line includes an adjustable series capacitance.
5. An amplifier as claimed in Claim 3
or Claim 4 wherein the means for applying the bias voltage comprise a section of
transmission ·line in the form of a stub
which is terminated in the stabilizing resistance which is equal to the characteristic
impedance of the line forming the stub.
6. An amplifier as claimed in Claim 5
wherein the last mentioned section includes
an adjustable resistor to shunt the source.
and a series inductor, the terminating resistance offering an open circuit to direct cur-
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rent by virtue of 'having a series capacitor
with it.
7. An amplifier as claimed in any of
Claims 1 to 7 wherein the said access path
5 is a coaxial transmission
line with a positionably
adjustable
member
to produce
variation
of its characteristic
impedance
which varies the overall gain of the amplifier.
10
8. An amplifier according
to claim 4
wherein the adjustable
capacitance
comprises a movable capacitance disc and the
short circuit position in said further line
section is independently
adjustable.
15
9. A tunnel diode amplifier substantially
as described with reference to Fig. 5 of the
accompanying
drawings.
10. An amplifier as claimed in Claim 1

---- ----------------

constructed
and arranged to operate substantially as herein described with reference
to Figures 4 to 10 of the accompanying
drawings.

G. V. CARCASSON,
Chartered Patent Agent,
Mullard House,
Torrington Place,
London, w.e.I.
Agent for the Applicants.
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COMPLETE

Variable-impedance

SPECIFICATION

Transmission-line

We, MULLARDLIMITED, a British Company
of Abacus House, 33 Gutter Lane, London,
E.C.2., do hereby declare the invention, for
which we pray that 'a patent may be gran5 ted to us, and the method by which it is
to be performed, to be particularly described
in and by the following statement:THIS INVENTION
relates to a device for
providing
a variable-impedance
section of
10 transmission line. The invention as applicable
to coaxial transmission line and also to symmetrical double-ground-plan
strip-line which
as is known can be regarded as a developed
form of coaxial line.
15
In some arrangements it is of advantage
to provide a quarter-wave matching section
of which the characteristic impedance can be
varied: such a variable-impedance section can
be used, for example, in a reflection amp li20 fier such as a tunnel-diode amplifier, where
the facility of varying the impedance of a
quarter-wave section connected between the
tunnel-diode and the input/output
port of
the amplifier provides means for varying the
25 gain of the amplifier as a whole.
It is known from the specification
of
British Patent 706090 (page 2, last paragraph) that the movement of various members in proximity to the conductors of an
30 open wire line alters the characteristic impedance of a section of the line, e.g. according to a sinusoidal law, and that la: single
movable body can be made to alter the impedance of two lines at once.
35
A facility is particularly
desirable, however, in wide-band devices, namely to maintain a specified VSWR over a specified bandwidth of a single run of transmission line.
Hitherto, it has been necessary to provide
40 separate elements each in the form of a variable-impedance
device, and to adjust them
by a "hit and miss" technique until the

[Price 41. &I.)

Price 2.Sp

Device

desired result has been achieved, and the
teaching of the above specification is of no
help in containing VSWR variations within
reasonable limits.
The present invention provides a device
which permits of rapid adjustment of successive quarter-wave matching sections so as
to obtain a desired impedance transformation.
According to the present invention, a device providing a length of coaxial line or a
symmetrical
double-ground-plane
strip-line
having an adjustable characteristic
impedance comprises such a transmission line at
least one half-wavelength long at a frequency
passed by the line, together with a single
member extending along the transmission line
and adjustable transversely thereof in position towards and away from the central conductor or conductors of the line, wherein the
member is arranged so that as it is moved
transversely into or out of the Line the rate
of variation of characteristic impedance is
different in successive quarter-wavelength
sections of the line.
The member may be of such shape as to
provide lin successive quarter-wavelength
sections of the line, parts having different proportions so as to provide different characteristic impedances for the two sections. Alternatively, the member may be arranged to provade a tapered characteristic impedance along
part or all of the length of transmission line.
The member may be movable into or out
of the line along iany suitable path which
may be arcuate or linear.
Embodiments
of the invention will now
be described by way of example, with reference to the accompanying diagrammatic drawings in which:Figure 1 illustrates an arrangement of one
type of symmetrical strip-line,
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Figure 2 as a further view of such 'cl line,
Figure 3 illustrates strip-line embodiment
of the invention,
Figures 4, 5, 6and 7 illustrate various
profiles of the adjustable member.
Figure 8 illustrates an embodiment incorporating a different type of symmetrical
strip-line,
Figures 9 and 10 illustrate a coaxial-line
embodiment,
Figures 11, 12 and 13 dllustrateu further
coaxial-line embodiment,
Figures 14, 15 and 16 illustrate an adjustable member and
Figure 17 illustrates a further strip-line
embodiment.
Referring to Figures 1 and 2 these dllustrate in schematic form what is usually known
as a "tri-plate" line and in the form shown
in these two Figures the line is of the type
wherein two metal conductor strips A are
supported on a strip B of dielectric which
is in turn held centrally, by means not shown,
between two ground-plane strips G.
As shown in Figure 3 an embodiment of
the invention incorporating the construction
of strip line illustrated in Figures 1 and 2
again comprises two ground-planes G, a central dielectric strip B and two conductor strips
A of which only one appears on Figure 3.
Between the two plates G is disposed a member C which is in two parts, having the profiles indicated at CIon Figure 4 and C2
on Figure 5, these latter two figures being
cross-sectional views taken respectively on the
lines IV-IV and V-v, of Figure 3. As can
be seen from Figures 4 and 5 the portions
Cl and C2 of the adjustable member C have
different profiles at their location adjacent
the conductors A and as the member C is
moved into or out of the device along '3
linear path in a direction indicated by the
arrows in Figures 4 and 5 not only will
the characteristic impedance of the line be
varied but the variation in the line section
which includes the part Cl will be different
from the variation in the other line section
which includes the part C2. It can thus
be seen that adjustment of the single member Caffords the simultaneous adjustment,
over the two sections of line, of characteristic dmpedancc according to two different laws.
In this text the term "law" is understood
to mean the dependence of the characteristic
impedance upon the distance by which the
member is adjusted into or out of the transmission line section. As can be seen from
Figures 3, 4 and 5, the central dielectric
strip B is cut away adjacent the member C
SO as to enable this member to approach
or to embrace the conductor strips A.
Figures 6 and 7 illustrate two further profiles of parts C3 and C4 of an adjustable
member C which are also applicable to the

form of strip-line illustrated in Figures 1
and 2.
Figure 8 illustrates a modification where
the member C, which .has a portion C3 having the same configuration as the member C3
in Figure 6, is adjustable in a system comprising a single centre conductor A supported by conventional means not shown.
Figures. 9 and 10 illustrate an embodiment for use with a coaxial line system. In
this arrangement the outer conductor of a
coaxial transmission line is formed in a metal
block Eand comprises a semi-cylindrical wall
F and two parallel walls H, thus forming
a trough having a cylindrical end wall F.
In Figure 9, a part C5 is adjustable into
and out of this trough-like cavity along a
linear path in a direction of the arrows so
as to approach or recede from the central
conductor J of the coaxial line: this central conductor ds of course supported concentrically with the wall F and with the remainder of the line by adjustable dielectric
supports not shown.
Figure 10 illustrates a second profile in
which the part C6 is spaced further from
the central conductor by providing it with
a part-cylindrical surface K of greater radius
than the corresponding part-cylindrical surface K on the member C5 in Figure 9.
The arrangement of such a coaxial device
would be in general similar to that illustrated for the strip-line device in Figure 3,
the members C5 and C6 form in fact portions
of a single adjustable member in substantially the same manner as the portions Cl
and C2 form parts of a single member C
in Figure 3.
Figures 11, 12 and 13 illustrate a further
embodiment in coaxial-line arrangement in
which a metal block E again provides the
outer conductor of the line. Figures 11 and
12 illustrate a part C7 of an adjustable
member which is pivoted on a pivot P extending parallel to the length of the line
so as to be movable into and out of the
line, towards or away from the central conductor J of the line along an arcuate path
about the pivot P: these two Figures dllustrate two positions of the part C7. The
part C7 is associated with a part CS of
the adjustable member, see Figure 13, having at its location adjacent the central conductor J a profile which differs from that
of the part C7.
In the arrangements dllustrated in Figures
4 to 7 and 9 to 13 the member C has parts
which are of different profile adjacent the
inner part of the line, but this feature is
not essential and for some profiles the requirement of different impedance variations
in two or more sections of the line can be
met by providing parts of the member C
which are of the same profile but which have
different spacings relative to the central con-
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ductor or conductors. Suchan arrangement
is illustrated in Figures 14, 15 and 16 where
a member C has parts C9 and CI0 of the
same general profile as the part C3 in Figures
6 and 8. The parts C9 and CID have identical profiles at their inner sides but the
proportions of the parts differ 50 that the
part C9 wilI in use project further into the
transmission Iine, not shown, than will the
part CIO. The different proportions of these
two parts is emphasized by the two' crosssections illustrated in Figures 15 and 16.
Usually, the successive sections of line will
be quarter-wavelength sections but it will
be apparent that the invention is applicable
to adjustable-impedance devices where at least
one of the sections as a multiple of a quarterwavelength long. Although for ease of description only devices comprising two successive sections have been described and illustrated, three or more sections may be arranged
together 50 as all to be simultaneously adjustable by means of a common member C
having the appropriate member of differentlyproportioned parts. Further, if desired the
profile of any particular part of the member C may vary along the line from one end
of a section to the other instead of being
of constant profile throughout its length.
If desired, instead of being formed into
successive'quarter-wavelength parts the member C may vary continuously from one end
to the other 50 as to provide an adjustable
"tapered" line/of which the impedance tapers
continuously from one end to the other.
Figure 17 illustrates a further embodiment
which a member C is movable into and
out of a strip line having ground-planes G
and a single central conductor A. The member C has the same cross-section throughout its length and is pivoted at one end of
the device on a shaft P, which extends perpendicularly to the longitudinal axis of the
line, so it can be adjusted into and out of
the line along an arcuate path indicated by
arrows on Figure 17. Such an arrangement
provides along the length of the transmission
line a tapered, that is a continuously-varying characteristic impedance, except of course
when the member C is in a position when
it is parallel with the line.
It will be observed that, the parts of the
member C in the Figures are shown as spaced
from the ground-planes or from the outer
coaxial conductor: in practice such spacing
is quite permissible because in, TEM modes
such as these the current flow is in an axial
direction in the anner and outer conductors
and does not cross the gap between the member C and the outer or ground-plane conductor.
It will be appreciated that although various
embodiments, varying in profile and method
of movement of the member C, have been described, these embodiments serve to illustrate
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features which may be dncorporated in different combinations from the particular combinations ,illustrated in the Figures. Thus,
for instance, the tapered-impedance facility
provided by the arrangement of Figure 17 70
could' equally well be arranged for linear
movement in and out of the transmission line
instead of arcuate movement: the whole member may thus vary continuously along its
length either in profile or in spacing from 75
the central conductor or in both 50 as to
provide a tapered impedance and this tapered
impedance itself may be variable by either
linear or arcuate movement of the member.
Because of the basic similarity between 80
coaxial line and strip line many of the features
descnibed above are applicable to both kinds
of line; this is apparent, for instance, if
Figures 9 and 10 are compared with Figures
5 to 7. Again, it is obvious that the arcu- 85
ate movement of Figure 17 could be applied
to coaxial line or that the arcuate movement of Figures 11, 12 and 13 could be
applied to strip-line. Obviously, some features
of the invention are inherently more suitable 90
for one form of line than another, and the
choke of feature will also depend upon the
parameters of the apparatus with which the
device is to be used; no attempt therefore
has been made to illustrate or describe em- 95
bodiments examplifying all the combinations
or permutations of the various features of
the dnvention.
WHAT WE CLAIM IS:1. A device for providing a length of coaxial line or a symmetrical double-groundplane strip-line having an adjustable characteristic impedance, comprising such a transmission line at least one half-wavelength long
at a frequency passed by the line, together
with a single member extending along the
transmission line and adjustable in position
transversely thereof towards and away from
the central conductor or conductors of the
line, wherein the member is arranged so that
as it is moved transversely into or out of
the line the rate of variation of characteristic impedance is different in successive
quarter-wavelength sections of the line.
2. A device as claimed in Claim 1 wherean the member has two parts which are
arranged in successive quarter-wavelength sections of the line and which have different
proportions so as to provide different characteristic impedances for the two sections of
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line.

3. A device as claimed in Claim 2 wherein the parts of the member are each of
uniform cross-section so as to provide a uniform characteristic impedance along each sec- 125
tion of line,
4. A device as claimed in Claim 2 wherein each part of the member is non-uniform
so as to provide a tapered characteristic Im-

4

1,095,103

pedance along the associated section of line.
5. A device as claimed in Claim 1 wherein the member is arranged to provide a tapered
characteristic
impedance along part or all
5 of the length of transmission Line.
6. A device as claimed in any preceding
Claim wherein the member is adjustable into
or out of the line along a linear path.
7. A device as claimed in any of Claims
10 1 to 5 wherein the member is adjustable
'into or out of the line along an arcuate
path.
8. A device as claimed in Claim 7 wherein the member is pivoted about an axis ex15 tending parallel to the longitudinal axis of
the line.

9. A device as claimed in Claim 7 wherein the member is pivoted about an axis extending perpendicular to the longitudinal axis
of the line.
10. A device as claimed in Claim 1 constructed and arranged to operate substantially as herein described with reference to any
of the accompanying drawings.

20

G. V. CARCASSON,
Chartered Patent Agent,
Mullard House,
Torrington Place,
London, W.c.1.
Agent for the Applicants.
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A computer programme for the analysis of branched
distributed and lumped circuits.

Conference on Electrical Networks, Newcastle upon Tyne,
I

13th-15th September 19G6.
Rlblication No. 23.
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A COl1?UTER PROGRAHME
DISTRIBUTED

FOR THE ANALYSIS

AND LUMPED

OF BRANCHED

CIRCUITS

By M.K. McPhun

SUM.l1ARY
A computer programme for predicting the performance of
m i cr-owave circuits with a small computer, is described.
The
circuits may be active or passive and may contain combinations
of transmission lines, l~mped elements, tunnel diodes or other
negative resistance devices and series and shunt branches.
Loops are not permitted, otherw~se circuit complexity is
li~ited only by the storage capacity of the machine.
Provision is made for examining circuit sensitivity to
variation of any input parameter.
Two forms of output are
provided:
firstly tables v. frequency can be printed for any
combination of a number of output options, e.g. input
impedance and insertion loss, and secondly, graphs (e.g. v.
freque~cy or S~ith charts) can be plotted automatically using
a digital plotter.
The programme, written in Algol for an Elliott 503
computer, is in essence a simple compiler.
Each Lype of
circuit element is allotted a code number.
The data tape
contains a list.of these code numbers, each followed by the
relevant para~eter values, the order of the elements on the
tape determining the circuit to be analysed.
In the
programme, each element is represented by its chain matrix,
the equivalent chain matrix for the whole network is computed
and the output quantities are computed from this equivalent
matrix.

1.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is intended for the non-specialist
user of a
computer for circuit analysis, rather than for the specialist
computer prograrr~er.
During the study of microwave tunnel diode a~plifiers, a
number of programmes were written to evaluate the performance
of particular amplifier configurations.
This process was
found to be most unsatisfactory
because any change in the
configuration of the amplifier meant changing the programne.
It was quickly realised that a progr~~e
sufficiently general
to handle tunnel diode amplifiers would have many other
applications to circuits containing ~ixtures of distributed.
and lumped components.
It was requlred to accommodate actlve
and passive circuits containing combinations
of transmission
lines, lumped elements, tunnel diodes or other negative
resistance devices, and series and shunt branches.
Loops
were not required.
It was further desirable that the prograT~e should be capable of easy extension to include extra

.
M.K. McPhun is at the School of Engineering Science,
University of \~arwick, and was f or-mait
Ly at Mullard Research
Laboratories, Redhill, Surrey.
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types of circuit elements if they should be needed.
Provision
for examining circuit sensitivity to variation of any input
para~eter was necessary.
The form of the progr~~e
was influenced by the co~puter
used, an Elliott 503 with a 8,000 word store but no backing
store facilities.
Initially output was required in the form of tables vs.
frequency for any combination of a number of output options.
Later the need for graphical output arose and this was provided
using a Calcomp digital plotter.
The prograF.~e described in
sections 2 and 4 is called the Type 1 progr~_me w~ich provides
tabulated data only.
At the tL~e of writing the graphical
options are not fully integrated into a Type 2 prograF.~e.
The graphical output facilities of the Type 2 progra~Be will
be described separately in section 5.
The progr~~e
is described from the viewpoint of the user,
in section 2.
The form of input data and results are given,
illustrated by an example.
Sections 3 and 4 cover the theory
and operation of the programme.
The programme is written in
Algol;
sections 1, 2 and 3 are intended for the general reader
without knowledge of Algol, but this will be required for parts
of section 4.
2.

USE OF THE PROGRA~1E

To put a circuit into a suitable form for computation it
must be divided into circuit elements.
Each type of element
is allotted a code number.
The data tape contains a list of
these code nlli~bers,each followed by the relevant parameter
values, and the order of the elements on the tape deter~ines
the circuit to be analysed.

2.1

Division

of Circuit

,

The element types available for forming the circuit are
listed in Appendix 5; they are of three types.
Firstly there
are straightforward
components such as shunt resistors, transmission lines or tunnel diodes;
these components must be given
Darameter values and are considered as 2 port elements.
Secondly there are series and shunt tees which are 3 port
eleDents defining the circuit configuration
and possessing no
parameters.
Thirdly there are one-port branch and final loads
which both define the circuit configuration
and also possess
parameter values.
For further illustration we will consider
some circuits.
Figure 1 is a simple circuit containing no tees, and is in
a suitable for~ for comDutation.
The generator ~_pedance Zc
will be considered in section 2.3.
The input data describing
the rest of this cireuit is written as table 1.
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TABLE

1.

Number

InDut data describing

of element

circuit

of figure

TYEe of element

1
2

5
9

3

5

45

9

4, 6

1
values

Par-ame t er'

50,
0.1
20.10-12
60,
0.2
30.10-12
20

Note that the final load must always consist of a shunt
R, C or L, so that when element type 4 appears in the table it
mus~ be followed i~Eediately by one of the numbers 6, 8 or 10
and tnen by the appropriate parameter value.
Consider now a circuit requiring the use of tees.
Figure
2 shows the circuit of figure 1 with the addition of a lossy
inductor and an inductive resistor both shunted across the
first capacitor, and with a capacitively loaded transmission
line stub added.
This circuit is redrawn in figure 3 in a
form suitable for writing the input data.
The rule to be
followed when dealing with tees is to go up each brnach as it
occurs, until a branch load is epcountered, then return to the
preceeing tee and continue until the next branch is encountered
etc.
To each tee there must correspond a branch load so that
the number of tees must equal the number of branch loads.
The input data of table 2 de~cribing the circuit of figure 3
should make this clear.
TABLE

InEut data describing

2.

Number

of element

TYEe of element

1
2
3
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
Variation

of figure

3

Parameter

values

5
2

SO, 0.1

8

20.10-12

1
7
3,10
11
3, 6
5
1
5
3, 8

4-

2.2

the circuit

9

4, 6

1.0
20.10-9
10-9
25
60, 0.2
20, 0.05
10-11
30.10-12
20

of a Parameter

The value of anyone
parameter, including the branch and
final load values, can be varied by specifying the initial,
incremental and final values in the input data.
To identify
the varied parameter the trigger 1070 is used.
For example,
suppose in figu~e 3 the frequency response was required for
element no. 9 wlth values of Zo = 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70 oh~s,
then the relevant part of table 2 would become as table 3.
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TABLE

3.

Nu~ber

of element

TYEe of element

Parameter

"

"
"

II

"

3, 6
5
1

8
9

10

values

II

1070,

25
30, 10, 70,0.2

Note that a small amount must be added to the final value
of the varied par~~eter to ensure that this value is accepted.
2.3

Generator

Impedance

For some calculations
such as input reflection coefficient
the value of generator impedance Zc (figures 1 and 3) is
required. - However Zc must always be given a value even if it
is not used, as the computer will expect to read a value for it
on the data tape (Section 2.5).
Normally Zc will be real, but
provision is made for inserting a procedure to calculate complex
values of Zc that are functions of frequency.
To use this
facili~y the value Zc = 10-70 is punched in the data tape and
the procedure for computing Zc is inserted in the progr~%~e
when compiling, as described in Section 4.3.
2.4

OutDut

ODtiQns

Ten output options are available in any combination.
The
option is identified by a number as listed' in Appendix 6.
outputs are specified by listing the option numbers, in any
order, the list being terminated by the ~umber O.
Tne definition of these options is given in Section 3.
2.5

Assemblv

of Complete

Data TaEe

In addition to the foregoing information it is necessary
to state N, the total number of circuits on the data tape, n,
the n~~ber of elements in the circuit, a title for each set of
data, and·the frequency range.
The data tape must take the
for!Tl:

N
number of circuits
title
n (number of elements)
Zc
list of output options terminating in 0
table defining circuit, e.g. table 2
start frequency (Gc/s)
incremental frequency (Gc/s)
finish frequency (Gc/s)
title
n
Zc

circuii: 1

circuit

2 etc.
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2.5.1

Presentation

of Results

It is advantageous to be able to recognise the results
without recourse to the data tape;
therefore the input data
is rep~oduced with each element identified in words, above the
tabulated results.
If a parameter is being varied, the
current value of this para~eter is printed out at the head of
each table.
Thus it is easy to reconstruct the circuit
analysed from the tabulated results.
2. 5 .2

Example

Figure 4 shows a tunnel diode reflection amplifier.
The
data tape reproduced in figure 5 is for calculating input
impedance, modulus and phase of input reflection coefficient
and available reflection gain at frequencies of 0.3 Gels,
0.5 Gcls and 0.7 Gels; this to be done for characteristic
impedances of the third transmission
line of 1000, lSOQ and
200Q.
The output obtained is shown in figure 6.
The time taken fo~ this example was 8 seconds for
computing and 12 seconds for punching the output tape.
In
addition the computer takes 40 seconds to digest the owncode
version of the translated programme.
3.

THEORY

This section is devoted to the circuit analysis method
used in the programme.
We consider a circuit as built up of
a cascade of 2-port circuit elements as in figure 7; circuits
containing branches will be considered in Section 3.2.
If
each circuit element is represented by its "chain" or ABeD
matrix [AI],
[A2J
[A
then the circuit may be redrawn
as in figure 8, where
n

J,

......

[AJ = [A11 [AZ]

These a~e all 2 x 2 matrices
ZL may also be complex.

(1)

with complex

elements,

F~om Zc' [A], and ZL all the required
calculated"as
follows:
all
Z'L + a12
Input impedance Z in =
+ a22
ohms
a21 ZL
Z in
Normalised input impedance = ~
Input ~eflection

mod gamma = ./ f. r'""
ar gg armna = tan-1

ref Gav

=

reflection

10 10glO

=

quantities

can be

(2)
(3 )

Zin - Zc
Zin + Zc

(4)

•

1m r
Re r

(5)

(6 )

+1800 if Re ( r )
-1800 if Re <r)
The available

r

coefficient

and Zc and

<
<

0 and Im ( r )
0 and Ern ( r)

gain(l)

Zin - Zc~';z
Z~n + Zc

>
<

0
0

is given by
dB

(7)

The insertion loss is calculated for the general case where
neither the generator nor load are matched to each other nor to
the network.
It is defined as
power dissipated in load with
network in Dosition
Insertion loss ratio =
(8)
power dissipated in load when
load is connected directly to
the generator
This is derived In Appendix 1 in a form suitable for computation, a:-ldis
dB ins = 10 10giO

(Zc + Zin) (a2I ZL + a22)

2

( 9)

ZL + Zc
The matrices for the various types of circuit
listed in Appendix 2.
3.1

Iterative

Solution

of Cascaded

elements

are

Circuits

A large storage space would be required to set up all the
matrices of equation (1) and then mUltiply them together.
Instead the following method requires space only for l~J and
ODe other matrix, say [B].
Let [A] and CB] also refer to
their storage spaces;
[A] is set to a UDlt matrix, the
element s of fA~ ] are computed and placed in [B] , the product
of [Al.
[B lS formed, and the result placed back in l~ .
The eiements of [A2] are then computed and placed in [Bj and
the process repeated until [An] is reached.
3.2

The Treatnent

of Branches

using Series a:-ldShunt Tees

The method used is to replace a branch by an equivalent
series or shunt network element in the cascade of figure 7.
Figure 9a shows part of a cascade containing e series
branch circuit.
This series branch may be represented by an
equivalent network with chain matrix [S] =[S11 s12'Jterminated
in a branch load Zb.
s21 s22
The input impedance
Z

to the branch

Zs is then given by
(10)

s

a~d the branch can be replaced by the new circuit
matrix [~] as shown in figure 9b, where

[~l = [~

elemeDt with

:s1

Similarly the shunt branch with input impedance Z can be
replaced by an equivalent shunt element as figureS9c, vlith the
matrix

[~l =

[~/Zs:]
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In the programme the same sections are used for
computing both the input impedance Zs for the branches and Zin
for the main cascade.
Also the section which co~putes the
equivalent chain matrix of a cascade is the same whether the
cascade occurs in a series or shunt branch, or between the
generator and final load.
Therefore it is possible to use an
iterative method of dealing t.Jithbranches so that any number
of branches and sub-branches can be handled.
The way this is
done is described in Section 4.
4.

DESCRIPTION

OF THE PROGRAMl1E

So far no knowledge of Algol on the part of the reader
has ~een ass~med.
Algol is a word-orientated
language and
often any attempt to put an Algol prograr.ne into a pictorial
form using flow diagrams merely results in extra complication.
Therefore Algol language will be used in this section where
advantageous.
Appendix 7 lists some of the peculiarities
of
the Elliott version of Algol used for this programue.
The programme is reproduced in Appendix 3.
A list of
the important integers used in the prograThue is given in
Appendix 4.
The flow diagram of figure 10 is intended to
show the main processes of the prograIT~e but should not be
accepted as rigorous.
There are four main parts.
Firstly)
after reading the initial data and output options the table
describing the circuit is read.
The configuration
of the n
circuit elements is s~ored as the order of the circuit elements
are read, as described in Section 4.1.
The values of the
components are temporarily
stored in an array V [1 : n) 1 : 10J
except for the varied parameter (if any);
this lS identified
and its initial, incremental and final values are stored in
Ul, U2 and U3.
In the second part the 11etep parameter II for loop is set
up.
Once inside this loop the values of the circuit co~ponents can be set to the values stored in V [1 : n, 1 : 10J,
except for the varied parameter which is given its current
value.
This current value is printed at the head of the
results table.
After reading the frequencies required and setting up the
"step frequenciesll
for loop, the third part consists of
computing the matrix elements and multiplying
the cascades of
matrices as described in Section 4.2.
Also the circuit
branches are sorted out in accordance with the circuit
configuration.
This is described in Section 4.2.1.
At this
stage the point is reached where the circuit has been reduced
to a generator, an overall equivalent chain matrix, and a load
as in figure 8.
The fourth part consists of computing and printing
output data as specified by the output options.

the

The heart of the programme is the method used for storing
the config~ration
of the circuit, and steering the progra~~e
through the circuit element types in the right order.
This
process is used in the first, second and third parts just
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described;
4.2

the method

Storage

of Circuit

is ex plained

in the next

section.

Information

The number of a circuit elenent is denoted by integer k,
where there are n elements in all.
As the data tape is read
a~ integer array i 11 : nl is built up, with elements i [kJ
equal in value to the type number of the relevant circuit
elements.
Thus for the previous example of figure 4 we have:
Circuit

element

n~~ber

Circuit type n~~ber
i rkl
i r11 =
5
i
2 = 12
1. 3
= 5
1. 4
= 6
1. 5 =
5
i
6 =
4

k

1
2
3

4
5
6

These instructions, together with the instruction ~
sss[iIk]
have the label "steer";
sss is a switch list in which
the circuit element types are listed and given labels in the
same order as their type numbers (c.f. Appendix 5).
The particular instructions pertinent to each type of circuit element
are f olLowed by the instruct ion go~o steer, so that a closed
loop is formed as illustrated in f1.gure 11.
This forms
block 4 of the progr~~e.
Figure 11 also shous that fer branch
and final loads, an additional circuit eleme~t type must be
read;
this. is stored i~ p Ikl.
The process is ended when
i Ikl = 4 Ck then equals n) at the final load and P Ikl for the
final load has been read.
At this stage the circuit component values are read into
an array V 10 : n, 0 : 101 by the instruction ~ead V Ik, QI·
The upper limit of Q depends on the circuit type, e.g. for the
shunt tunnel diode Q goes from 1 to 5 whereas for the shunt
resistor Q = 1 only.
If V Ik, QI > 9.1069 then this signifies
the varied parameter and its initial, incremental and final
values are read into Ul, U2 and U3.
At the sa~e time the
current values of k and Q are placed in kl and B respectively
so that V Ikl, BI will identify which variable must take the
value s Ul, U2, U3 in the subsequent "step par-amet er-" for loop.
Also at this stage the tees and branch loads are counted,
but we will postpone further discussion of this u~til they are
treated in detail in Section 4.2.1.
4.2

Computation

of the Equivalent

Overall

Matrix

The principle of the iterative calculation was discussed
in Section 3.1.
This process takes place in the "step frequency"
for loop.
Complex algebra is used with, for instance, the
real part stored in 'a' a~d the imaginary part in jb; the 'j'
has no significance except to enable the imaginary part to be
recognised.
Procedure mult ( ) and div ( ) enable the complex numbers
to be multiplied and divided whilst procedure chain C ) enables
the product [A]. [B] = [C] to be formed where [AJ, [B] arid [C]
are 2 x 2 complex matrices.
An important feature of all these
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procedures is that the resul~ can be put back into one of the
original locations, i.e. rAl:
[A]. [Bl.
The complex algebra
procedures of van de Kiete2~ would have given more compact
expressions, but it was considered that the method used here
is easier to follow.

=

A very similar process to that described in Section 4.1 is
used for guiding the computer through the network;
here the
guiding is done by the instruction labelled "directory" which
contains the instructions:
chain (A, jB, a, jb, A, jB);
k:

goto

= k + 1;
s s [i [_kJ];.

The switch list ss here contains the calculations for the
elements of all the matrix types.
After computing the
mat r i.x elements the instruction "goto directory" repeats the
Drocess until the final load is reached.
Special action is,
of course, required for the tees which we wiil now consider.
4.2.1.

Computation

of Branches

When the cirouit configuration
is read, as described in
Section 4.1, the total number of tees in the circuit is
counted using integer h.
This number is then stored in
integer hl.
hI is then used later, before the calculations
are corrrae
nc ed in the "step frequency" for loop, to reserve an
adequate amourrt of storage space in thearray
Al j Bl [1:2;"h~1:2J
Referring to figure 12, the computations when tees are
present are as follows.
h is again used to count each tee as
it is encountered, but now h: = h-l at a branch load, so that
h effectively remembers which branch the pro6rarr~e is on at any
moment.
Also, a record is made of whether the branch starts
with a series or a shunt tee by setting the integer array m Lh]
: = 1 for a shunt tee, m [h] : = 2 for a series tee.
The chain matrix calculated for the main cascade of
figure 12 is in array A, jB, and remains in this location all
the tL~e that h = O.
When the first tee is encountered, the
array A, jB is transferred for storage in array AI, jBl;
array A, jB is reset to give a unit matrix and a new chain
multiplication
is commenced up the branch.
If another tee is
encountered up this branch, then array A, jB is again stored
in AI, jBl, a new set of locations being selected using the
i:1teger j = 2h.
When a branch load is r~ached the input admittance of the
branch is computed using procedure Y in ().
Then for the
shunt tee (m Th] = 1) the elements of the equivalent shunt
matrix are formed using procedure shuntset ( ), while for a
series tee (m Ch] = 2) the elements of the equivalent series
matrix are formed using procedure series set ().
The
principle of these calculations were explained in Section 3.2.
The equijvalent array for theprevious branch, stored in
Al, jBl, can now be recovered and placed back in A, jB and the
calculations for the previous branch be proceeded with.
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4.3

Additional

Facilities

As described in Section 2.3 it is possible to insert a
procedure for computing a generator impedance that is a
function of frequency.
When a value of Z < 10-60 is
C
.in ser-teo in the data, the pr-ogr-ammeprints "procedure" instead
of the value in the headings to the results.
The Drocedure
zedsee (x, jy) must be inserted in the progr~me
at the place
indicated i~~ediately before computing the output options;
it
must be f olLowed by the procedure call zedsee (re Z , imZ ).
c
c
4.3.1

Extension

to include

New Types

of Elements

It is very simple to include new types of elements.
Provision has been made for a series, and a shunt ele~ent to
be added as types 20 and 21.
To do this three things mUST be
done;
instructions for reading and printing the circuit values
must be inserted at labels L20 and L21 in block 3, the values
of the circuit components must be settat labels L20 and L21 in
the "STep par-amet er-" for loop, and the appropriate calculations
must be inserted at labels s20 and s21 in the "step f r-equericy
"
for loop.
The elements type 18 and 19 are for reading tables of
admitta::1ceand impedance versus frequency.
This facility has
not yet been included.
5.

GRAPHICAL

OUTPUT

Options 11 to 14 have been added to give graphical
presenTation of output.
Examples of cartesian plots v.
frequency and Smith chart plots will be presented at the
conference.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

Though the programme was written for the analysis of
tunnel diode reflection amplifiers, it was made sufficiently
general to be applied to a wide variety of circuits.
The
circuits may consist of combinations of transmission lines,
lU3ped elements, tunnel diodes or other negative resistance
devices,' and series and shunt branches, but loops are no~
permitted.
Circuit complexity is limited only by the
storage capacity of the machine, and this limit has not been
met in practice so far.
The provision made for ex~~ining
circuit sensitivity to any par~~eter has been found most useful.
The method of setting out input data, described in
Section 2, has been found to be quite convenient.
This
enables the non-specialist
to use the progra~~e with ease.
SC::leaspects of the progra'IlITle
could be more satisfactory,
the 10catio::1soccupied by the large array V [0 : n, 0 : 10J
cannot be used again in the later stages of the prograr.ne, and
no way has been found of making this possible.
It would also
be desirable to use the main body of the progra~me for computing
Zc when it is a function of frequency.
At present

the time taken

for punching

out results

at 100
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characters/sec.
is usually roughly equal to the computing time,
so that a buffer store for the punch would halve the running
time.
Great care was taken in labelling the results (c.f.
example of figure 6).
We believe that this has been well
worth while.
This has saved much time as any doubt about the
input conditions pertaining to computed tables of results
renders them quite useless.
7he progr~llme has proved
the laboratory.
7•

to be a valuable

facility

in
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P..PPThTJ)IX 1

Calculation o~ Insertion Loss

With reference to Fig. 13, the chain matrix is defined as

~~1b

1

=

21

giving

also

al~
a22

•

G:J

Vl =

all V2

+

a12 I2

(A 1)

Il =

a21 V2

+

a22 I2

(A 2)

v2

=

substituting in equation (A 2), we have
11 =

I2

(a21 ~

+

(A 3)

a22)

For the defL~ition of equ 8 we wish to calculate the power
dissipated L~the load, with and without the network L~serted.
In general, the power -dissipatedin load is
PL

II212. Re

=

2

With network,

whera

(ZL)

PL

=

Il

=

II
(a21 ZL

+

Re (ZL)

a22)

V

Ze + Zin
2
Re

PL
-

(A 6)

(ZL)

I

Without the network, power P0 in load is
2
V
Re
p
=
+
Zc
0
Z1

(;)

Insertion loss
2

I

(Zc ~
2

Insertion loss ::;;10 10glO

zL

+

Z

c

(A 8)
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APPENDIX 2
Chain Matrices
Element
Type No.

for the Circuit

Label

Elements

Diagram

Formulae
w
e

S

line

(a) .

s =

6

shunt R

(b)

Y = I/R

7

ser a e s R

(c)

Z = R

8

shunt C

(b)

9

series

Cb)

Y = J w Cs
Z = I/j w Cs
Y = I/j w Ls

(c)

Z

C

10

shunt L

11

serles

12

shunt T.D.

L

(c)

(b)
also Fig.1S

=
=

J w Ls
Y
j w Cl + lIZ'
where
G

= r -

Z'

+ j (wL

G2

-

+ w2c2
wC

and G is a positive
13

series T.D.

(c)
also Fig.1S

Z

14

shunt sc stub

Cb)

Y

IS

series

(c)

Z

16

shunt oc stub

(b)

Y

17

series oc stub

Cc)

Z

sc stub

=
=
=
=
=

1 ICY

I/jZo

)

G2 + w2c2

for type

nu:nber

12)

Cw 9./c)

tan

J

Zo tan

Cw 9.lc)

j

Zo tan

(w tic)

I/j

Zo tan

Cw 9.lc)
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APPENDIX

3

The Progra.mme
MICROVIAVE CIRCUIT

E!'i\?iln

c'2.;-:-.m&~ block

p:cNALYSrS,TYPE

1

1 ;

i~·t~[_~.£ N )'eaae

;

=

N ; :t;or case:
1 J.!2E. 1 ~.1.
N .s!2.
~[~
~t
block 2 ;
integer
n,t ; __.4·.......
i.ta~8r arrav opt[O:10J
; rea
Zc;
-._'~
__
""_
l~0,(;i~'! C·:::tll~'"'J:',",
re',ld ~itle
; intoQr az r-ay A 1:~cr::
=r:':
.~~~--::"'
(,'
.,".) • ""l':-1~-P (";-"~:-l.''';~~0 ,i,.••. J i~....
,;.;:..~..... ....,........_.... g
i""l\J!"'~'

~A

u.-

, _ ........

.~"40

.... ~

l~, '1-

~2~Sof
::·'33.C.

~r

~

,Zc

;

.J.

.,~'l.,.Q

..

.....

~S1C,e-:-

t1

.1. ...

t ~a ;

~_.=_i1lt £::1?n=?~:iigit.3(~)tS~.::~l2j:.::'nej"':~)

£s~3?Zc=?

?'J":::'?It.E..!1Ei s2.r:..:.,li;o1 :re pC:li::Jt(4,
ZCJ £ohn?
.~';LSG
Erin _ £P:;"oc" ;1':.:).'6?; R~~:1t ££1 ?Olltput
pt:'on£.;

Zc/r-E.O

end
end
~j

r-

~...

output options

.f

block

~.~~

i~tf~!.

~;

.· ..:_:,~:l~,,;:::: :;_'r3adfrequencias
r-av i[1 :nJ. .P(l :n)
- ~':~,,€'r'..-- ~ar
.........~~

Sit

1

_'-

;

'~'''.

Zo,1~P.~ &Cs,Ls,R~c,r,LpC1[1
_._ .._~ V~C:n70:10J
;
_ .. :.

k,k1~Bgh)h-,.i,B1
p p r a..!ll.::Jt:er

"1

m],

:da_ J1,12,U3,f1,f2]f3,f;
; :-:1:::: 0 ; h :
0 ; B1 : :::0
hH'f~_!2:.comment bloc'4, read

=

.> 0.:::0

in

input

d t a ",or

ea se

-ne. }::':-:.':: it

L~2f:!2'£ Q ;

~,,!!;t.'lh. s:=

~~i~cp

at e r)Ml

SSG::::

,li12,M3vM4,i'.i5)?'~6 ,

L1 shunt i 6~ L2 series
tee,
L5 lill€lrIA3
shunt; R~L'? series

L10 shunt

~ Ll1 ssries

T'

'tcanch

L14 shunt; se stub .. L'l5se:de'
se ·~1.!b.
US
L1'! se::ies .se stub,
L18 stunt ta::;lG,L19

sh nt
p!'o'~€l~t.lr~

~

read

~ ment,L21

series

::'OE.."!

lA

€II,mont

Sht:.Lt
SO:d.9S

bo~

K1;:::

;

; it V[k,Q .. >91OS9 !tor,
k ; B:7B1:= Q ; !o~d U1,D21V3;

v[ '~Q]:::: U1

end V:_ ,B]wil1 have to ta~
in

end
.~

?f9.~9~~~

all:. cVQ:rall

~b~ vallBs U!)U2,US

c"cla

of reE.o
print 1

?:?~,tl}.. E!.~;litdi.gits'
2n;;!. of pr' nt 1 ;

~!I'il ·~d~!,2. print

) ,k_C:£s4??~saneEr ..s;.i[k] ,£2s:2?r)

:2 ;

!J.egin II B1::Q !P.!!..:.,E~il:1..sameline,scaled(4),l:12fU3
Q:= 0+1 ; B1 ::.::J
end of print 2 ;

!Oo. ,

oc 8".:U:;.
·ab.!.e~l.~(\

;

!e..a__9 V[\:,'1J

';''!- ..-''::'1.

R"v:~ eh~o:c C,L9
~r:'.d" C
L,L"12 ehunt TD,L13 s"-"r:',,,[l "')1
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~££12')?

;

!.e.~2

steer:

~

k,i(k]
irk)]
;
'1 ; h::: 11+1

sss

L1 shunt te " print

hunt

L2 B61"ies tea:

tee?

;

pl"int 1 ; h:= h+1

Erin_! £s riElS tee? ;
GtS$l'

13 branch

;

load:

pri~t 1 ; p~in! £branch load? ;
re ad P[k)

i 'O,int
[P[it-

~c f~~.t this

;-;;

ass

erun")lins,d

gits(2),£2

2??fP[k]

,

1 avoa lo::ad ~lom$nt value

,££.62??

;

in V[k,QJ while P(k] id.,entiiie5

the type of elamant ;
1.4 ~i,~_~l load:
p::..tnt

"'I

~oto; t'1
L5 lina
,.6:

print

1 ; pr!

t 21ine?

;

read;e!J>~~££lt5')Zo=?

Q:=

,free.:.G"a,

,., .'

~- ~·C·tQ
I

p?int 2 ; Erin! Zohm ? ;
re~.d ; p'!"i~££lt5s?1='?,treepoint (4),samelino,V[k#Q)
print 2 ; ~
2m?
ltot"? ot'Jar ;

i!

L6 ahunt' R:

i[k]~3 .~

£ hun.t

E::;:in,

R?

i[k]~4 ~hen print

1 ;

1

Q:= 1 ; rea.d ; prin_t££H5?Ra::?,freapoint
r rint 2 ; print £0 I.!n ? I

M2:

i! i[k)::4
g~o

t'ii;'n.....
~

r

d

frequencies

(4),ssmeline,V[k,QJ

;

ate- r ;

L7 series R:
print 1

E~in..t£series

R?

g!,~.2 M2
I,.

e unt C:

erint

II i[k]tS and
£shunt c: ;

i[kl:i:4

then

:= 1 ; r ad ; £rint££lt5?CS=?,

print 2 ;

it

i[k]=4

E£t~ £F~
t"~!l ,tt0_t£

,
rea.d

print 1 ;
scaled (4),sameline,V(k,QJ

frequencies

;

g_oto stear ;

L9 series C:

K2.t2.
Ll0

s.."! nt L:

print 1

print £ eries C?

M3 ;

if i[kJ~3
......
£6.unt L?

£::i~
Q:= 1 _ reed;

~,d
i(kl~4 th~n
print 1 ;
~
-~
p:!~\££lt5?Ls=?#scalGd

print 2 ; print £fP ;
thGn g?to read frequencies

!! i[k)=4

got,?'ateer

j

(4),sameline,V[k,QJ
;
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L'1 series L:print 1

print £series L?

goto M4
L12 shunt TD:
if i[k];3 and
i[k];4 _......._,
then print 1 ;
---print £shunt T.D.? ;
MS:
Q:= 1 i read; print££lt5s?R=?,freepoint(4),sameline,V(k,Q]
~rint 2 ; print £ohms? ;
read; print££ltSs?C=?,soaled(4),sameline,V[k,Q]
j
~rint 2 ; print £F? ;
read; print££lt5s?r=?,freepoint(4),sameline,V[k,Q]
print 2 ; print £ohms? ;
read j p'rint££lt5s?L=?,soaled(4),sameline,V[k,Q]
print 2 ; print £H? ;
read iprint££lt5?Cs=?,scaled(4),aameline,V[k,Q]
print 2 ; print £F? ;
~!
i[k]=4 .~~ ~oto read frequencies ;
goto steer i
L13series TD;
print 1
goto MS

print faeries T.D.~

L14 shunt se stub:
p~int 1
goto M6

print ishunt sc stub?

L1S series se stub;
print 1 , print iseries s/o stub?
goto MG ,

.

.

.

L16 shunt oc stub •
Print 1
goto M6

Erint £shunt

L17 series oe stub
print 1
g6to M6

print i.eries

00

%

stub?

stub?

L1S shunt' ta~le :
print 1 i print £shunt table?
goto steer

.

L19 series table I
print 1 ; Erint 2.eries table?
got~ steer
120 shunt element t
print , ; print 2shunt element?
goto steer
121 series element:
print 1 ; print £series element?
goto steer ;

--

-

end of block 4

,.
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read frequencies:
~
f1,f2,£3
if B=O,then

print££13??
h1:=h
begin U1:=0
U2:=2
U3:=1 ;
~;
comment this is the case if no parameter is to be varied. The following
for list sets the appropriate parameter
step parameter:

- -

!2::. V(k1 ,B]:=

U, step 0.2 until U3 ~.2.

begin
comment in addition to setting the variables,
this block prints the value of the varied parameter
(if any) at the head of the results table
switch ssss:= END;
switch s:: L1 shunt tee,L2 series tee, L3 branch load, 14 final load,
L5 line, L6 shunt R, L7 series R, 'LB shunt C, L9 series C,
Ll0 shunt L, Ll' series L, L12 shunt TD, L13 series TD,
L14 shunt so stub, L1S series sc stub, L16 shunt 00 stub,
L17 series oc stub, L18 shunt tab~e, L19 series table,
L20 shunt element, L21 series ele~nt ;

~

-

k:= 1 step 1 until n do
begin digits (2) ; sameline
goto s[i(k))

~1:2.

Ll shunt tee:
L2series tee:
L3 br-anch load:

END;

goto END;
goto s[P[k]]
oomm~nt this will allocate appropriate type of variable
to V[k,o]

L4 final load:

goto s(P(k]] ;

L5 line:

Zo(k]:= V[k,1] ; I(k]:: V[k,2] ;
if k=kl then
8=1 ~
£rint £Zo?,k,£:?,freepoint(4),Zo[k)
,£ohms?
~ i! B=2 ~~ Erint £l?,k,£:?,
soaled(4),I[k],£m?
end'
_,
goto END;

--

begr;-!!

Ra[k] :=V(k, 1] ;
~
print £Rs?,k,£=?,freepoint(4),Rs[k],£ohms?
goto END;

L6 shunt R:

!!k=kl

L7 series R :
LB shunt C:

goto L6 shunt R ;

if

Cs[k]: :V[k, 1] ;
k=kl ~
~rint £Cs?,k,£:?,soaled(4),Cs[kJ,£F?
goto END;

L9 series C:

goto L8 shunt C

L10 shunt L:

Ls[k):=V[k,l] ;
~
print £L8?,k,£=?,scaled(4),Ls[k),£H?
goto END;

it k=kl
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L'1 series L:

~oto Ll0 shunt L ;

Ll2 shunt TD:

R[k]:= V[k,'] ; C(k]:= V[k,2]

r[k):= V[k,3]

L[k]:= V[k,4] ; Cl[k]:= V[k,5] ;
if k=kl then
begin switch s:= L1R,L2C,L3r,L4L,L5Cl,E
goto s[B] ;
L1R: erint £R~,k,£=?,freepoint(4),R[k],£ohm8?
gato E ;
L2C: Erint £C'.>,k,£=?,scaled(4),C[k],£F? ;
gata E ;
L3r: print £r? ,k,£='?,freepoint (4) ,r[k] ,£ohms?
goto E ;
L4L: ~ri~ £L?,k,£=?,scaled(4),L(k),£H?
;
gato E ;
LSC1: erint £Cl ,k,£=?,scaled(4),Cl[k),£F?
E: ~
of shunt T.D. ;
goto END:

-

-

L13 series TD:

.goto L12 shunt TD

L14 shunt sc stub:
L15 series sc stub:
L16 shunt oc stub:

~oto 1.5 line
goto 1..5 line

~ato L5 line

L1S shunt table:
L1S series table:

.s£!2

shunt element:

L21 series element:

END:

.,

goto 1..5 line ;

L17 series oc stub:

L20

.,

END:

gata END;
~ota END;
fioto END:

end of setting variables
Erint ££12??
comment Now prin~ titles;
print £Freq£s2??
~
~
!!opt[3]=1 ~~
if opt(4]~' ~
i! opt[5]=1 ~~
i! opt[6]=1 ~~
!!opt(7)~l ~
i! opt[S]:=, ~
if opt[S]=l ~
i!_opt[l0)=1 ~

if opt[l]=1
!! opt[2]=1

print ££l?(Gc/s)?

:
print££s2?reZin£s3?imZin£~??
print££s2?renZin£s2?imnZin?
print££e2?reYin£s3?imYin£s??
print££s2?renYin£s2?imnYin?
print££s2?reZc£s4?imZc£s2??
print££s2?modgam? ;
print££s2?arggam? ;
erint££s2?refGav? :
erint££s2?reYD£s4?imYD£s2??
print££s2?dBins?
;

;
;
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if opt[l]=l ~
opt[2]=1 ~
opt[3]=1 ~
if opt[4]=1 ~
opt(5]:::1:t~
if opt[6]=1 ~
if opt(7)=1 ~
if opt[8]=1 ~
opt(9]=1 ~
if opt[10]=1 ~~
pretix (££l??) j

if

II

IT

IT

E!int££s2?(ohms)£s2?(o~~s}?
print££s16?? i
print££s2?(mmho}£s2?(mmho)?
print££s16~? i
print££s2 (ohms)£s2?(ohms)'?
print££s8?? ;
EEint££s2?(deg)£s?? ;
print££s2?(dB)£s2?? ;
print££s2?(mmho)£s2'(mmho)?
print££s2?(dB)£s2?? ;

ss

~!2!. £:= £1 step £2 u.!!!!.!.
f3
begin comment step frequency ;
integer p,q ; integer array m(O:hl]
switch s:= directory i
array A,jB,a,jb[l:2,1:2],A1,jBl[l:2*hl,1:2]
~
RL, jXL,reZin, imZin,renZin, imnZin,reYin, imYin,
renYin,imnYin,reZc,imZc,refGav,dBins,K,
modgam,arggam,reYB,imYB,reYD,imYD,w
i
switch ss:= s1 shunt tee, s2 series tee, 63 branch load,
s4 final load, s5 line, s6 shunt R, s7 series R,
s8 shunt C, 89 series C, s10 shunt L, s'1 series L,
s12 shunt TD, s13 series TD, s14 shunt sc
stub, 815 series sc stub, 816 shunt oc stub,
517 ~eries oc stub, 818 shunt table, 619 series table,
520 shunt element, 821 series,element ;
,EroceduE!_mult(a,jb, c,jd, e,jf);
~
a,jb, c,jd, e,jf;
comment this procedure multiplies the complex nu~ber a+jb by c+jd
and puts the result into e+jf. When calling this procedure the
result may be put back into a+jb or c+jd if desired;
begin ~
Xi
x:=a*c - jb*jd; jf:=a*jd + jb*c; e:=xi
~
of multi
procedure chain(a,jb, c,jd, e,j£};
~rray a,jb, c,jd, e,jf;
c~~ent a+jb and c+jd are 2 by 2 complex matrices.
This procedure multiplies them
together and puts the result into e+jf.
For use in multiplying chains of
,
matrices ·the result may be put into a+jb or c+jdif desired when the procedure
is called;
begin integer i,j,s;~
5,jS; array x,jy[1:2,1:2];
for i:=1,2 do
for j:=1,2 do
begin'"";aal'P,jP;
5:=0;
jS:=Oj
for s:=l,2 do
begin-;ult(a[i,s],jb(i,s], c(s,jJ,jd(s,j), P,jf);
S:= S+P ; j5:= jS+jP
~;

x[i,j]:=S;. jy(i,j]:=jS;
~
of partial sum;
comment it remains to transfer the elements x+jy to e+jf;

!m!!

for i:=1,2 do for j:=1,2 do
begin -;[i::IT:=X[i,jJ";"- jf[i,j]::::jy[i,j]
end
of chain;

-
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procedure div(a,jb, c,jd, e,jf); ~
a,jb, c,jd, e,jf;
comment this procedure divides the complex number a+jb by c+jd and puts the
res).lltinto e+jf.When calling this procedure the result may be put back
into a+jb or c+jd if desired;
begin ~
x,y; x:=c*c+jd*jd;
y:=(a*c+jb*jd)/x;
jf:=(jb*c-a*jd)/x;
e:=y
~
of div;
procedure shuntset (G,jB) ; r~
G, jB ;
comment this sets the elements of matrix a,jb for a shunt circuit
begin jb[1,1]:= jb[l,2]:= jb(2,2]:= a(l,2]:= 0 ;
n(l,1]:= a[2,2]:= 1 ;
a[2,1]:= G ; jb[2,l):= jB ;
~
of shunt set ;
Erocedure seriesset (X,jY);
!!!l X,jY ;
comment this sets the elements of matrix a,jP for a series circuit;
begin jb(1,1):= jb(2,1):= jb[2,2]:= a[2,1]:= 0
a(l,l]:= a(2,2]:= 1 ;
a(1,2]:= X ; jb[1,2):= jY
end of seriesset i
procedu-;; Yin(reY,imY) i ~
reY,imY
comment this computes the input admittance for the matri~ A,jB
terminated in various loads" and the load impedances for
those loads ;
begin !.2!l~,jb,c,jd ; switch s:= E ;
!! P[k]=6 ~~ begin RL:=Rs[k) ;
jXL:= 0 ;
end of shunt R load
else if P[k);-a then
-begin II Cs(k)= 0 ~ w= 0 ~
be&in div (A[2,1),jB[2,l),
A[l,1],jB[1,l),reY,imy)
goto E ;
~;

RL:= 0 ; jXL:=- l/(w*Cs[k)
end of shunt C load
~ II P(k)-;-;O ~~
begin RL:= 0 ;
jXL:= w*Ls[k]
end of shunt L load
!l2 it P[k]= 18 !h.e.n.
begi~
~
of shunt table load
~ i! P(k]= 20 ~
begin
~
of shunt element
load ;
mult (A[2,1],jB[2,1],RL,jXL,a,jb)
;
mult(A[1,1],jB(1,1],RL,jXL,c,jd)
;
div«a+A(2,2]),(jb+jB[2,2]),(C+A[l,2]),(jd+jB(1,2]),reY,imY)
E:
~
of procedure Yin;
w:= 2*3141592600*f ; K:= 1/299850000 ;
comment set matrix A,jB to a unit matrix, set elements
of the other matrices in order, and multiply the chain ;
A[l,1J:= A[2,2]:= 1 ;
A(l,2]:~A[2,1]:=
jB[1,1):= jB(2,2]:= jB(1,2]:= jB[2,,):~ 0 ;
h:= 0 ; k:= 1 ;
ioto .s[iCk}] ;
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comment ss(i(k]] sets the matrix elements, and, except
for tees and branch loads, returns to directory

directory:

chain(A,jB,a,jb,A,jB)
k:::k+1 ;goto sa[t[k]]
s1 shunt, tee:
it m[h]i2 ~~ m[h):= 1 j:= 2*h
!2!:. p:= 1,2 ~
,
for q:= 1,2 do
~in
~o~enr-store th0 current value of matrix A,jB in A1,jBl
Al[p+j,q)::: A(p,q) ;
jBl[p+j,q):= jB(p,q] ; j3[p,q):=
~
now set matrix A,jB to unity;
A[1,2]:= A[2,1]:=
A(l,l):= A[2,2]:= 1 ;

°

h ~= h+ 1 ; k:

=

°;

k+ 1 ;

g_«(~,2. ss[i[k]) ;

~~~

this sends the programme up a network branch,
storing tha value that matrix A,jB had when
entering the tee, in Al,jB1

s2 serias tee:
m[h]:= 2 ; _g_ot~s1 shunt tee ;
s3 branch load:
h:= h-1 ; j:= 2*h; Yin(raYB,imYB) ;
if m[h]=1 then shuntset (reYB,imYB)
;rse g m[hE
~
begin ~
reXB, imXB
div (1,J,reYB,imYB,reXB,imXB)
seriesset (reXB,imXB)
~

;

pomme~ now replace matrix elements stored in A1,jB1
!£!.p:= 1,2 ~
!E!. q:= 1,2 do
begin A(p,q):= A1(p+j,q]
jB[p,q]:= jB1[p+j,q]
~j

goto directory

sS line:

~J.E.~

j

x,y
jb[l,1):= jb[2,2]:= a[1,2]:= a[2;1):= 0 ;
x:= K*l(k)*W j .
a[',1]:= a[2,2]:= cos(x);
y:= sin(x) ;
jb[l,2]:= Zo(k]*y j jb[2,1]:= y/Zo(k] ;
~
of line;
goto directory ;
s6 shunt R:
'shuntsat (l/Rs[k],O)
goto directory j
97 serios R:
seriesset (Rs[k],O) j goto directory;
s8 shunt C:
shuntset (O,w*Cs[k]) ; goto directory ;
s9 series c:
seriesset (0,-1/(w*Cs(k]» ; goto directory
s10 shunt L:
shuntset (O,-1/(w*Ls[k)) j gO~directory
series L: seriesset (O,w*Ls[k)} ; goto di;~ory
;
812 shunt TD:
begin ~
x,jy ;
div (1,0,(-1/R[k]},w.C[k),x,jy) j
°div (1,O,(r[k]+x),(w*L[k]+jy),reYD,imYD)
imYD:=imYD+w*Cl(k]jshuntset(reYD,imYD)j
~
of shunt T.D.; goto directory j

a"
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813 series TD:
begin re& x,jy ;
div (l,O,(-l/R[k),w*C[k],x,jy)
;
div (l,O,(l'[k]+x),(w*L[k]+jy),reYD,imYD)
imYD:=iroYD + w*Cl[k)
div (l,O,reYD,imYD,x,jy) ;
seriesset (x,jy) ;
~
of seriesT.D.
; goto directory
814 shunt sc stub:
shuntset (O,(-l/(Zo[k]*tan(K*l[k]*W»»
; ~oto directory
815 series se stub:
seriesset (O,(Zo[k]*tan(K*l(k]*W»)
; ~oto directory;
s16 shunt oc stub:
shuntset (O,(tan(K*l[k]*W»/Zo[k)
; ~t~ directpry ;
s17 series oc stub:
seriesset(O,(-Zo(k]/tan(K*l[k].w»)
; ~oto directory
818 shunt table:
~oto directory
619 series table:
g_ot_£directory
520 shunt elenent:
goto directory
s21 series element:
~to directory ;
84 final load: Yin(reYin,imYin) ;
comment this procedure, besides ~omputing Yin for the
who~e network, will have computed the
approp~iate values of RL and jXL for the load;
bogin ~
i~g_er i;
g f=f1 ~
i :=0;
i:=i+1;
if i=5 ~
begin print££l??;
i:=O;
end
end'
-'

froepoint(4) ;
.E_r.int
f ;
prefix(££s2??)

co~~ent now compute Zin, Zc if necessary, and nZin, then
the other output quantities ara computed only if
called for in the output options
div(1,O,reYin,imYin,reZin,irnZin) ;
if ZC<1O-60 then
b;giU comm~procedure
zGdsee(x,jy) to
be inserted here when appropriate. It
must be followed by the procedure call zedsee(reZc,imZc)
div(raZin, imZin, raZc, iroZc, renZin, imnZin) ;
end

-

.

III

imnZin:= i~in/Zc
beg~ renZin:= reZin/Zc
end ;
.if opt[1J=1 the~ Erint reZin,imZin ;
renZin, imnZin ;
if opt[2]=1 ~~ ~~
if opt[3]=1 !!i~ pri~t reYin*1000, imYin*1000
if opt[4J=1 then
oogin div (1,0,renZin,imnzin,renYin,imnYin)
print renYin, imnYin ;
~~

-

~;
if opt[5J=1, ~

~

begin II ZC<lo-6 ~
print Zc,££s8??

Erin..!,
~eZc,imZc

~;
if opt(6)=1 then
begir,:,
real r-egamma,imgrunma.;
div «renZin-1),imnZin,(renZin+1),imnZin,
regamma,imgamma) ;
modgam:=sqrt( reg~~a.*regamma+imgnmma*imgamma)
print modgam ;
,arggum:= (arctan(imgamnk~/regamma»·1S0/3.1415927
g regamma < o ~
bogin 1.£ imgamma > 0
~
arggum:= aragam+180
~
arggam:= arggam -1S0
2~

;

if opt[7]=1 ~

print arggam
then
begin ~
a,jb ;
if ZC>10-6 ~~
div «renZin-l), imnZin,
,
,
(renZin+l),imnZin,a,jb)
elso div «reZin-reZc),(imZin+imZc),
---(reZin+reZc),(imZin+imZc),a,jb)
rcfGav:':.=
4.343*ln(a*a+ jb*jb)
prin! refGav ;,

.!! opt(8]=1

~

;

if. opt[9]=1 .!h~

print reYD*1000,imYD*1000
if opt[10)=1 then
be~in ;;;:r a,jb;
mult(A[2, 1l,jS(2, 1],'RL,jXL,a,jb)
!!. ZC<1O-60 ~
begin mult ~(reZc+reZin),(imZc+imZin),
(a+A[2,2),(jb+jB[2,2]),a,jb)
div(a,jb,(RL+reZc),(jh~imZc),a,jb)
;
end
~
begin mult «Zc+reZin),imZin,(a+A(2,2]),
(jb+jB[2,2]),a,jb)
div(a,jb,(RL+Zc),jXL,a,jb)

~;

dBins:=4.343*ln(a*a+jb*jb)
p::-intdBins ;
endof opt[10]

;

prefix(££l??) ;
~
of step frequency
orint££14?? ;
end of step parameter
~
of block .3
Print££110??

~

-

end of block 2
of program
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4

Important Integers Used in the Programme

N

Total number of circuits to be analysed

case

number of particular circuit

n

total number of elements in circuit

k

position of particular element

k1.

remembers value of k for the element cqntaining the
varied parameter

i
P

[kJ
[kJ

type number of the

(= 1, 2, •••••• N)

(-- .,~,

2, .•..••

n)

k th element

type number of the kth element used as a load

Q

type number of the variable for a giver type of element

B

type number of the variable that is the parameter

B1

remembers value of B

t

nuober of output option

opt

Lt]

=~

for option t,

=

0 for no option t

h 1

total number of tees (series or shunt) encountered in
series

h

number of particular tee

m
j

[h}

=

1for shunt tee,

= 2 h.

=

(= 0, 1, 2 ••••.• hl)

2 for series tee
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APPENDIX .5
List of Network Elements
The values of all parameters to be in M.K.S • units'.
TYEe No. 1

9
10
11
12

Function
shunt tee
series tee
branch load
final load
line
shunt R
series R
shunt C
series C
shunt L
series L
shunt T.D.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

series T.D.
shunt s.c. stub
series s.c. stub
shunt o.c. stub
series o.c. stub 20, 1
)
shunt table
)
series table
shunt element ) spare
series element )

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8

Parameters

network type 6, 8 or 10
network type 6, 8 or 10
Zo, I'
Rs
Rs
Cs
Cs
Ls
Ls
R, C, r, L, Cl
(R is a positive number)
R, C, r, L, Cl
Zo, 1
Zo, 1
Zo, 1

\
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6

List of Outnut Ontions

Symbol in Prop~a~me

Option Numbe r-.

Outnut

1

Real and imaginary parts of
input impedance

2

Normalized real and imaginary
parts of·input impedance

renZin,

3

Real and imagina~
input admittance

reYin,

4

Normalized real and imagina~
parts of input admittance

renYin,

5

Real and imaginary parts of
reference characteristic impedance

reZc,

6

Modulus of input reflection
coefficient

modgarnma

7

JL~gle of input reflection
coefficient

arggam.ma

8

Available reflection gain in dB

ref Gav

9

Real and imaginary parts of
tunnel diode admittance

reYD, imYD

Insertion loss in dB

dBins

parts of

reZin,

imZin
imnZin
imYin
imnYin
imZc

,

1.0
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7

0/0
12

IOpF

<D
20.n.

5

6

0·057K
3

Zc

II

sox o.r-,

~___

ELEMENT

®

_

No.

2

CIRCUIT

9

®

ELEMENT TYPE ~
FIG.3.

l.__

OF

ELEMENT No.

REARRANGED

2

ELEMENT TYPE

®

3

@

~

=58.n.

R

l

C ::

r

=

6.4pF

t ·5.n.

L

=O·3l'\H

=0·16311\

USING

4

o

Zo=61.1rl. RS =20_
i =O.074m

~o =50.n.

13

10

CD

~

FIG.2

__

00/0
TEES

5
~

TUNNEL
USED

DIODE
FOR

REFLECTION

EXAMPLE

6

0/0

Zo=IOOn.
Cs=e.57pF
ISOn
200n
.e =O·0408m

cs=O
FIG.4.

14

AMPLIFIER
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1

£Example
6
50
1 6 7
1
5
2
12
,3
5
4
6
5
5
6

~ tunnel diode reflection
.

~

.2

0
50 .163
58 6.410-12
.310-9
1.5
0
61.1
.074
20
100 50 201 .0408
1070
8 8.5710-12
I

"

.3

amplifier?

I

.71

Fig, 5,

-

•

\

Example

data tape for circut't of Fig, 4.
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Ex~mple

- tunnel

6

Tt=::

Zc:::

Output

options

1

5

diode

reflection

amplifier

5OIIOQohms

1

'1

6

8

0

line
5D~OOOor..mg
1::: ~1630m

20:::

12

2

shunt T.D~
58~OO hI.1S
c= 6.,400rJ-12F

R:::

r::: 1.500ohms

L= 3.00G10-10H
Cs::: O.OOO;:;+OOF
5

3

line
Zo= € 1 .. .000 hms

1= .07 Om
6

4

shunt R
Rs= 20 ..000 11,":19

5

5

line

ZO= 100~OO
1=

4

6

ZO

2 ..01Oto+02oruns

.0408m

8 shunt C
Cs= 8.570lQ-12F

final load

5= 100.00hms

Froq
(Gc/s) ,
.3000
..5000
.7000

,

5.00Gto+01

Zo

imZin
(ohms)
-11.2.1
22e i6

roZin
(ohms)
133,8
-46.86
-114,,0

-101.3

arggam

refGav

(dog)

(dB)

-21.84
.6502
85.17
_,,439
-26.01
1.609

-3.740
12.95
4 ~131
I

5= 150",Oohms

Freq

roZin

imZin

(Gc/s)

(or.:ns)

(ohms)
-2 4.~ 7
31.07
-106. ,

.3000

.5000
.7COO

Zo

mod gam

361.2
-$6" 53
-125,.7

modgam

arggQm

refGav

.8109
2~7,5
575

(deg)
-6.8"1'1
93*69
-23,,36

-1 ..820
8,.616
3.943

'a

(dB)

0ohms
5= 200 ..

imZin

Freq

roZin

(Gc/s)
..
3000
.5000
.7000

)

(ohms )

-35O.A
-31.01
-131.8

46.31
31.31

(ohm

fig,6

-"lQ6 ;,

t

argg m
(dog)
2 ..167
1~v:~6
100.1
2,:372
-~2.:12
1 ..568

modgam

Exnmpla results

r&fGav
(c.B)
2,,4S:;!
7 ..'503

30906

,f r circuit

of Fij&. 4 ..
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Automatic General-Purpose Microwave
Circuit Analysis Programs
Pane! Discussion

PETER E. GREEN, MEYIBER, IEEE, MICHAEL K. MC PHUN,
MARCO A. MURRAY-LASSO, (vlElmER, JEEE, AND ALLEN E. SMOLL, SE"JlOR

Ti[1

HE PANEL members were asked to respond to the
Editor's question,
gi\en below. They were then given
...L
copies of each other's comments,
and asked to respond with ~1second-round
of opinions,

i

Editor's

Question

An automatic. :sener l-purpose, circuit analysis program
i~ one that accepts from the engineer a description
of an
arbitrary
circuit configur.uion,
with element
values, and
then sets up and solves the necessary
equations
automatically, to present the engineer with requested
circuit performance data.
Programs of this type (such as EeAP) are widely used by
engineers
working
at submicrowave
frequencies,
but because of their limitation
to lumped elements, they are seldom
used by microwave
engineers.
However, automatic ;encral-purpose
circuit analysis program,; suitable for microwave circuits have been developed
to varying degrees of sophistication
by individual, computeroriented,
microwave
engineers,
but very little has been
published,
You have had direct experience
with an automatic,
general-purpose
microwave circuit analysis program,
What is
your opinion of them; what future do you see for them?
First Round Comments
P. t:

Crt't'll

These pro::;n!lb are be,,:ollling: a very important
tool of the
ll1icrow:\lc el1gJr~eer. "Ye implemented
our company's
first
autom:ltic
general-purpose
microwal·c
circuit analysis program almost one yC~H ~i",O. This program
is now used on a
time-shared
camp' lcr, for several hours each day by microW;i\'e engincers.
It has become a tool for checking designs
before they are blu 1; further, we find engineers rdining their
designs on a tri:11 and error basis using the program,
From
our nperience
with this and LHer \ersions
I conclude that
these progr:l!llS .Ire very worthwhile
and are here to ~tay,
Our exi~til1g ;;elleral p rp"se rro~rall1S arc limited to t"reI' L. Crcell I' II llh S.l!lllt:rs A,,,ociatc',
[nc" Nashu3, N. H,
\.1. K. \lcPhun
i$ II i!b th.: Univt'r"ilY of Warwick, W:.lrwick, EllSlalld.
\1. A. \lurr;ly-La.s-;o
j, '\l:h the System, R(:,(:urch C;ll\cr, Case
W~;,lcrn Rc:,er\c Cniwrsily, Ckvcl:1nd,
Ohio.
A, E. Smoll is with Philco-Ford
Devclopmt:nt
Laboratories,
Palo
Alto, Calif. 9-i303,

'vIemER,

lEEE

quency domain analysis of microwave circuits, Most of these
programs
use transfer-matrix
analysis techniques which were
simple to implement
Although
this works well for circuns
with a tree structured
topology,
circuits with multiport clements cannot
be analyzed
by these techniques.
Here, a
nodal analysis
program
i~ used, the circuit heing representee! by an adrn ittance or i mpcd.incc m.nri \ :UlJ red need
to a transfer matrix between the input and output ports. This
technique,
while allowing analysis of any linear microwave
device, consumes large amounts of computer
time <1!Id core,
and is expensive to implement
and use. The nexi step in the
development
of these programs is to combine these 1WO u nalysis techniques;
using transfer matrix techniques
wherever
possible. Then the complexity of circuits that can he analyzed will be limited only by the size of the computer
available.
Nonlinear
devices present Cl real challenge
At 10\,,: frequencies the rime dependencies
of the circuit currents
and
voltages
are calculated
by numerical
integration.
Only
lumped
components
can be used, but nor.linear ities of
diodes and transistors
can be modeled accurately.
At microwave frequencies,
components
are distributed
in nature and
must be treated
as such for accurate
results.
Distributed
components
can be represented
by ~\ large number of lumped
components.
However,
because of time-constant
problems
in numerical analysis, this results in long run limes Oil l,t!';;e,
expensive computers
10 unalyzc
even simp!« del ices.
Techniques
,!re now m:eded to ..:on~id,·rilhly ~peL'd the:
funning of lime domain al1alysc~ on c1i~[ribLilLd 1111nl111e:l1
deviCeS. Existing techniques
sohe for the: fklds WIthin lh:se
devices. For circuit analy,is,
only e.\terrul
voltages arc L)[
interest, and by eliminating
the ~l)IUlion of Internal field:;
the analysis process should be consiJerdbly
,;ho~tened, Once
these teeh!l iq ues are del'doped,
a general
purp,)se
lIme
domain analysis program
for microwave
frequencIes
will be
feasible.
\Vhik good :lIlaly~is techniques
;ire essellli,i\ to the~e duto111,ltic ,lllaly~i,; progr,lrns,
a I er> iIII p('rl:! Ill. ,\11<.1 ()ftcil
IlCgkL'kd
pi ()hlclll,
is tilL' (lil-IIIIC illll:lhce: willI thL L'11gIIlCCI.
r\ pro)_2.r:lm illLl~L bL' ea::.y to the to he ~l Cllll\ellll'1lt :Inc! elli
cient too!.lt
!1lU~t abo
be ,i\ailahk wllc!l required :1I1d it
mu::-t prl'scnt
the data in a Llseful form,
We have experimented
with various tomb 'If IllpUL L1f1guage for these programs.
Numerical
codes to represent the
circuits and analysis required,
while easy to program,
are

0-'-
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vcrv unpopular
with engineers as they increase the possibility of cureless errors. Alicr n.uclv, a completely
En",lish
bngu:lg::: iorn: for input, while useful for training,
is too
~low 1'01' ever) d.iy USc and quickly becomes annoying.
We
have found the most popula:
form of input bngu:lgc
to be
one lbing mc.mingi'ul
mnemonic ubbrcx i.nions.
We kl\l' m.ide these pro::;r:lIlh av.ul.tblc on time-sharing,
b.uch processing.
:Inc.i small dedicated computers.
Each has
its aJ\arnages
but the most popular by far is the time-shared
version. Flexibilitv and availability
arc the desirable characteristics here. Flexibility
in that the engineer can input a circuit, analyze it, ('11211ge it, analyze it :\gain, all while seated at
a teletype. Because it is on :l timc-sh.u ed sen ice, it is always
a\ailab1e
at short liOlice, en:lbling In engineer to analyze a
design without
breaking
his train of thought.
This version
has the disad\anrages
of Cl limited analysis capability
and
poor pres-:nution
or rc~ullS. An~,lyzing a complicated
circuit requires ~1large ClWlputcr, prl'sently aV<.tilable to us only
011 a b:ll(h
proce~sillg
b'bi~. I-!ow(\('r,
large time-s,haring
l",)ll1pur<.:r::; :lre now b-:COllliIlg ~l\'aibbk
anc! I think that all
Jl1icrO\\"~lvc :1!1:liy5i~ progralllS will ultin1Jtely usc timc-sh:ll'cd
C,)mpUlers.
The disad\ ui1uge of the ume-slured
programs
is the present:!t;on (If re~ulb in tJbuL1r form on a telen-pe which have
to be ~ubsequen1lv
hJnd-plotted.
One or the best forms of
d.lU presentation
for a permanent
record is the graphs proullced by Stillcheij'l'r'~
\[,\c.\p program.
These are large
Sx 10 prir1l~ :,nJ Jre e.xcclknt
for subsequenr
an:lly~is or
re~ults. Experience
\Iith a CRT dis?la~' dri\en I'rom Cl small
JeJ!CllCJ
C()!llput~'r !!ldicJte~ tlnl this is an e\celkllt
medium
fOI' trial and u;ur l'o:l1puter':11ckd
de~igll. While :1 6 inch
"ern:ll I, lurJk
Jle ide:t1 IllC,Jiul11. it docs pOint til(,W:1Y to
lile the ,)f Ltrgc' scr::en display~, Currenlly,
these arc lu\ury
item". to,) e\pen~i\ -: for l'\'('ryd~ly en_:ineering
USc. but their
co~t i~ rapidly de,;rc:1sin_:;
I conclude
that tilL IUlure micru\\a\e
an:llysis programs
will U5C a time-sh:\re
COl11pUtc'T, :Iild they will present results
for Il11rnediaie \'iewlllg on Cl large screen dispi:ty, \vith the
option for producln;
a IlJrd copy plot for later ~lnalysi~.
Dat:l :.Ind the flow of the ~lna1ysis will be fed in by means or,\ tektY'pe kl'ybo<lrJ using :In abbre\ iat~cl English language
forn1Jl.
We 11:\\ e general
purpos-.: prClgr:l!11S for the t'rcquency donuin
In:dy,is
\.~j" n1lcro\yC\\'C circuits.
These must
be: rdineJ to r('Jul" Ihe runnlf1S CO,h ~lnd impro\c
the interLice with the cn::,ineer. I hope ~omcda:: soon we will h~l\e
tillle ~lomain an,lh'~i~ progr': m~ th-: equal of CIRCLS or
S( II'TIU, ((~r usc with micrCl\v~l\e circuits.
M. K. .HePIIII,'!
1!l1J.gine ye\U h:1J ~1t \'our dlSpo~al " broJd-b:lnd
miuoW_I\e tc~t bench ('apJbk
of prl~dllcing
rl'orle~5 I-requency
re,p(\i1~l'~ 01' (OlllP!c:\ i!1!ped~lnce. JlbertioIl
l\l~'. l·te.. ()\e!"
elf!' r:\n:..'· ')I'I'rl~~llielk':-; ~,lt Jem.lnd.
FurtiIl'I'. ,uprose
your
Jlhllkl ~llllP l'()uld produce
ch,.l1gc, ill ) Llllr (.:ircuit (k~ign
within sec~)n(L, \l'h:lt 1llILTOWa\'e cngineer
would lum hi,
hack 011 the~e :'a~'t!iti-:~') r\ f:l!iliilll pipe ur';:l111 you s:t)', ~llld
yet lhc~' pr"gr:lnb
do ju,l. the~e things.
J belic,'e that OIle f these programs
is an essential to I of
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the microwave
circuit designer.
Csing one, you can s::\ e a
grl'Jt deal of workshop
and experimental
effort. And if this
were true in the past, it is even more so in these days of intcgr:Lted circuit techniques.
It is rare that \\'L' have an accurate
thcorct ical model at ha nd for e\'l'ry aspect of a m icrowax C
circuit design. \Vc must estimate Cl little Of a lot, .md t hcn
vcr ifv our design in practice.
Sure enough, we must nuke
something
to test, but it does not have to incorpor..rc
a number of variable elements. we can v:lry these on the computer,
As all example,
suppose that we have desi~ned :1 simple
broad-b.md
nlter/l11a1chillg
nct« ork consisting
of " r""cw
lengths of transmission
lines, and we have some idc., 0:' the
stray capacities at the junctions.
Before we make .mv h.ir dware at all we can compute
th
broad-band
responses we
are interested
in IO ensure lhc:t the strays do not throw up
sOl11e ~puriou5 pe:tks. (Even without the srr:l: S it i~ CO:lll-"rting to have the computer
chcck tlut \\"e did our sums right')
lh\'ing
m:\de the h:lrdware: we mi~ht W,lnt 10 ill\c:>tigatc
some de\'i~\lion fl'l)l11 the cxpected
re~ults. So wc return to
the COl11plllLT and using our intuition
we 1ll0diCv <lur thc,,rclical circuit
until [hc computed
response
nutc:he~
the:
expel'iment:t!
results.
Before considering
the future r will outline S0111e Je~ir:tbk
feature~ that I feel should be lI1corpor~1ted III these progf<i!11S,
I) An obviolls point. bur one that cannOt be o\'cremphClsized is that the primom
of results should ":ol1Llin a
description
or the circuit computed.
Llrge qUJl1lit;es of
l"Csults arc not of much the jf in a lew weeks time you
cannot identify the circuit for which they were COIl1puted.
2) It should be ca~y to WI ile the Input cidu for the l:ir(l1il
cOIl(igur~llion,
component
\:ilucs, :lnu re~ulh require'ti.
If it is not easy, only those cngineers
who arc ":()J~lputer-orientcd
will usc it.
3) It should be possible to vary ~Il 1e:\S[ one p~\rarneIer to
obt:lin a set of responses wi1hou( h~\\ing to reinput the
clata. One p:\ramctu
as a vJrilbk
at a time is prob:lbly
enough,
otherwise
it is only too eas), to O\'crbUl,1cll
,"ourself with results.
-+) Automatic
pl,Hting
of result:'. by'the
computer
on a
digital plotter is a great help, but thi:. lead~ lb int,) ("()11!lin with 2) ~Ibovc:. There. arc many forms tklt the
plottL"u d:H:l can take, particularly
\\11c.:n 1<Ili:lbk
pardIlleters
arc il1\'oh'cd, and :,.ny of th,::.c.: forrn~ l11i.:'hl
be required
by the user. Quite :lpart from the ~ldcJiti,)n:il eompliC:ltiol1~
im'oheu
in wrilin_!;; the :In:tly~h
progr~ll1l, the, :lrielY of CllOice 01' ,\Lltrm LI,lLI C,ml!: IS
would be conf, sillg to the uniniti::ted
lbl'r. \1)" ~()!l!tion is to 11<1\c two quite scparar-:: programs.
OIlC \\'Ith
plotting
Llcilitics and one witho\lt.
5) The de~ign of the prograrn
Illlht strike: :1 l·(lJ1lPI,)IllI'':
bdw,-'ei1 \'u~,lliljty
;\!1,J other
,""ICLor,. Fllr l"c!'l1pk, Illy
PI'O~I'a1l1l will not h:\i1c11e lecdb:lCh lo,'p~. \\'hl"lC:l;" th"
pre\'ent~ ib USc (,)1" a kw circuits. th..:: :ICCCPt"li1l'C clr" tith
11\1,
branched
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limitation
gives higher computing
speed, and simpler
input of circuit OJt1.
6) 0:orm~,lly the user must decide what frequencies
he
\\ ishes to COIY.put:. Too few frequencies
and you may
miss out ~ spurious
resonance;
too 111~\ny and you
\!. .istc mone: on unnecessary
computer
time and get
overburdened
ill PJper. I have devised and tested a routine ih.u ins the computer
decide just how Illany Irequcncics
[.) cl\-:uL!te to .ivoid missins our important
d,lt:l, hut "Cl iur ! h.ivc not incorporated
it into the autom.rue :In:l1y~b program.
We cannot consider the: future: of these automatic
analysis
p:·o.:,'rams without Jbo cc,nsickring
the: autonntic
symhesis
prl':;r~l;ll. \\·c nuy ::Isk, if W:. lu\ e programs
which will synthesize. a microw,1\e
circuit to h:\\e Cl gi\en frequency
re~pon~e etc., is there ,hen ;my need for the auton1:ltic analysis
pro:;r~: m '/ Of COUise, the a naly"is program
will in general
fO:lll the heart of the synthesi" pro~rdm
anyway, so this is
p,,[[l> it;; pLlce in the future. HO\\'c\cr,
it is impossible
to
build the intulll,)n
of Jil engineer
illto Cl genaal
purpose
'>:~l1l i:t:-, is prO:;I~!m. I Deli:le the I\Jlure lies in the engineer
hill1"cl!- forming
pan of the synthesis
process,
using the
analYSiS prdgrJr11 in it con\'ers:ltional
mode with the computer. To illustrate. this we wdl look again at the e\Jmple
of
the third par:lgraph,
At the end oI'the C\~lll1Pk, when th..::engineer i::;engaged in
J ,ynthesis proce",
he is in hct forming pJrt of a hill-climbing routine, Tl:e "n~!; here though is the time taken to prep~,rc input (bu, wait his turn to get results from the computer, prepJrc !lC\\' ir.pm d~lW, dc . .-\ pcrsollal krlllin~ll ill a
1l1ultiacc:ess sy~telll \\l)uicl be a great help here, but I feel th:1t
the real ,1n~\\'e, is the lbe of ~l CRT and lightpcn system.
Let tb thell lCW;;:: Ol r enginec'r sitting ill front of a CRT
dl:,pby, On the di~pL:) he can c llup:1 picture orthe circuit
(klgram,
t:lbulated
rc,t1lt~, or ,1 wide \aricty
of frequ 'nc),
rc,pon,es.
\fost imporLtnt,
he C:1n change component
values
at wtll (pl'l)bablv
Lbing the keyboJrd),
or change the circuit
di:lgrJIll
using th: l!_;htpen. \\'hen by repe~1ted use of the
Clnalvsis pI' gram he h~b~lc'hie\ cd hi~ ends, he can have the
computer
p~ii1t Ollt .mu plut ,.bta :lnd results in a p~'rmdnent
(orill.
I ~11l1n t rul:ng Olll tile IIlcltbion
\..)f the Jutolll:ttic
synthe,j" pr\l~r:,111 :b p~trt (~i lh;~ prlxe""
but whue it i" used it
I1lU"t
be firl1ll~ undc:r the cc)111101 or the. engineer,
A.bo the
,I !llilc,i, pr()~rJn; \\'Llldd jlllrl1l.,ll~· be re~triClcd to optill1i,j!l~ COlllplll1L'nt \ all c';, v. here.ls the engineer
can 11l:1ke
.:Iun_;e, t~) th:.: circuit ":L)n-.:Clr:!lion,
A ",)r"': 0:- \urnin;
-the,e
pro::,ra m" can 111:\ ke LIS bz) , Tn
some c:ircL!;;;"t:.n..:c, tl~er C i, ,til ne) substitute
for a little
:ilgebr:! tl) Iln,i :tll ,1ptimull1 ,OIUliol1.

III clrder to di,Clh~ dlltllilutic
gCllel:d-purpo,c
1l1iLTllW;I\t
C:lrCult ,111:11\~i"prd;;r,t11h, thc parllcuhr
!lee'ciS or miu,)w:ll'i..'
cn:,:iI1L'C:r...111[."l be ellll)icicr.:d.
The ,1rc'~1 l)r l1liL'row:\\,.: circllit~ is;, hr:lIl('h "r .:kctrolll:l;;nctic
11 'IJ lhcory :tl1d as such,
the prinl'lpitl p y,ic.tl bw ill\'ohec! i' \Lt:I.wdl's
equations,
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Although
Maxwell's
equations
in empty space arc' linear,
because they are partial differential equations
their solutions depend heavily on the bound.rrv condn ions. The enormous varietv of boundary
conditions
po~~:hl~ vin u.ill ,
eliminates
the hope of obtaining
simple analvt rcal solutions.
Either numerical
methods
:.lre: used
r comolic.ucd
infinite
series result even in simple cases. The: question
i~ more COI11plicatcd
I'm fields in m.iucr where
nonlinc.uitic-, :!nd illhomogeneity
can occur. In practice,
however,
nl(hl :niUI1wave cnginccl'ing
work deeds with linear sysicn».
Luckily in the practice
or electrical art, ~ll1lplil\ 11l~ ,"'sumptions can be made which for slo\\"ly \~1r:iIlS Ilelds Si\ c
excellent engineering
results." The most useful Oi~C: c,'nsi~b
of a~suming cOilserlC1ti\'e fields, conccntrallil~
thc ,~n,dy,i, ,Lt
discrete sp:nial positions
<tnd using only some z::ro :lnd first
order terms in thc Neumann
scri.:s (quasi static appro\i;rution) of the solution of \'fa\well's
equations.
In pdrticuLtr,
coupling
between
zero order electric :.lnd nu~nelic
IlclJs
gives rise to "resistors,"
coupling bctweeD time \ ".:-: in:; Lero
order electric field~ and first order magneflc fidds gil e rbC lO
·'capacitors."
and coupling bctween time \~,r:in::: 7,'rn order
magnetic
tields ilnd fir,t order electric fields gil c' rl~L' iU
"inductors."
On these siJl1rlijlL'alioIl~ is bJ,('d th.: lbci\ilne~,>
of cil'Cuit theory to describe phy~ical equipment
t'or low rreq uenCleS,
At microwave
fl'equel1cies, a little more ,ophhtic,ltIl)1l
is
required for SL)od correlation
bet\!.een c;~cuit th-:on' JIlJ Ileld
theory, h.:nce, distributed
circuit theory i, u~ed for Illel!l:'
del ices where the frequency
dependency
can no 1,)n~L'r he
approximated
by rat.ios of polynomiJls
or low orckr. \\'h,'11
the ric:lcls ~tre such th,lt ceruin
as~umprl(>ns (such :'~~TF\f
modcs) are no longer v~llicl, Oil! bimni(llb
uf thu)rctlc;t!
c\perilllcnul
and intuitive r.:chniques
,1re u"ecl to Jc:~crih,'
the bdlCl\ior of clclices. :--Jel'cnhe!ess,
the meth()d~ lhuali)
retain a strong circuit navor.
13eca use of the type of sitt18 lions tJnt micrO\·\Cl I e en~ ineeh
facc, ~lgeneral purpo,e comput.:r progralllll)
~ln.ilyl.c mJdl)Will'e cil'cuils mu"t have clur~lcteri~tics
which dili"L:r in y>!11C
;bpecb !rum lhose of ekctronic
circUj( <tlla!:..si~ Ilhieh :trc: ill
widc \.be prescntly.
Since IllO,t of the: work in l:llcr(l\\~IIL: c:!rcuits in\'ohe,
di,triDutecl
line;.tr time imClrianr S\~LC"!ll~, t'rc·
quency domclln mcthods are \ery usefuL in C:,)illl:ht tt) thc'
situ:ltlon In c'kL'trtlIlIC circllih whL're much of thc intCl'c,l. i..
in IUlllpL'd nOllilllC;lr circuib.
The Sl:I!c-\:lrLlhlc-iir·"t-t)l,k'r\'ectOf"-(\itkrellli:\l
equ:ltion appro;lc:h is le:;, Ll~erlil III 1l1iL"illwa\e circuih. There is abo interc~t 111 trJn"icnt,
1'01' miuI)\\,~l\e circuits. The~e may he computed
cfliC:lently thlllS !~"t
Fourier tralEforl11 algorithms,
which recentl: h"le rec-cilc'd
considc:rablc
attention.
. .\s mClltionl'u
abo\"!." it is dillicult w nwdd
llliCrl)\\'j\"
c:Lllllponems
accmatcly
with ,:ol1\'elHion,d
circuit deillents
(R, L, C, :'-'1) without
inrl'oducing
~l :;reat
numbcr of thl'!ll.
Slllce the number
of elel1lcllt~ :l pl"l):;rilIl1 ~':I1l ~IC\..'ept I..
lill1ited by c'()l1lpulCl' memory,
olle i~ i'l)fCed III rl'\I)1l tu
Ill,)rc: COlll'L:l1icnt I1lodelill~. ThL' fir~t \:IllI'Ii!ic~lti')1l tlut. L''!!l
~ Tlll'se cn~inccril1g n("pro,\inlalioil~
equations were dl~l'ovcrcd.

\.I,'t.:fc \..."O\\!:

bl-f'lHC

\1:1\\\'dl'\
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and plotted 0\1\ put in con venient f orrna IS, All t hesc incrca se
be made is to USc analvtic expressions for frequency domain
the utility of a program
when used to dcsi ;n.
char.rctcr iz.uion
~'I' certain
standard
devices like coaxial
Finally,
through the incorporation
or autorn.u ic p:tr~i:T:'
1incs. RC \ ines, cl!rl'_'til)n:l1 couplers,
waveguides,
etc, These
cicr opi imizuuon
(or in rare' l'd'e'~ .iircct 'i) rn hc-,i-, .ll:,;tlu'iu;llly r"lulr::
only ~t few electrical
parameters
per unit
r iihms) :l 1'ro",I';tl11 c.m dlrl'eli), pr()l'lcJc :1 uC:,I,,:nc'r with till'
kllt-th rllh ji:nel:si,);F
Additional
methods must be profinJl values of L1n).;I]()Wn p.u.uuctcrs
which m.ik , tl1.: l'i!ClIII
I Ided t o accomruod.ue
clcmc.us wlio «: terminal characterisperform in a desired manner. This ,;IIC, :hc li,:,iS!lCI rile
uc-. h.iv c been dLlCfll1ill_',! cxpcrimcntnlly
01' calculated
at
effort of repeatedly
:tppro:ll:hing
the cumplllL:',
:tI~~:h 1,111:;
di-crctc
fl',quel!cic'l
thing other special pllrpo~e prl)gr:lIlis.
results and eh~tngin:; p.uamctcr s until hi, cle~I:;!l i~ complete.
For thi., purpo,;;:.
it is desirable to be able to enter circuits
This topic will bL~tre~tted in more dC:lc:JI in :t pJp('r 111 ch;
dcscrioc.l
by tables or through fornul e\pJnsions
in terms of
body of the issue,
stan:';:ll'li (unctions
(such as polynomials).
In short a microwave
circuil anal~'sis progr:t:ll ~~10Llk~ pro:\n :1d,lition~d fe~llure \ery desir~lble for microwCjle
cir\icle an engineer with Cl conl'cnicnt
"bbor~tof\'"
In \\'];i:h
cuits is the possibility
of :HDckin:s large circuits by pre'
he can test ideJs as mllch as po~slbk
without
h:lling
to
:lJulyzing
sn1:111 pieces, connecting
the pieces 2nd then anaresort to buiL!ing the dc\ ice until he' is 31;noSl l'l'ruin
the
lyzing the \I!W!e circuit.
[n this way, complicated
stray
device will perform
as de'sired, Some programs
Illcorpllr:i t·
<.:fTeets Clfl be modeled without
c\113usting
the. mCnlory of
ing some of the features
mentioned
above Jre alrc:tdy It:
the Cl)!1l[lUler.
e\ i~tcnce. M l,rl' work to im prO\e, them is di:sir~\ hk. When
Tk t:T)C:~ of input and output which Cl program for microg00d programs
are available
il will be 100 e\IJCn~lle
ror
\\'dl l' networKs ~houlJ Innulc l)ften dll1crs from lh:lt or :In
designers not to use them,
ekc·trl)rJ]C cirCUit progr~.Ill, For c\ampk,
at high l'requeneies.
~cJtl('fing pCjntmCler~ :lre mllch e~lsicr to me:lSttre than imA. E. Silloll
pCdJilCe or aclmim.nce.
The engineer should be able to input
As in many otha engineering
fields, the computer
is 11:\\1ll1lltiterl1lln:il cll'cuit data in the f()rIil in which he Ius me~ling ~ profound
effect on micro\\,~l\'e design :lnd del'elopment
~urec! it Wilh0'.lt going through
bborious
c011\'crsions.
This
It:; peneli':11ion ~ISyet has not b('en as :::rc':?l. in tl~i.....rol\d\ e-; :'s.
~hould be done direct!:
by the computer.
In many circuits
for e\ampk,
in lumped-circuit
nct\\'orL,
prob~~bj:' bCe'~,u~2
ceruin
items aprc:!r sel'eral tim;;:; in the same ci.reuit. (For
of the mierow:ll'c
engineer':;
hC3\ y cic'per:dc:lce on e:,' plrtc,d
e\:lll1plc, direc·tional
couplers,
st\lb~, etc.) The user should
cLta. '\;e::lenhe,le::.s.
sc\'eral
organizations
:trc ,ucee",t'ulh'
be requircu
10 input
the dc,;cripti,)n
of such ci::vices only
employing
computer
progLlllls
for general mici'em,I\C
ut'·
,)IKC. :tnd only indie':lle where the S:ll1le de\'ice appe~lrs, The
clIil an:lly~is, It Ill:l: he J1ltcre~lil1:; to lk"cnhc
brie'ill \lllr
pr",::r,llll ~1lL)ul,l usc the:: aI1:lI) tiell npressions
or Ltblcs sel'c,,,peri"ncc' with geller:tI'pul'Pl)SC
rnicTowdl'L circ'uit .lll:tl\,i,
Cl',ll tlllle, without
unllcce~.,Jrily
o\\:rloading
the:: COlllputer
programs,
memory,
SCler:t\ years ,lgO We developed
:1 program
to run l)11 the
The output l~:H :1 microwalc
engineer
W:lnts i~ USually
Aurol1crics
RECO\'1P
II
computer,
which
is
:l de::.]..: size:
presented
in a JiA-efen
form from what an electronic
demachine
with
a
409S
word
('+3
bit)
memory,
Thc
en:;,r,ccr
sig:ler wi~hes, Tn mi .....
row~l\e circuits engineerin:;
quantities
l'onlerscd
with the computer.
i,e" ent.::red hiS C'W1111.\I1US
li\..e retwn
Joss, inser.ion
loss, standing
wa\'e r:nio and
his :lnSWt:rs, throu~h
the 0I1·1inl' Ik,i·
reAect-::d pOII'er, :tre of intcre.,t while:m electronic desi,mer is and then receil'cd
writer, The :In,llysis procccded
1n the ~:lmc' m:lnner th:l he
Interestcd
I'or e:\Jm. le in currents Ao\ving in the bunches,
a
wl)uld 1l1:1).;el'alcul:ttions
on a Smith cll,lrr. T,) I1h)le It) J
~itu;ltion which seldom is of interest In microwal'e
eil'l'uits,
new po,i1ion
:llon,:; [he guidc or to ~lJd :til immilunc''':,
h~
It i, !1lgilh' oesir..b1,:: III obtain output in gr:ljJhic Corm for
I\,)uld type In thc' appropriaLe
cornnlJ!1cl Cl)Ul' ,illl!1:' with the
e~!,e "Cp.:rCor:n:tnC:t: el:llu.!lion,
llumeric
dJU, Thus, the circuit would bc d.:~crlbcJ
b\ :1
\1 i..rl')l>:ll'e cirl:uilS ~ re llSU: Ily more sp~lrscly ec)llnected
sequence
of
such
oper:uions.
Option~
for
th..:
c:tlcuLtt~)'1
.\nd
th:.!!1 ckctronic
i~cuils, In c:llcubting
Cl tLlIlsient
by fast
typeout
of
\',1riou~
":llunrities
such
:1:;
VSWR
and
tran,;11h'
Fourier
tran~,fufll~, OIlC nu)" require
5el'cr1: hundred
fre::.ioll los~ we::rc <\\:libble at any point in the cir ...uil. Thi, pro·
quency points. Thll~, onc shoulJ e\ploit the sp:lr~ity of lhe
g/~Im
was \ery USCi'll! in deSigning ~l circuit to l1l:ttch all <!rbi·
circuit a~ much as possible, This can be donc by orciuing the
tr:n)' illlpC(t\nce,
such a~ for an al1tcnnJ, :il! ...i f,)r obuinin,;
c lJ..!lion~ p llpaly, It pays to spend some et1'ort to order the
the actual fri:quency response of nlt:=h, B.:eJLbe of th~' reb·
equations
if one is going to ~oive the same circuit SCleral
tiv' limilcd capacity
of the RECO'dP
c~,mp\ltC'r. lhi~ early
hUll reLl tir!le~, Olh r methods
like partitioning
and iteLIprogull1
had ~ fairly simple Clll1ltlLlnci r.:p.:rtllirc,
till' 5..:h':'1c5 also S:lle much computation
in frl'qucncy
reA :;OI11cwh:il morc ~ophistic,:ttcd
prli:;r:llll h:h bel';1 c'l)lieci
~p()n~e ,01 Ullon~,
recenlly ill \()IHR,\:\' ror the CL j\brk
II llm:-~h.tI'in~', ~\~.
The ~'nl! c)hjcl'ti\'c ()f circuit ~tIl,lly~i~ is ge'ner:t!ly to ~liJ a
tcm,
Ill)wevct',
Lhe
high
CO,t
CnCl)UlllCI'cJ
dUI Ill~ the, e'lll'cK"
dl'.,i:_:ner l.lllklcrminc
p;\rdll1ct ~r I ~\lues which ilbuti: prl)per
oui
and
operati,)11
or
the
j1rl'~ram
lu~
di",couIJ"~'d
ih U,c, '
pcrfn!'llJ:tl1ce of ~\ circuit, Thi' 1l1e::;H1Stlut. :1 good progum
The
overall
speed
is
roughly
the
,ame
;lS
[11:,t
0"
the
kLC()\IP
will be much 1110;C tinn an analysis program.
It sh uld have
program
since both conlcrse
throu::;h a typc\\Titer,
The Ut:
~1 ltbL\t')'
of l Cl iL'':~, It should h~!I'e addition:t1
options like
of a genct'al-purposc
microw:l\e
circuit pr0;rJli1
tlFou.;h ~l
automatic
p:lram'ter
\'3:ialion-,
;,cnsili\'ity,
st:ltistical
varitypewriter
on the present
til1le·;,h_lre computing
sy,tcm,
ability, and worse
.lse. It ~hoLlld also hale ~clecti\,t;; printed
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would be economically
rC.bible only if it !llU~t be used fi-equcnilv [or ur ;CIll purpose
and ir' the amount of output is
limited. Our pro::!r~1Il1 clln,i\tcJ
"I' approximately
'2'+ 000
L'll:Ir;lcll'r~, IOU lun~ tu re.id I'or each Lh~l~e,
A 111000eLl\ or:lbl= lhIOU:::hpll[ ,Oq h.is b~l'n attained with
b.uch pr()ce~siI1S 011 :1 hi;h speed Liigiul computer with 1'1-0gr;lIl1 rcqurrcrncnt
or k,~ than :;::: 000 word, of ~[()r~lge, The
Input consists of the proeram
card deck followed by d.ua
cards representing
the cases to be analyzed.
'-,lot only can
one gain more calculation
and output per dollar, but gener ally less of his time is required. The program is much more
sophisuc.ucd
in the com 'lund repertoire and the output options, :'1.150, other outpm options such as plotIlng arc ~l\ailable, :lnJ protection
i, provided
ag,linst many types 01'
in:"h ('[tCill U'i(f err,Irs. Ti,e Jr:lwb:Kk with batch processing
IS the long w:1iting time between
,ub111b,ion of the job and
reYl'ipr ,,;' the output.
Howc\-cr, the tl!I'I1-:1round time nu)'
i!l1pro\ e dram:lti :.lIly s,Xln for the -"enenlly ;}\'ailablc COl11put in:; Sen ice::" thus aCl'c!1tudting_ the use of brge, sophistiCClrl'c.1,gel1er~d-purpose
mi~-rowa\e ZlI1<1lysisprograms,
Ol1ly the :tIlalysis or the general cbs::, of circuits constn Clc,l by t'le 'licces~i\'e cbcadlllg
of two-port
ekments,
i_e.. Circuits h:l\lI1g or,e slg!l~l!p;}[h, has been ciisCLhsed here,
This cbss n,clud-.:s [he majority or' applications,
The prepar,!ti"n or Cl :;ell,T11-purpose
Jnalv~is program
for sucll cir(_'uib C.in be ~tcc,)mpli~i1ed c:\,ily by a microwa\e
engineer
with the ~11,' "r ~l h;~h k\c1 pro,"r~ il1l11ing language such :1::;
I (lIn R,,\'(
Pre'gUIl1S for .ll1dIYlii1:,! the gencr:ll microwave
l~etwo, l-. ,'OJ: ,i~tin:; of n ult iplc-port elements II1tercOllnCCled
in J ge!:l'I-JI m:\l1llLT \\ ()uld be more complicated
and prob:lbl) u::,dul [,)f lOn)\ ':>j)Celal case::, Uor cX:tlllpk, !l1UIIimode:
\\,l\cguide:
ekll1e!ll~). In designi!l~ a generJl-purpose
prog,r:1111, the engineer
must delineate
the basic elcl11enb
(--budding
blo~'l-.s") of the circuib he e.\pects to encounter
and deterrni ne the i11:.t t l1en1:1tical tr~l nsf orm~ltion produced
wh n ~l basic element is :lJJed to the preceding
clements,
Trd!bfornution
by 111(',111'>
of the Transmission
line equ:ltio!1s
or :l Jll~ltl i\ represenl.l~i"11 seem to be equally gooJ choic,>-;,
Til· ll1:ltri\ rL'prc~e!1util)n
i~ ~ol1kwhat
1110re gel1er~d and
lend::, a IlcXlbi!ity I',)r e,lsier h:II1,1111l~ or ~pe(~i~i1 ~itll:ltioI1S,
e_g., ,) 111:11etric:'\ CUi~I\;ur~lt-ons The appropriate
nuthe111:11ied J11",.icll1:ust be I'our d fL1r the discontrnuity
clcment, c.g.,
Iris, benJs_ A!~ .:qui\ ~11t:iHcirceit who-e br~11lches ~lrC ('\-:tlu:llcJ 1',(1111 thcoretc.d
'qu:1tio s Of empiric:ll dau nny be
used for thiS pL!rpo~c,
In the author's
opinion thc general-purpOse'
microw<]\-e
:In'l:~is pro:::ram~ wil h, \(' , pri:ne rok in microw:l\e
design an d':h:10pmenr
j\fany mierow:l\-e cngineers ale going
to :Jcqlflre thl~ :1.)01 ::t!~d lbe it to replace much of thc "cut
and Try" Je~i;!1 ,)11 t e bench,
It 1\ ill'erl'~tin:c t,) ~pee'tilatc Wh:l( elker the L'olllptlkr will
Il.l e Oil tl e 111krnW:l\e cllginccrill:': pre) "~,>il)1l :11l..! tcchlll.)In::_;..' The C,)ll1putL'r I·'ill fl10q lik,'!y upgr:l<Je the microwave
pr\)r<:~~ie)n,tl en\ i: ollment. A ~r,-·.!ter imcrest will be cre:lted
in more ~I.)P i~tic,tc:d miuo\\a\e
dC\'ices, ones tkit prc\'ioU::,ly weI" ullfC'a,;bk
to co:!~:der de\' 'loping,
r ncrease:i
emphaSiS wll be pbced
on ll1~!!hen1Jtical
analyses
and
110deling of l11icrow:\\c ekM1enb,
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Second Hound Comments

r.

E_ Green

I think th.u the comment
by M, A_ \~urr:!y-LI"sll
;!h,)lll
the inclusion of the rc-ulis fr,)111 computer
u)illrolk,1
111e';isurcrncru,
is import.mr.
\VC ha\e been upc'!-.!lil1!:', ,1 cornpurer controlled
microwave
network
,'I1~d\'Ler (or ~lppr,)\1I11Jlcly nine months and have found it \cry useful In the
development
of microwave
componem , It will !1LJSUre ~l!~j
print. out such chaucteristics
:!S VSWR,
transmission
joss,
and impedance
at specified frequencies Curre!ir!:,
the' onl
interaction
with the analysis programs
is in the cornp.mson
of c.\perimenra]
and rhC'orClical cLna, Howewr,
\\e :Ire:
planning
to clL:mp the me:lsured
1Il1ped:lncC' or tr~lIbi-LI'
matrix of ~ldc\ icc on paper tape; ~lnd then to usc this ,h dal:!
in one or tile alnly~is p"ogl'aITb, Thi, data \vlli be ::,tured ,on
disk and be acccssed by the progr:lm a~ rcqUlrcJ_ J!1Iti:t1ly,
we intend to USe this for imcr:lcti\-cly
desigr;ing
,1nknnd
impecbnce
matching
networks.
There is m~Ich interesr In optimiz:ltion
,t1gomhms, Howe\er, to misquote 1\'1. K, McPhun,
"len cents worth of ,dgebra is worth a thousand
dollars of compute:
running v.ilu_"
I ha\e c_\pairnented
with many or these ~llorrrhrllS
::nJ
found that they arc only wonhwhile
lr1 nnally
rdining
a
sollllion, Surting
with blind guesses for par,1l11cfl'rS u:; alii
ends with solutions
rc:quiring neg~lli\e line ler;gth~ and rhc
like, On the oLher h:mcl, inter~k'ti\e
optimiDHio!1
betweeil
the: engineer and ~l time-shared
computer
works welL One
aid that could be uSelul here is to print out the se!hili\it\'
ut'
VS\VR, transJ11i~sion lo::,s, ~ln,1 other perrl)r111:lIlCe CilJrdCteri~tics \0 clunges In ~':lch of the circuiL paral11L'lers, Thi~
would enable the l'nginecr to see which p:lramer('I's [0 \Jr)
in order to impr,)\'e thc' performar.ce,
A, E, Smoll's comment about building bk'cks thJ_l can be
inserted as required i, ver) inter'=stin:;, The noJ:ll an:ll)~is
programs can ,lIlJ1YLe lllultiport
de\'ices. :-\ l1lulrip();-t c!e\ice
could be defined to be built from elcl11.:llt~ "nd ()lher dCI k·e~.
This could he nested to many le\ cIs to ~i1low d-:c descriptinn
(if \CI'y cOlllplicalCd eircuib, Further,
the Il1J,\ii11unl ~iLe (ll'
Illatrix tklt h,b to be il1\ ert,~d I~ the 11U.\i111U!l1numhCl' l)I'
llude~ ill a d,'\'ice, rhe analysis bL·ing p2rlofm..:L! em d d,:\ ice
that i, COll1poSL~d of oIher de\iccs, This \\'ouIJ allow th~s~
types of prognlI11S to be run on srn:lller m:lchines, pro\ idmg
ellSk stcl-Jge "·as J.\·aibble_
Fim-illy,l disagree with \1r_ McPlnlI1, rh:n these programs
\Iill make lb lazy, Properly used, the) will sene to !luke the
engineer J.\\are of the problems
with his desisn bdore and
not arrer he has built it.
,H_ K. ,IIcPhlll1
\1y fir~t re:lcLil)[] on re:ldillg, thL' OL!ler Cl)lltrlbution,> ",[--, td
~I.:;rec wilh l'verythill::; s~lid, bllt ob\i,)lhl;
I \\.to; writill,l!. lor .(
dllkrCllt
rcader Llnll the oLhers, \\'ho arc O\l!, Te:IJl'l'~',)
ivlicrowa\,e engineer::" obvi,)u,ly
How much e.xperiellce or'
general circuit analy,is programs
of any type h,1\ e thL'Y') 1n
Grc~ t Britain the answer is cert:linl> \cry link. if c,[1\', but of
c ur~e I cannot speak for the USA, The work on C\c!oping more elegant
and \ers:ltile
pro;r~~:1:s will continue
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r -::.:ardlcss. but there is a need now for some \ igorous "selling" of the: progr.i:ns that ~:lready exist, to secure their wider
use .. -\5 I sec it, this issue 01 the Trn"s,\CTIO~S
is fulfilling ~l
valuable umction here
\1:: experience
so fur Ins been with batch processing.
However. I huve beenlucky in ihat I could run three batches
ill J J~,:.The e.\jX'ricnc;;s of '\L A. Murray-Lasso
and P. E,
Green \\ ith um,'-,)urin::! ~y~tcms seem to have led them to
quite dirlcrcnt con lesions from each other.
I acree with .A.. E. Small th:u the interconnection
of multipurr elements in a genera! manner is not generally necessary
fe)f mino\\J\<:
problems,
and such a facility in Cl program
\\ould be rarely used. ),nal:sis
using transfer nutrices
can
be \erv \·eiS<lTik .. -\n un1i;,liteJ number of branches can be
LlCKkci tI,lS W.l:, btlt Ioups are forbidden, Where three-purt
ekmenrs arc cncoumered,
the third port can be treated as a
bra;1CiL Thll~, l1~ultip()rt networks can be computed l\\/O
P,)rtS at ;.t tim.::. D;o\iC!in~ there arc no loops. T like P. E.
C:;rccil'~ ~lI;gcstion
of combinlI'g
the transfer
matrix and
nod:,) :!Inh ~iSL'chn:qucs,
usir:g transfer matrices wher,:\er
p()~~lblc. ThiS ShOl!ld be \ery economical
of computer
time,
a~ :l:'(e; r~~lillction u~ing tnns!:::r mi1uiccs, the Dumbcr of
nodes in t'le resulting net\vork '."ould be very small.
The :t1tributcs of a good program listed by M. A, rv1urrayLasso ~!re ~d] hIghly desiLlblc. Howe\er, for such Cl program
to be
general u~e by the uninitiated
the con\ersatiollal
mod.:: of oper:!tior: is essenlial. The same applies to my commems 011 graphical presentation,
Thus, the initi:ni\e
wuuld
be \\·ith lhe computer
to ~lsk the relevant
quesLions ~lt the
right time Thlls. flelt anI:, can the C,)n1puter ask for the cLtr,L
!lceJnl. hllt :.llso JS the de~ign proceeds it can tdl the engi!leer about the mor::: sophisticlled
options that exist. We
ha\e JU~ll<lken d~'h\ery of a CRT dispby system, and inknu
to inco~poLl c these i'ealmes. In the meantinIC, versatile programs alrndy exi~t, and microw,(\,(: engineers are missing
Out by not USin~ them,

or

JI. A. J!urray-L:s50
\Vit11 respc·ct to P. E. Green's CO!1lments on transients
for
nonlin23~ circuib with distributed
ekments, 1 feel the way to
go is 1<)',( Fourier tr.!:lsforms r~ ther than Jumping and integrating ordin 1'0 dirkr2ntial
equations
1Q time,
\\'hen one
lumps, for n:l::lple
<';1 RC lin',:, the matrix
associatcd
witl1
the set ,)f ,]lil'erentu! eqll: tic)ns should, as the number of
lUi11p~ ir;cr__',,~cs, hJ\ e eifcll\Jlues
which rcnd to the ei,;el1\·aILlcs of the d:"tributtd
circuit. TheSe, J!1 the case, of a
shorted RC line, c\ll'nd to infinit, or, the nega(i\c re~ll axis,
(In the ca:'>..:01 a L)~~k:;s line lh,..:y extend to infinity on the
im:.l,=,ir~"!ry :;\i".) T, c resulting equations
are stiff. The Jarge
spre:lcl In 'Igen\ :t!ue~ gi \es cOlblda:iblc
numeric:tl trouble,
forcin~ the inlc;:!r:11i,)n rime steps to be n~ry small to ill~ure
n Ulllt'ri cal St:l bili 1y. The p:m of the re~ponse ~lssociatecl wi th
the br",esc ci:;":il\ :lIue, comribut
s \"ry little to rIle tot:l1
re~Pdl;,e ~i!1ce it dies ~lWdy \cry fast. In spite ot this, the
large~t I.'i~cn\ :;lu(' is lhe one that controls
the integration
lime Si 'p HnJ f(')fL'C~ it to be ~mall.
If we couk! fl.'mOYC the higher modes we would get rid of
the nurneri~'al subility problem without affecting the answer
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signi ficantly. This could be done by c!iag,'lul izing 1 hel
matrix Hi the state equations,
and ignOft:lg tile 1110J~S of the
largc~t eisenvalue~,
hut it would he \ery expensive CUiilpUrationally.
011 tile other hand, tbing ra~t Fourier tLl!I:olorm methods.
the high frequencies
arc easily eliminated
In :1 n.uur al manncr without p:lying ~lny computational
pricc. Tile numcric.il
st.ibilir« problem
disappears
completely
If .m :lInlYLiu!
expression
is available for the frequency
represcnunion
of
the distributed
portion of the circuit, the method of iteruting in the time domain between the linear distributed
part
and the nonlinear
static pan is nor incilkknl bc..::.lu~c: generaliy most of thc time spcm in Lest Fourier uc1nsfc)r!l:l!1_; i,
used in evaluating
the frequency
points. Th:: method
rns
been tried by Silverberg of Bdl L~ibQrc~torieS :.,ncl \Vir,; or
Columbia
University.
All panelist:>
made CO!1llllcnb 011 uI~h:-,lnr;l1g ,[Ik[ [
heartily agrec With them tlut rhere b where the 11cld"ill :C'l.
III spite oC the e\iS1CnCe or :wtol1Lltic P:11'"m:1:.::r ('[Hill':IL:t·
tion, we need to impro'·e our kn,)wlcJgc
'.l:l rh)W t,) ot>l:,in
parameters
to initiate ~l search, huw to ,1c!:Lpril'cl,· clun:;.:
optimality
criteri:l, anJ how to a priori e\lYC:ss m~l\Lln~ltleally \vhat we really \vant ~~circuit to 1..10. To acquire lhis
knowledge, there is the need to luve Ihe )'-':lll in t'lC !OLIP. He
is also necessary to make deci.',ion~ at the higher le\ cb :;1
multiJcyel optinlization,
for e\amplc:. ~'rl:lngC's in strlh,;rure.
For this, it is necess:uy to impro\e nUIl~m:ichinc
cornnlli!iications with bdter computer-aided
de~i:;n Llnguagc,>, \vhert:
~l nun
can dIrect computation,)
fl·om a ll.'C!1lIILtl I:>y hc:ing
:tble to in'>pecl sc!ccLi\·__.ly in ,gJaphic f'u I'll I fc'suih \\hi~·h "id
him in uking dCc'isiolls. A usu ShUllkl be :,blc (() \[,ire lill"
I'erent \'er"ioll:o or circuibin
flks for I·LHure: :luc'iuon:tl com,
parison,
He: should bc: able to look selectively IntO the con,
tents of a 11le :lI1d obtain a permanent
record of It on com,
mand,
All theSe fe:Hures cost mOlle) :ind hence, realistically,
,l
compromi,e
has to b: made, Tile price of !11c:mory ,lIlc!
graphic peripheral
equipmcnt
is on a clown\\'ard [[cnJ ~u it
is possible to en\'isiol1 thc~e items as cconomica:ly
fc~"ibk
in the J'tnure, In the me:lnwhik
ime-.,ilc:ring with reblll·ely
.lne\pensi\e g:r::phic ompm is a]rc;ldy hcre.
Finally I :lgree most emphatic:llly
\,ith \'1. K. \fcPhull, a
little: algebra orten does wonders,
A. E, Smol/
There should be 110 doubt after re~lclin::: this issue th~lt tile
omputcr
i~ Cl prominent
tool in the: d__.\ d,)pmcm :tl1(i the
design of microwZt\e devices, ?Lmy cngmecr,
now po"ess
,,,
the capabi!i ty to analyze most micco\\'a \e ClrcUi cS [ouri !leI;.
OIl a computer.
With the re~ldy ClI <.llL\billlV of r("cb,mably
priced computational
power it is a neeck:o~ i'l~k not Tt) ev:ll, ,
uate thoroughly
a tentative circuil desi~n before the: Inrd,
ware commitmellt..
The writing oC a microwave
circuit an;.dy,!s pro",r,ull is
relatively c~asy. I [owner,
several points "re wun.h ICl'mpha,
sizing to tllO~e ~t~Lrtins to prep:Hc their ()V,!ll prll:,irJ111,
A i
prime decision must be JTlade at the OutSet as W wh~,t L\'PC
of et computer to use. Generally,
the seLctioll i" between
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1) a nmc-sharin ; sy,tcm with a remote terminal where the
Input ~'l1cl Output is by means 01 a keyboard
and a oneC1ULldl'r-:lt-~-t\l11e
primer. and :::) a batch processor
with
0il-lllle hi:;h ,peed input :lnd output devices.
l;'lJ.tll). the Cll;li;)JLtllllllJl
costs and ensilleering
time
\\ ill be :;1'c.,(e1' with the' jime'-:;h~\riIlS system. However. the'
J,l\ ;,]llJ:,C of C' ;\!U;i\\il:; almost immediately
one's tentative
de\i:,11 ,':1n be tremendous.
\105t modern
(batch process)
COillPUICf ccniers t,)(;:l\ can onlv offer to provide the results
1 il halt d:l) or l.itcr JrLC; the job has been submitted, Even so.
the aJ',ii!u~e
of fuller and well formatted OUtput can be
wor thwhilc
Abo, t'k' dedicated
computer
can generally
1l
handle
a
much
br:;er
:lnd
more
sophisticated
program as
I
well as pro\ide 010b and other types of output not possible
,1n th_; l:pe\\rJler
le:'r:1\:l~ll
On rr02'r~t1l1m;rl", Ib:11.:, feW renur).::s 111:1y be worthwhile.
It i, be'uer le) U,C ~.lph:,hel1~ mnemonic
codes rather than
;,11 C,tC;1~j\C
t.lblc d' numbers
to describe
the circuit ekIl1Cl1b (l'l
()pl~raUO!1'), Thi" ha" been the llSU~tl choice of
thOSe who lu\e written
and USed circuit an:tlysis programs,

I
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Utility options
can save computer
and user time, For
example, storing Cl portion of the circuit that is usee' sever _d
times can effect such savings, Another is an edit.r.g routine
which allows the user to Ch::ul::!e Clportion of the' circuit without going through the whole list of' clcmcrus
Though mathematical
Iormulas
exist :01' many dtiLrel L
circuit elements and thus, can be incorpor.ucd
directly in the:
progf~l1n, 011e is likely to meet situations
where the element
characreristics
are not so Formulated.
Therefore,
it I~ \\.:11 to
have the capability
to enter tabular characteristics
Mistakes and errors during the procrnm usage seem unavoidable.
The program should plan for them, for instance
by checking the reasonableness
of the input \ alues or '0\'
reading
alphabetic
identifiers
built into the data input.
Recovery and/or escape proced me:; sho\lld be provided
for
the user after the mi"uke lns been m,lde,
Accurate
and adequate dOClll11ent:uion
of' Cl pru:::r~l!ll c:,nnO( be overemphasized.
Without
good do(ument.ltiull
thc
effort and moncy invested to crC:ltc the prG;'_;I'ccm nu\' he'
1

wasted,

A.lc;.
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It;.

A study of lumped components for microwave integrated
circuits.

Abstract of a paper presented at the Symposiu~ on
Microwave Integrated Circuits, .Nott:j..ngham
University,
Septem':)er1967.

",

SYMPOSIUM

ON MICROWAVE INTEGRATED

CIRCUITS

A Study of Lumncd Comnonents for Microw!3-veIntegrated Circuits
This paper investigates the possibility of using lumped
elements rather than distributed elements for microwave integrated circuits.
The advantages and limitations are discussed in some detail.
The suitability of various substrate and conductor materials
is discussed together with manufacturing processes.

It is shown that

the use of dimensions and tolerances similar to those met in conventional
silicon circuitry can yield a sufficiently wide range of component
values for the production of microwave circuitry to 12 GHz.
The physical construction of lumped thin-film capacitors,
inductors and resistors is explained.
There are special measurement problems presented by theso
minute components and several possible measurement techniques are
discussed.

A synopsis of the particular method used at M.R.L.,

including the uge of a computer to facilitate rapid evaluation of
results is given.
Results which have been obtained for both series and
parallel resonant circuits from 5 - 10 GHz will be presented. Results
will also be given for a network consisting of a parallel resonant
circuit in series with a resistance:

this can be used for stabilising

a tunnel-diode amplifier.
Future developments include the use of different conductor
materials to obtain higher Q-factors;

an investigation into the

microwave ~roperties of thin-film dielectrics, and the integration
of an unencapsulated diode chip with the thin-film circuitry to form,
for example, a tunnel-diode amplifier.
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Microwave measurement of thin film dielectric properties.

Conference on Dielectric Materials Measure~ents and
Applications, Lancaster, July 1970,
Publication lIo. 67/70,

pp

42-45·
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HICRO',IAVE HEASUREHENT OF THIN FUN DIELECTRIC

PROPE:RTIES

K. Hehnet and M.K. McPhun

In order to evaluate thin dielectric films for use at microwave
frequencies it is essential to be able to measure their electrical
properties. However it is very difficult to measure the dielectric
constant and loss of a thin film because of its small volume. The only
known published work (1) on microwave measurement of thin film
dielectrics was at about 2.9GHz. For accurate results this technique
required film thicknesses of order 19pm. Other published work (2)
describes attempts to measure thin film dielectric properties using the
film as the dielectric of a sandwich capacitor. Although these methods
are simple, the measured properties cannot be calculated exactly because
the series resistance of the electrodes cannot be determined accurately.
Also we wish to determine what effect the electrodes have on the
properties of the dielectric of a s~ndwich capacitor.
To overcome the above difficulties we are using the capacitively
loaded coaxial cavity illustrated in Figure la. The cavity consists of
two sections: the centre conductor of the top section is flush with the
outer conductor, whilst the centre conductor of the bottom section is
shortened by about "2qrm. to give the capacitive gap, G , between the
centre conductors. The mode of resonance used in our m~asurements is
shown in Figure lb.
In use, the thin film is deposited onto the end of the centre
conductor of the top of the cavity. After completing measurements on
that film it is then a simple matter to lap off the deposit and reuse
the cavity for another measurement.
Theory: The problem has been treated using an equivalent circuit
approach and the series tuned circuit configuration was chosen for
simplicity. The cavity with no dielectric is represented by Figure 2a
where Co is the gap capacitance.and mCo the capacitance due to the
fringing field. Figure 2b shows the cavity equivalent circuit with a
dielectric film filling a fraction, x, of the gap. Solving these
equivalent circuits, the relative dielectric constant of the film is:

{

~r=x

I

fl

v
rr l
v

f2

2Tf
[

(m+l) f2
fl

Tan
Tan 2

1J1

-1

- m]

+ x -

•••• (1)

and the loss tangent of the film is:

Tancf

=

€.r
x

[~ - 1J

2
Cm

K

••••(2)

K. J':ehmetand M.K. McPhun are with the School of Engineering Science,
University of Warwick, Coventry.
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ilhere m
x

f2 and fl
21
v
SI and S2
K

is fringing capacitance as a fraction of Co
is the fraction of gap occupied by the film
are the resonant frequencies of the cavity with
and without the film
is the length of the cavity
8
is the velocity of light in free space ,3x10 m/so
are the voltage standing wave ratios (VSWR's) at
the input to the cavity at resonance without and with
the film
is a constant which depends on the cavity material
and dimensions.

Experimental Work: The cavity was made of silver plated Invar because
of its low coefficient of expansion. Tarnishing of the silver plating
. was eliminated by plating with a thin layer (6 nmJ of gold. The cavity
was designed to resonate at about 9.5 GHz. in X-band and coupled to a
waveguide through a dumbbell coupling aperture. Stringent measures were
taken to ensure a rigid construction to give repeatable results upon
repe~ted dismantling and assembling of the c8vity. The cavity properties
were measured using a preCision reflectometer, consisting of high
directivity waveguide directional couplers and a Hewlett Packard harmonic
Frequency Converter and Network Analyser assembly, as the receiving
system. Thus the phase 8S well as the magnitude of the reflection
coefficient could be recorded as a function of frequen~y on an X- Y
recorder. The arrangement is shown in Figure 3.
The measurement procedure is as follows. The cavity input
reflection coefficient, V.S.W.R., resonant frequency and Q-factor are
first measured. Then the top of the cavity is removed.and the
dielectric film is deposited onto the plane end of the inner conductor.
The cavity is again assembled and the new resonant frequency and V.S.W.R.
at resonance are measured for the dielectric loaded cavity. Using these
measured results and equations (1) and (2), ~r and tan' are determined.
For a typical cavity it was found that the measured unloaded
Q-factor was 95% of the calculated value and the resonant frequency
within O.O~tof the calculated value. So far we have deposited films of
SiQ2 by evaporation using an electron beam evaporating source. The
substrate (cavity) was maintained at 2000C during evaporation. Measurements on these films of Si02 of ~m. thickness gave 6' r between 3.9 and
4.2 and tan
of 0.008 to 0.014. It was observed that higher rates of
evaporatIon gave 10\.,e~values of tan'
•

r

Work is in progress to verify the accuracy of equations (1) and
(2), and hence the method as a whole, by measuremen,t of·known material.
This can only be done by mechanically and chemically thinning a section
of a bulk dielectric of known properties until it can be inserted'in the
gap and measured by this method. At the time of writing we are also
engaged on measurement of dielectric films of other materialSby
evaporation and R.F. sputtering. We hope to present the results of these
experiments at the conference.
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Bottom

...

(b)

(a)
Figure la.
b.

Axial cross-section of cavity (gap greatly exaggerated)
Electric field distribution of cavity.

(a)
Figure 2.

E

(b)

Equivalent Circuits, M represents the extra wavelength and
N the length between the half wavelengths of the cavity.
(a) Cavity with no dielectric film and, (b) Cavity with film.
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A microwave relaxation phenomenon in electron-beamevaporated films of SiO.

J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys., 2, pp 1349-1351, (1972).
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A microwave relaxation phenomenon in
electron-beam-evaporated
films of SiO
K MEHMET and M K McPHUN
Department of Engineering, University of Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL

MS received 13 March 1972
Abstract. Measurements of the dielectric properties of electron-beam-evaporated
films
of silicon monoxide are presented. Results for frequencies from 1 MHz to 10 GHz
show these films to have a dielectric relaxation phenomenon around 3 GHz. It is
concluded that the relaxation is that due to torsional vibration predicted by Hirose
andWada.

1. Introduction
Vacuum-deposited silicon monoxide (SiO) films have found many uses in low-frequency
electronic circuits. Therefore most of the investigations reported on SiO films were
carried out at low frequencies. The few results published so far on SiO films at higher
frequencies (Sobol and Hughes 1967, Park 1970) are insufficient to allow one to draw
conclusions about the behaviour of this dielectric.
'
The work reported in this paper describes the high-frequency dependence of the
dielectric properties of SiO films over four decades.

2. Experimental work
2.1. Preparation of thin films
The SiO films were deposited using an electron-beam evaporator. The bulk material was
held in a carbon crucible with a source to substrate distance of 10 cm. The deposition
conditions were as follows:
(i) The predeposition vacuum chamber pressure was 1 x 10-6 Torr.
(ii) The substrates were silver-plated Invar or Corning 7059 glass previously coated
with silver, and were held at room temperature (20°C).
(iii) A beam power of 150 W was used giving a deposition rate of 43 nm S-1.
2.2. Measurement techniques
During the deposition the films were deposited simultaneously on several substrates.
Subsequently one of the metal substrates with its film of SiO was used to make sandwich
capacitors for the low-frequency measurements.
At frequencies up to 100 MHz the relative permittivity E' and loss tangent, tan 8,
1349
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were obtained from measurements
made on the sandwich capacitors. Commercially
available impedance bridges were used.
The microwave properties of the films were measured using two separate techniques.
One of these was a capacitively loaded coaxial cavity system (Mehmet and McPhun 1970)
that can measure E' and tan 8 at two frequencies between 1 and 10 GHz. The other
technique used a symmetrical capacitively loaded microstrip resonator (Mehmet 1970);
this system could measure at up to three different frequencies between l' and 10 GHz.

3. Results and conclusions
The dielectric properties of vacuum-deposited
films depend on various deposition
parameters.
To eliminate such ambiguities in the film properties, the SiO films were all
deposited on silver-coated substrates, and during the same pump-down.
The measured results for one deposition are shown in figure 1. These results are
consistent with those from other depositions.
Here we see a dielectric relaxation
phenomenon around 3 GHz. This is, we believe, the first time that such a relaxation
frequency has been measured. The curve of tan 8 between 1·7 GHz and 4·5 GHz has
been left broken, as it is quite possible that much higher losses exist in this region.
Indeed the Debye equation predicts a maximum tan 8 ten times greater than that shown.
9
('

0-04

7

(' 5

00

3
tan 6

I MHz

10MHz

100 MHz

0
10 GHz

I GHz

Frequency
Figure 1. Dielectric properties of an SiO film. Measurement methods: •
x coaxial resonator; ® microstrip resonator. (I represents measurement

bridges;
error.)

RF

This relaxation was predicted by Hirose and Wada (1964) but above their measurement frequencies, and they attributed this relaxation to the 'local torsional vibration of
Si-O chains'. Argal and Jonscher (1968) also predicted a loss peak to lie in the microwave
frequency spectrum due to a two-centre electron-hopping
mechanism.
However, the
large change in E' observed can only be a lattice and not a carrier effect. Therefore our
measured relaxation in electron-bearn-evaporated
SiO films is most likely due to local
torsional vibration of the SiO chain as predicted by Hirose and Wada.
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1 INTRODUCTION

required are likely to cause dissociation
e.g. Si02 can lose oxygen.

Microwave measurements
on thin films of dielectrics are
particularly
difficul t because the volume of the specimen is
so minute. Also, these films are generally not selfsupporting but are deposited on a substrate.
In normal
dielectric measureruen ts, the process by which the dielectric
specimen W3S made is not of very great concern to the
person devising a measurernen t technique; this is not the
case with thin films of dielectric, here the measurement
technique and the process used for depositing the film
are inherently bound together.
It is therefore necessary
to discuss briefly the methods used to deposit these films,
and outline the influence the various methods have on the
measuring techniques that may be used.

RF sputtering The dielectric forms a target which is
bombarded
with ions. Particles of dielectric are knocked
off the target on a molecular scale, and are deposited at
fairly high velocity onto the substrate.
TI1is is a much lower
temperature
process and cooling of both the target and the
substrate are normally used. It has the advantage that compounds may be deposited without the risk of dissociation
of the component
parts.

Table I shows very appr ox imate temperatures
experienced
in the various common processes.
In this Table the 'process
temperature'
is the temperature
experienced
by the dielectric material being deposited as the film, whereas the third
column 'substrate temperature'
is the temperature
to which
the substrate is subjected during some part of the deposition process. For our purposes the substrate may be either
a dielectric or a metal and will very commonly
be a thin
metal layer already deposited onto a dielectric substrate.
We shall consider these processes in turn:
The dielectric is heated. usually in a crucible,
sufficiently
high temperature
to cause it to evaporate
be deposited with thermal velocities onto the substrate.
process is commonly used with SiO. For other mateits use is limited because the very high temperatures

Evaporarion.

to a
and
This
rials

Table 1. Processes

Process
Evaporation
RF sputtering
Reactive sputtering
Chemical
Electrolytic

for depositing

thin films of dielectric
Process
temperature
(oC)

Substrate
temperature
(oC)

2000
200
200
400

200-800
200
200
400-1200

<lOO

• Dr Mehrne t is now with Cossor Electronics
The paper was given by Mr McPhun.
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t.rd., Harlow, Essex.

of compounds,

Reactive sputtering A metal target is sputtered in an oxidising atmosphere.
This deposits the dielectric oxide onto the
,substrate.
An example of this is tantalum which may be
deposited as tantalum pentoxide.
Again this is a fairly low
temperature
process.
Chemical. The dielectric is deposited from a gaseous compound onto a heated substrate.
An essential part of this
process is that the substrate should be heated to a sufficient
temperature
to cause the reaction to take place a tits
surface. A common example is the pyrolytic deposition of
Si02 from silane (SiH4). Note that in the Table the substrate
temperature
is shown as being much higher than the process
temperature.
This is because it is common with this process
to densify the films deposited, by heating them to a much
higher temperature
after the deposition has been completed.
Electrolytic. A metal substrate must be used as an anode ill
an electrolyte,
the dielectric film being formed on the ano dc
as a result of electrolysis.
Examples are the anodising of
aluminium and the formation of a tantalum pen tox idc
layer on tantalum.
This is essentially a low temperature
process.
The normal range of Elm thicknesses lies between 0.2j..lm and
20j..l11l though in this paper we will also discuss thicker films
than these. It will be seen that accurate measurement
of
the thickness of the film is absolutely essential.
Often dielectric films will adhere well only tu a limited
number of metals, e.g. chromium and nickel: it is common
practice therefore to use a seeding layer of one of these
preferred me tals as a glue placed between the substrate and
the dielectric film. This seeding layer C3n h3VC 3 large
influence on the measuring technique used. With Oil1C
processes it is no! possible to deposit a stable dielectric
film on a dielectric substrate without the prior deposition
of 3. metal seeding layer. The thickness of the seeding
layer would normally be only in the region of 0.02 um.

High frequency

dielectric

measurerncnt

Thill fiim dielectric

A typical application of a dielectric thin film is a microwave
capacitor with 3 cross-section such as Fig.I. In this Figure
the vertical scale is very much exaggerated but it is drawn
approximately
to scale.
In choosing a measurement
method one must consider the
constraints of the process and the specimens available: the
temperatures
involved, the chemical compatibility
of the
substrate with the process used, the size of specimens and
the shape of substrates th a t are available. For instance, a
measurement
technique requiring a 100 m111 diameter substrate could not be considered if the process used was not
capable of depositing a uniform film over a diameter of
100mm.
Secondly, one must consider why the measurement
of E
is required.
The primary interest may be in the materials
science of the dielectric films, or alternatively
it may be in
the application to which the films are being put. The material interest may present such questions as 'How do deposition conditions effect fP', 'Does E change with film thickness')' or 'Is the dielectric effected by the seeding layer?'.
This may then imply that a given process must be used
but there may be a free choice of specimen shape or substrate ma ter ial, On the other hand, for the application
interest, we may simply be interested ill making good
capacitors and wish to separate the dielectric losses from
those of the conductors.
\Ve may want to know whether
the metal films of the capacitor are affecting the properties
of the dielectric.
This may then imply that we have a free
choice of process, but the specimen type, for example, the
substrate may be completely specified by the application.
An ideal measurement
(a)

(b)
(c)

method

will:

Measure the dielectric film deposited on its normal
substrate, the substrate having no effect 011 the
rncasu rerncn t:
vlcasurc selected areas of film non-destructively;
Measure with the L field in the S311le direction 3S will
occur in the application.

It will be seen that we have a very long way to go to meet
these ideals. The errors we discuss are one or two orders
of magnitude higher than those presented in some other
papers in these Proceedings, bu t in this field the accuracies
that we can obtain are still a worthwhile
achievement.

1.1 A note on perturbation

theory

As a number of techniques to be discussed use the perturbation theory, some of the implications of this technique
will be discussed here. It may be summarized as follows.
The resonant frequency and Q of an empty cavity are measured. TIle measurements
are then repeated with a specimen
in position in the cavity. The specimen properties are then
given by

Fig_l.

Cross-section

If igh frequency

of a microwave

die/cc

mc

capacitor

meaSlJrcmen

t

,
13

=

13"

6v

V

v

6V

F(x, y, Z),

~(__:_
- .',)!_ .
Ql

Qo

measurements

( 1)

F(x, y, z},

(2)

6V

where 6v/v is the fractional shift in frequency upon insertion of tile specimen, it is by convention negative and should
ideally be less than 0.01; V is the volume of the cavity: j. V
is the volume of the specimen; Qo and Q I Jre the cavity (l's
before and after the specimen is inserted; and F is 3 function
of the cavity and specimen geometry, determined
for
instance by the proportion
of electric field appearing within
the specimen.
For the perturbation
theory to apply 6v/v must be small.
For a given value of E a suitable value of 6.v/v mJY be
obtained by varying the factors V/6. V or F. Of course if
6.v/v is too small it will prove difficul t to measure it
accura tely.

2 METHODS
FILMS

APPLICABLE

TO SELF-SUPPORTED

Only the thicker films can be self-supporting
and because of
the greater volume of material present these films are generally the easiest to measure.

il

Park's

method

This method is described fully in Section
here to note that it m3Y also be used for
films with thickness greater than 12.um.
greater than SO.um or for the case where
modification
is required in order to keep
shift within acceptable limits. For these
annular specimen is used to increase the
form of cavity shown in Fig.4 is used to
2.2

Mehmet's

method

3. It suffices
self-supported
For thicknesses
13' is very high,:J
the frequency
cases either an
factor F, or the
increase VI6. V.

[1]

This method utilizes a rectangular TEIOn cavity which is described fully in these Proceedings
[2]. It has also been used
to measure films of mica and glasses 30 to 100 j.1m thick.
In t.hese cases, the films extend over the whole Mea of the
cavity cross section in order to minimise the fact or F in
equation (I) and hence maximise the frequency shift j.v.
2.3

Ahluwalia's

method

Ahluwalia was interested in measuring self-supporting
phospholipid
membranes in the range 20 to SOOj.1m thick,
and in order to test his method also measured other materials such as polyethylene.
These films scarcely qualify to
be called 'thin' but ti-le technique used to minimise the
factor F is of particular interest.
The two types of cavity used are shown in Fig.2. The first,
a rectangular TE102 mode cavity, is very similar to that used
by Mehrne t [2]. The second, a circular TE012 mode cavuy
has the advantage of avoiding contact troubles at the ~liding
short, and gives a higher Q factor. All measurements
were
done at X-band. In both cases the film is placed tangentially
to the E field, at a distance Ag/4 from the short circuit plane
where £ is a maximum.
In order to m3ximise the frequency
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29.4mm

I-

·1
49·S
mm

film mounted
ocross iris

coupling iris
ocr o ss iris

film
Circular

HOI:!

Fig.3.
Fig,2.

Ahluwalia's

cavities

shift the electric field is concentrated
in the plane of the
specimen by moun ting the film across a me tal iris.
The film parameters are calculated using the perturbation
theory. Without the iris, i.e. with the film extending over
the whole cross-section,
equation (I) reduces to

E

I

I +

!::.V

d

(3)

vO

where d = length

of cavi ty and t = thickness

of film.

With the film across the iris we have
I

E

"':'v

1 +

d

i.

substrct e

mo de.

(4)

The factor 'Y can be determined
experimentally
by measurement of the same films with and without the usc of the iris.
1111Sis 311 accurate method, an error of ± I per cc nt being
obtained for the films with E' in the region of 2 to 3. A
minimum E" of 0.01 C311 be measured.
There arc, however,
some difficulties.
Difficulties. The method is suitable only for thicker films
that can be self-supporting,
and mounting the film across
the iris may be difficult.
A sufficient area of film must be
available to permit me asurernen t withou t the iris, and this
specimen must be sufficiently
thick to enable an accurate
value of 'Y to be obtained.
Eis tangential to the film and
measurements
with E perpendicular
to the film are not
possible.
3 METHOD APPLICABLE
TO A FI LM DEPOSITED
ON AN INSULATING
SUBSTRATE.
PARK'S
METHOD [4, 5J

TE10l

cavity

for use at 8.96

GHz

perturbation
theory is used to obtain tJ1~ values of E, the
substrate being considered as part of tile empty cavity.
Thus the measurement
technique consists of measuring
the cavity centre frequency and Q, with the substrate in
position.
The substrate is then removed and the film
deposited onto it. It is then placed back in the cavity and
the measurements
repeated.
The method is capable of
measuring very thin films, e.g. a 0.5 urn film 01 SiO
deposi ted on a 12.5 11m mica substra te. For 3,urn films of
polyethylene
terephthalate
(Melinex or Mylar] the errors
quoted are !::.c' = ±3.4percentand':::'c"
= ±17.Sper
cent. A microwave bridge method of measurement
W:lS
used and these figures were obtained without the use or' an
ultra-stable oscillator or a frequency counter.
It is
expected that given more elaborate measuring equipment
the errors could be reduced considerably.
F or thicker films, very lossy films or films wi th a high E',
the resulting frequency shift must be reduced. This may be
achieved by measuring such films in a cavity with 8 Luger
value of /1, such as the TEOI3 cavity shown in Fig..:!. Thus in
equation (I) Vj6V is greater and vl':::'v is S111:J!!crIor a giV":ll
value of E'.
A further measure employed for very lossy l'illllS IS to pilOl()etch the film into the form of an annulus to increase the
factor F.
Advantages.
The method can measure multi-layer specimens
and promises high accuracy.
Evaluation of the film p3r3meters is nearly independent
of the substrate thickness,
special measures may be employed to give accurate results
with lossy specimens or those having very large values of E'.
Difficulties. The film
circular substrates and
The substrate must be
a seeding layer because

must be deposited onto
must be uniform over
of dielectric.
It is not
the electric field is in

special
a large area.
possible to use
the plane: of

;....9 /4

A circular TEJOn cavity was used at X-band for films with a
thickness I less than 10 urn. 111e value 11 = I was used as
shown in Fig.3.
Two holes in the fixed end plate allowed coupling to rectangular waveguide.
Not shown are the mode suppression
devices which were used. The split cavity construction
allows the specimen to be held without its thickness affecting the cavity length. This is achieved as follows. The
spccim n film is deposited onto an insulating sub tratc.
111is substrate is clamped be twcenlrings that fan move
longitudinally
within an outer shell. The length of the
cavi ty is determined
by the movable short circuit end
plate held in the outer shell. The specimen is tangential to;
tl e E field at a distance "~!4from the short circuit. The
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Fig.4.

Park's

cavity

for thicker

films

or high E'

/I(r:;h frequency

d iclcct ru;

II/CO.\l,rCIIIPIiI

Thin film dielectric

the film, and conduction
currents in the seeding layer
would completely upset the measurements.

Vo

vs

without

d

measurements

I

film

4 METHODS REQUIRING
A FILM TO BE
DEPOSITED DIRECTLY
INTO A CAVITY
with

vs d2
film

In the two methods to be described here, the empty cavity
is first measured.
Part of it is then removed and the film
is deposited directly into this part of the cavity. The cavity
is then reassembled and measured again. These two techniques have the following advantages and difficulties in
common.
spa ce r

Advantages. TIh! film may be measured with the E field
perpendicular
to the film. If required, the normal seeding
layer may be used. A small area of film may be measured
even at the lower microwave frequencies.

Fig.6,

Difficulties. An existing film on an insulating substrate
cannot be measured.
'v1uch more seriously, the cavity, or a
P:Ht of it, is subjected to the film processing and must
therefore be compatible with that processing, the temperatures used, etc. This also implies that a long time must
elapse between the cavity being measured empty and being
rerneasurcd with the film present, and thus a very stable
cavity is required.
4.1

Sobel

'5

method

The cavity shown in Fig.S uses a circular
mode at 2.9 GHz.

re-entrant

TMoll

The factor F is minimised by depositing the film onto a small
gJP between the movable centre post and the end plate.
A film thickness greater than l Ourn is required.
The calculation
of film parameters
utilizes an equivalent
circuit approach.
The cavity is considered as a radial transmission line giving an Inductance which resonates with the
central capacitor.
The resonant frequencies with and
without the film are made equal by adjusting the gap from
dl without the film to (d2 + r) with the film. Precision
spacers outside the cavity are used to set d , and d2' For
the case where I ~ dj ~ 1'1, £' is simply given by

,

(5)

E

Curves are plotted of resonant frequency versus d , and d2
with and without the 111m as shown in Fig.6. Each point on
the curve is the me an of many measurements.

x is found, then

From Fig.6 the quantity
(d

r - x

d2) =

1 -

(6)

gives the value of (dl

-

d2) for use in equation

(5).

FIgure 7 shows the situation approximately
to scale in the
vertical direction, the value of x = 0.007 m111must be subTypical

~~

dl - 0·155
d2
O· 152

=

2rO
FigS

film

Sobel's

l l ig]: [r<'qllt'f1CY

B

2r, = 3·2
! -9'5

~fj~£f
Without

dim«nsions

2rO -36·

With

film

cavity

diel~crric

meaSliremelit

t - 0·010

(mm)

Measurements

taken on Sobel's

thickness

cavity

tracted from t = 0.0] 0 mm to give (d) -- d2) =
0.003 mm. It is seen that a difference between similar
values is involved and very accurate measurements
of
length and film thickness arc absolutely viral. Nevertheless
the method can give accuracies bettcr than 10 per ce nt for
a ] ,LIm film by taking the mean of many measurements.
£" is found from the decrease in the Q of the cavity when
the film is deposited in it. An equivalent circuit approach
to the calculation was used similar to that described in
section 4.2. In practice two cavities are used. The cavity
for the measurement
of £' has the film deposited onto the
end plate which is removable.
For measurement
of E" a
fixed end plate is used to give a higher value of Q for the
empty cavity, and the film is deposited onto the centrepost.
Advantages.

These have been dealt with above.

Difficulties. In addition to those already outlined the
method is extremely laborious, entailing the aver aging of'
many measurements,
and requires small differences to be
used in the calculation.
Because of the size of the cavity
and the small movement required, the method is not thought
to be practicable at X-band.
4.2

Mehmet's

method

[1,6]

The cavity in this case is a TEM coaxial resonator, capacitively loaded at the centre. TI1e film is placed LI1 3. small
gJP in the centre conductor
where E has its greatest value.
This type of cavity has been used for S-band and X-band
measurements
of Si02, SiO and Al203 with film thicknesses
in the range I to 3,L1m. Figure S shows the cavity drawn to
scale, apart from the gap which is exaggerated.
Also shown in Fig.S is the distribution
of radial electric
field along the cavity. This mode of resonance. with an
extra A/2 on each side of the gap, was used for the X-band
measurements.
The same cavity resonates in S-band in a
mode without the extra A/2 on each side of the gap.
The cavity material is Invar, silver plated and gold flashed.
The cavity consists of two parts, a top and a base. The
base is more complicated
than the top 3S it contains a dumbbell coupling to waveguide (for the S-bJnd measurements
:1
loop coupling to cOJX W:lS used). Four tops were 1113de to
fit onto one base so that four specimens of film can be
obtained from one deposition.
The film is deposited
directly onto the centre post of the simpler top part of the
cavity, deposition being by means of evaporation
or RF
sputtering.
Self-supporting
3 mm diameter discs With a
thickness of 13,L1m have also been measured.

(,3

M. 1\ ..

1{eP/1U1l

an

d K. Mchmc t

with the film present

the impedance

seen is
(9)

where the primed
Thus we have

20

=

21

quantities

apply with the film present.

51 = (~)2[(~)1/2
So

vI

+ ---'x
'2 +
I

va

,

]

(10)

'1

where So is the input VSWR at resonance for the empty
cavity and
is the input VSWR of the cavity at resonance
with the film in position.
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Fig.7.

Hence it may be seen that

Gap dimensions

For measurement
of E', the optimum value of dO/dl is
approximately
6. However, for measurement
of E" maximum Q is desirable, giving in this case an optimum value
of do/dl = 3.5. The errors quoted later are for the cavity
illustrated, with a compromise value of dO/dl = 5.

(II)

where

The perturbation
theory can be and has been applied, but a
simpler measurement
technique and more accurate values
of 13" result from using an equivalent circuit approach.
The
equivalent circuit of the empty gap is the rr-section of
Fig.9a. The values of the component
parts of this zr-secticn
may be evaluated by carrying out measurements
on the
resonant frequencies of a number of different TEM modes
in the cavity.
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I ------

kVl

+ sin kZJl

Cp and m can also be caJcula ted from field theory. For the
very small gaps used, Cp will normally be negligible giving
the simplified equivalent circuit of Fig.9b, and for many
purposes m may be neglected compared with unity also.
With the film in place the equivalent circuit becomes as
Fig.9c. From these equivalent circuits and straightforward
transmission line theory we obtain
I

E

=

x

where k

l[

(I + m)

vI

tan k'vI

V2 tan

kV2

-1

- m

]

+ x-I

t

E
ELECTRIC
FIELD
CONFIGURATION

-1

\

,(7)
0)

= 271L/c.

CAVITY

is calculated from the VSWR's at resonance, with and
withou t the film [1]. This new technique" is easier and
more accurate than that of measuring the cavity Q with and
without the film. The principle is simply explained with
reference to Figs 10 and 11.

E"

Typical

'00

Figure l Oa shows the equivalent circuit of the empty cavity;
with the film present Co (I + m) is replaced by the circuit
of Fig.9c giving the series equivalent circuit of Fig.IOb.
Figure 11 shows the equivalent circuit of the cavity with
its coupling represented by a mutual inductance,
and the
self inductance of the coupling absorbed into the cavity
equivalent circuit and the transmission line.
Looking
is

into the cavity without

the mm the impedance

L

=

Do
DO/Dr

for
MHz

to 5 J.J m

32 mm
IS mm

= 5

Go - 30

jJ

m

(8)
b)
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t .. I

seen

20 =
• Reference [14J discusses a similar measurement
technique:
became available t00 late for inclusion in this discussion.
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Equivalent

This equation is calculated with the assumption of uniform
distribution
of surface resistance within the cavity, i.e. no
extra losses occurring at the split in the outer. The measured value of Qo is 93 per cent of the theoretical value.
The results obtained using this equivalent circuit approach
were verified in two ways: firstly they were compared with
the results calculated using the perturbation
theory, and
secondly they were verified by measuring known materials
in the form of self-supported
films. The materials used for
construction
of the cavity were chosen to be compatible
with the dielectric film and with the processing required
during its deposition, i.e. prolonged heating to 200°C in a
vacuum. Measurements
were carried out using a precision
waveguide reflectorne ter [I, 6]. Q measurements
were
made to an accuracy of ±O.S per cent. The measurement
of
resonant frequency was accurate to only ±O.I Ml-lz when
the cavity was repeatedly dismantled and reassembled.
The
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Equivalent

circuits

with

--Z

High frequency

circuit

dielectric

Parameter

e
e

I

II

tan 0

from a single measurement

Equivalent
method
±7.3%
±12%
±9.4%

circuit

Perturbati on
method
±6.9%
±29%
1:29%

instability of the microwave oscillator used was significant
and a more stable oscillator would give more accurate
results. The ratios of VS\\fR's could be measured to an
accuracy of ±O.16 per cent. The resulting errors in the
material properties measured are shown in Table 2.
It is seen that a great improvement
in accuracy is obtainable
for the loss measurements
by using the equivalent circuit
approach rather than the perturbation
theory. This is
because the latter requires accurate measurements
of small
changes in narrow bandwidths.
Advantages. Apart from those already outlined the method
can give several measurement
frequencies with one cavity
by using several modes of resonance.
Measurement
of e" is
simple and can give more accurate results than other techniques. An error in film thickness gives only a similar error
in €. The accuracy figures quoted could be improved with
the use of a more stable oscillator.
to

5 I NDI RECT METHODS

of cavity

These methods involve using the film as the dielectric in a
microwave sandwich capacitor as in Fig.l. One is then faced
with the problem of modelling the capacitor and measuring
its properties accurately.
Cavity

Equivalent

Table 2. Errors obtained

film

,M~

Fig.11.

of gap

Difficulties. The re-entrant shape of cavity is difficult
make to the close tolerances required.

~

~

circuits

of coupling

measllremen

t

Straightforward
measurement
of the capacitor impedance is
not accurate enough due to the discontinuities
involved in
making the transition from the measuring system to the
minute capacitor.
Wc hope to overcome this using on-line
computer correction techniques [8]. The seventy of the
problem of measuring the capacitor loss directly is shown in
Fig. J 2. Microwave measuremen t of impedance will normally be made via a measurement
of reflection coefficient.
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0'01

C = IpF

2

20

--(J"\)

<.le

= '"'CR

GHz

C = 10 pF

I

5

C = O' I pF
200

A micr ostrip transmission line is used to construct the
resonator.
In each case the components
of the equivalent
circuit are found from the changes in the resonant frequency
and the Q, when the capacitor is added to the ernptv
resonator.
The main difficulties lie in the technique used
for connecting the capacitor to the resonator. The capacitor
is so minute that direct connection of a separately made capacitor into a resonator is almost impossible. Direct deposition
of the capacitor into the resonator results in complex processing techniques being required if the empty resonator is tu
be measured before construction
of the capacitor.
Figure
14 shows to scale the plan view of such a I pF capacitor
deposited across a gap in a microstrip line.
Various configurations

R C k J"\)
y

0·25

20

2

O' 2
+ j 25

0·025

+J 2·5

0'0025

+jO·25

C =10 pF

Fig.12.

Admittance

of lossy capacitor

In Fig. J 2 it is assumed that three capacitors with values of
0.1 pF, 1 p+ and 10pFaremadeusingadielcctricwith
tan 0 = 0.01. The admittances of these capacitors are
shown tabulated at the frequency of 7.96 GHz and plotted
on a Smith chart. It is seen that all three capacitors have
an admittance lying practically on the rim of the chart,
i.e. they are almost indistinguishable
from lossless capacitors. Thus it is that present techniques involve using the
capacitor to perturb a resonant transmission line; we are in
fact back to a form of cavity measurement
technique.
A satisfactory equivalent circuit model for the capacitor of
Fig.! must be used. In particular the conductor losses must
be separated from those of the dielectric.
Figure 13 shows
a model for a capacitor with identical conducting films on
both sides of the dielectric [9].
The measurements

may be used.

Figure 15 shows plan views of the top conduc tor of the
microstrip line for three methods.
In Fig.l Sa, Mehmets
resonator, the symmetrical microstrip line is terminated at
both ends in 3 short circuit. Coupling is achieved at one
end by feeding a current through the short circuit [13].
TI1e resonance of reflection is measured. :vlichie's
resonator [11], shown in Fig.LSb, again requires measurement of resonance of reflection.
In this case the line is
terminated in a short circuit at one end but UtC Input power
is obtained via a capacitative coupling to the electric field
This has the advantage that the coupling C3D be closely
controlled, so that an optimum value for accurate measurements may be chosen. Hughes' resonator [12], shown in
Fig.lSc, utilizes a transmission method of measu ring
resonance.
A capacitative coupling to the electric field is
used at both input and output.
An essential pan 01- this
method is that the coupling should be sufficiently weak
not to affect the measurements.
All three methods usc an equivalent circuit appro ach to the
calculation of the material proper tics. and not the pcr i urbation technique.
Thus very large changes in Ire que ncy and
Q factor can be permitted, and this should permit accurate
measurements
to be obtained.
HOwever, the accuracy of
the values obtained for the properties of the dielectric
material can never be greater than the accuracy of the
equivalent circuit model used.
Advant ages. The method has the poten tial of giving
accura te measurernen ts, particularly for E". It pe rmi
measurernen t of the dielectric properties in situ.

Rc

conductor

lead to a value of Qx defined by

of resonators

=

2Rs

gives

In this equation

=

(13)

[tan 0]-1

and the other relevant quantities
and 13.

are illustrated

in Figs 12

Calculation of E" depends on having a known value for Rs,
the surface resistivity of the conducting films used. Correct
use of skin depth in relation to film thickness is essential.
Current work is aimed at measuring, with a separate cavity
[10] , Rs for the particular conducting films already used.
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DIfficulties. The typical capacitor size is a few hundred urn
square, giving rise to discontinuities
when connected to the
microstrip line. The resonator must withstand the film
processing techniques if the capacitor is deposited directly
onto the resonator.

6 CONCLUSIONS
In the space of this short review it has been necessary to
gloss over many important factors and approximate
freely
for the sake of conciseness.
The reader is strongly advised
to consult the source references before contemplating
measurements
of his own.
Of the methods described it seems clear that Park's method
is capable of giving the most accurate results providing the
conditions necessitated can be satisfied, i.e. for X-band
measurements
a uniform film 50 mm diameter is required
deposited on an insulating substrate without a seeding layer.
For small areas of film at microwave frequencies up to
12 GHz, with the electric field perpendicular
to the film being
measured. and with the use of a seeding layer permitted,
then we recommend the use of Mchme t's method. We
expect that the indirect method, i.e. measuring a capacitor
made with the dielectric film, will yield more accurate
results in the future, but work on these methods is still in
progrcss. '"
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It is clear that much work remains to be done in this field.
* References [15 J and [16 J also appeared too late to be discussed.
They arc very relevant, an d'prescnt
the most recent results on this
subject.
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DISCUSSION
DR M. KENT (Torry

Research Station) asked what was the
cavity and MR McPHUN replied that it
was 700 but that this was quite adequate.
DR G. J. HILL
(ERA, Le atherhead) asked what were the lowest values of
permittivity
that could be measured at 2.8 GHz using Park's
method.
He also asked if it were possible to measure high
permittivity,
say oi the order 300. MR McPHUN replied
that Park's method was not really suitable for low permittivity measurements
at 2.8 GHz due to the large area of
film required at that frequency. However, for high permittivity materials, an annulus or small disc of the material
would be deposited.
Thus permittivities
of 300 should be
measurable with ease, even at 2.8 GHz.

Q of the microstrip

68

PROF. J. LAlvlB (University of Glasgow) said that he had
used the Mehmet cavity and found that it had two modes
whose frequencies are very conveniently placed. One of
these gives an electric field which is concentrated
and radial
at the gap. One COUld, therefore, use the dielectric substitution method.
DR R. J. COOK (NPL) asked if with high perrnittivity
materials different results were obtained for different specimen positions in the cavity. MR McPHUN replied that so
far he had made no attempt to test such effects since he
had been working to reduce errors of known origin. In any
case, he had·so far confined his measurements
to relativelv
low permittivity
materials (E' - 3 to 10), for example
.
alumina.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Various measurement
techniques are employed for the
measurement
of the microwave dielectric properties of
materials.
Some of these techniques and their limitations
are described by other authors in these Proceedings.

0.6

iif= energy stored in the

will be applied

to a rectangular

cavity as

Assuming resonance in the TE 1011 mode, the field distribution in the cavity is given by [3]

Ey =

Illill.

The measurcrne n t approach presented uses the perturbation
theory applied to a rectangular cavity. The theoretical
approach. experimental
techniques and the errors will be
discussed in the following sections.

2 THEORETICAL

of the specimen,

Now this principle
in Figure 1 a.

Our problem was to determine the variation of E' and tan [)
across the area of alumina substrates having a thickness of
about

= volume
cavity.

=

Esin

(:X)SiI1

-i ~ ~

sin

(n;z)-

(n: )

\

z).

cos ( n ;

(2)

APPROACH

TIle perturbation
technique has been used in many investigauons especially on cavities [1,2).
TI1e relationship
between the parameters of an unperturbed
cavity and the
same cavity but perturbed by a nonmagnetic
dielectric
material is given by
,

where
and

1)

=

IJ}1Ag

Ag = guide wavelength

for the 1ElO mode.

(1)

where

resonant

frequency

of the unperturbed

resonant

frequency

of the perturbed

cavity,
cavity.

x
(a)

d.n;9

f----------

QI

=

unloaded

Q-factor

of the unperturbed

Q2

=

unloaded

Q-factor

of the perturbed

E

complex

E, = electric

Eo

1

cavity,

1

cavity,

=

relative permit tivity of the dielectric

b

s -

b

=

--------1

specimen,

l_~~~~~~==~==~~~~

field inside the specimen,

L

electric field in the same plane but with the dielectric
specimen removed,

>.9 ___j
4

( b)

* Dr Mchmc t i, new with Cassar Electronics
The paper was given by Dr Mehrnct.

llig): frequency

die/ec (ric measuremcn

t

Ltd., Harlow, Essex.

Fig.l.
(b)

(a) Cavity
Cross section

loaded

with

of cavity

dielectric

with

specimen

specimen

in recessed slot
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where a, b and cl arc the cavity dimensions and a', b' and [
arc the specimen dimensions as shown in Figs !J arid 2.

r-------------~---1 .

Integrating and substituting
Z we obtain

the respective

values of x, y and

(0)

E

i-a

I

I
,b

P==

;I ~ !

I

1)

(6b)

P6 ( 2Q

==

where

I
I

n

-abd [ 1 a' b't

a
27Ta,sin

E

tan 0

n

==

I

cavity

showing

At a place Ag/4 from the shortcircuit
bu tions are given by

n,
Hz

dimensions

3 EXPERIMENTAL

Ag
-cos
2a

17

(7T
- x) .
a

A thin dielectric sheet is placed across the cavity at this
point as shown in Figure la. Under these conditions

t, ==

Eo

Ey

==

""IORK

(:x}

Esin

(4)

Cavi ty ]: TE 102 mode, Q 1
Cavity 2: TE104 mode, Q 1
silver plating)

these values in equation

(1) we obtain

6000 (""'7000 when polished)
6800 (:::::;7400 straight after

These cavities were split at Ag/4 from the shortcircuit
plane
as shown in Fig.l b and a recessed slot was prepared to
accommodate
the specimens which were placed in the cavity
as shown in Fig.2a and 2b. Note that at this plane the wall
currents are entirely transverse, i.e. parallel to the split.
The cavity was excited through a dumbell slot and its parameters, namely Q and IJ were measured using an x-band
precision reflectorneter
system (4).
Figure 3 shows the dismantled

Substituting

proper-

The cavities were made from WG 16 waveguides.
Two of
these cavities which resonated at about 9.5 GHz had the
following characteristics:

(3)

== j-

U1e dielectric

plane the field distri-

0,
E

(7)

I

E

These equations are used to calculate
ties of the speci men s.

7T X
( a)

[sin

==

specimen

tan 0 which, from equations

P 6 (1/2Q)
==

E

Ey

-a-

We also use the loss tangent
(6a) and (ob), is given by

(b)
Cr oss-sectio n of loaded

_7Ta

and 6v is negative.

.. a,_J

Fig.2.

(7 ')J-l

The experimental
cavity parameters,

cavity.

procedure was to measure the empty
then insert the specimen and measure

.0.v
VI

+

i6(21Q)
r

-EriE -

I)

b'

a'

fff

E2Sin2(1T X)dXdYdz
a

000
(5)
d

2EO

b

fff
000
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Measurement of the properties of rectangular plates using a rectangular cavity
Table 1
Dielectric

properties
Reported by others

Measu red

,

Material

tan5Xl03

E

ALUMINA
Coors 99.5
091
092
093
094
221
223
224
101
102
103

10
9.54
9.57
9.40
9.55
9.81
9.86
9.74
9.36
9.57
9.55
9.68
9.41

0.13
0.8
1.3
0.8
1.4
0.3
0.58
0.58
0.8
1.31
, .22

,

v(GHz)

E

9.5

9.8

tanoXl03

v (GHz)

Ref

10

0.1

[5J

0.001
0.001

9.6
9.64

Expanded Polystyrene

1.06

3

Ruby Mica (70)

5.8

0.4

5.4

0.3

Amber Mica (60)

6.0

2.3

6.1

2.2

9.5

[4]

Soda Lime Glass

6.1

16.0

6.1

15.0

9.5

[4]

the new loaded cavity parameters.
The dielectric properties
of the: specimen were then calculated using equations (6a),
(6b) and (7). In this investigation
various materials were
used. The measured results and the values quoted by other
workers are shown in Table 1.

4 MEASUREMENT

4.1

Systematic

system

can be summarized

the discontinuity
of the electric field owing to the air gap
between the specimen and the top of the cavity. This error
can be removed by adopting the approach shown in Fig.Za
(and Fig.I b). Note that a' and not a" should be used in
(6b).

These can be estimated using statistical methods [4]. The
probable fractional error OE' /E' in E' as found in the present
technique can be estimated from the equation

Se'

errors

,

These arc due to calibration errors, system faults and biasing,
and proper design 011 eliminate them. If they are not
eliminated
they will introduce an error which will give a bias
equal in magnitude in 'Ill of the measured values. As an
illustra tion consider a dielectric specimen mounted as in
Fig.Zb. Measured results for this arrangement
are shown in
Table 2. Here we have a systematic error. It arises from
Table 2. Systematic

[6J

4.2 Random errors

ERRORS

The errors of the measurement
as follows.

10

=:

±O.9

E

[(Ob')2
-,
b

+

(Ol)2
-

+

t

(8a')2

8,..

+ 2

(5V)2]
1/2,
--

a

v

( S)

where ob'/b', ... etc. are the maximum fractional spreadvalues, The errors in our measurements
are shown in
Table 3,which givesoE'/E'
-:-= ±O.OI4(1.4%);themcJsured
spread values were lower than this value.

errors
Table 3. Random errors
Measured by
others

Measured

,

,

Material

E

v (GHz)

E

1
2
3
4

8.92
9.17
8.47
9.28

9.5

9.49
9.6
9.06
9.8

Difference
Variables

lJ

(GHz)

HIgh frequency

dielectric measurement

-5.6

-4.5
10.0
10.0

Maxlmum
spread

4.0
10.8
0.63
9467.3
9446.0

±002
±0.003
±0.3
±0.3

%

a
9.3

Average
values

-6.5
-5.3

(mm)
b (mm)
t (mm)
iJl (MHz)
v2 (MHz)

±O.Ol
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5 CONCLUSIONS
The measurement
technique presented here is quite simple
and practical and the error analysis of the measuring system
showed that errors within ±1.4 per cent in E' can be
achieved. It will be seen in section 4.2 that the most important error parameter is a'. This can be reduced by extending
the specimen (if possible) across the area of the cavity. In
order to satisfy the perturbation
theory and keep !:lv/v
smaller than 0.005, it is then necessary to reduce the ratio of
the volume of the specimen to that of the cavity, i.e. to
increase the length of the cavity. For this work however,
it was desirable to work with small specimen areas.
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APPENDIX 21.

Surface-resistance measurements of thin conducting
films at 10 GHz •

. Electronics Letters 8, 26, pp 637-639, (28th Dec. 1972).
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J-J>. 6'37 - 639
SURFACE-RESISTANCE
OF THIN CONDUCTING
l"dexinK

tcrms:

I1U'(HUrCm('IJ/s,

Thin tilm»

MEASUREMENTS
FILMS AT 10 GHz

Calibration, {(J/lity
Rcsistonco tncasuremcnts,

resonators, AliCf'(JWUlJl'
Surface phenomena
.,

--------

The. letter describes a technique for calilxati~n
of an Hott
for surtacc-rcsistancc
measurements
of thin-film
and
bulk samples at 10 GHz.
After calibration
and insertion' of
the sample, ,I. is only necessary 10 measure the return 10116 or
v.x.w.r. at resonance.
Tbe conductivity and surface resistance
of the sample may then be read directly from a graph .
ca vuy

The performance
of many microwave
integrated
circuits
(rn.i.c.s) is critically dependent
on the microwave
surface
resistance of thin metal films, often built up by electroplating.
Experience
shows that this surface resistance
cannot
be
predicted from direct-current
or low-frequency measurements.
This leiter describes a technique for calibration of a cylindrical
Ho" cavity for surface-resistance
measurements
of thin-film
and bulk samples at 10 GHz.
The thin film is measured after deposition onto its normal
substrate.
This forms one end plate of the HOI, cylindrical
cavity. as shown in Fig. 1. A dielectric substrate is supported
only by its corners, so that it has no conducting backing. The
other end plate forms an integral part of the cavity. This is
ideally suited for surface-resistance
measurements,
as for the
pure mode there are no current paths between the bore of the
cavity and the end plates.
Thus contact resistance of a
detachable end plate will have no effect on the Q factor of the
cavity.
However, associated with the Ho" mode is the the
degenerate El" mode. Interference from this mode may be
eliminated by putting annular grooves in the solid end of the
cavity, as shown. Provided that there is negligible field penetration into the grooves, the effect of the grooves on the Ho It
mode may be obtained by considering the grooved end of the
cavity to have an effective conductivity
"2. The Q factor of
the cavity is now given by .
I

Q

Q of bore

+ ------__ I

+ --_.

Q of grooved

end

__ ---.-

Before the surface resistance of (he sample can be found, the
surface resistance (J/(la-) of the bore and grooved end plate
must be known. This may be found by measuring the cavity
Q factor, first with a detachable
end plate of conductivity
G.I and then with an end plate having identical grooves to the
opposite end and an effective conductivity
(12. Thus, three
Q factor measurements
are required to obtain the surface
resistance of the sample. However, these measurements
may
be greatly simplified. as described below.
Consider the cavity to be represented
by a series-tuned
circuit with resistance R, coupled via a. mutual inductance MI.
For the cavity, Q = Wo L/ R., and Wo and L may be assumed
to remain constant for all conducting
samples.
Any two
Q factor measurements
may then be related by
S2

where Q, and Q2 are the cavity Q factors for resistances R, and
R.2• respectively, giving V.S.W.r.s at resonance of S I and S~.
Therefore. Q, having been measured, S, and S1, Q2 may be
found.
In practice, it has been found more convenient
to
measure the return loss,
On returning to eqn. I, we find that Qs may be written as a
function of QL-and S,. the cavity Qfactor and the V.S.W.r.
for a detachable
end plate of conductivity
alo and Ss, the
v.s.w.r. with the sample end plate. Rearranging
the equation
gives
K)

71},,2Zl\'

-e

211'

20, a,

2Al Qt(St/Ss)

If Q" SI> r>, t'1, and <>2 (12 are known, a calibration
curve of
l/(), a, against Ss may be drawn.
Return-loss
measurements
have been made on the present cavity to obtain the calibration
curve of Fig. 2A, which shows the variation of surface resistance
and conductivity
of the sample with return loss,
Careful
analysis of errors yields a maximum error in R, of ± 0·0012 n.
Thus, the cavity having been calibrated,
all subsequent
surface-resistance
measurements
may be made by measurement of the return loss at resonance alone.

..-

Q of sample end

i.e,

~

~

....

E
C

er'"

b

§

(I)

Qs

R2

QI

Q~ = R;· = S~

Q.

u
+-'
lfl

'Ui

.?

;. is t he free-space wavelength at resonant frequency
1')0/271, Av is the guide wavelength
at resonant
frequency
Wo/271, Lw is the wave impedance
of H", circular waveguide
mode, (1, is the conductivity
of bore material, (ll is the skin
depth in bore material, (1, is the conductivity
of sample, (l, is
the skin depth in sample, a2 is the effective conductivity
of
grooved end, (52 is the effective skin depth in grooved end,
Qs is the Q factor of cavity with sample, K is the «01 al and QC
is the attenuation
constant of Ho I circular waveguide mode.

<lJ

where

integral grooved·
end plate

end plate with
effective conductivity

Fig. 1
sample

Test cavity showing

L
((J
U

0
L

:l
<f\

~Q
E
0
<f\

return

I055,dB

Fig. 2A

end plate with
conductivity

a,

Calibration curve showing variation of sample conductivity and surface resistance with return loss

thin -film sample

Fig, 2B Ratio of surface resistances for a thick- and thin-film
sample plotted against the ratio thickness/skin
depth'

0"2
calibration

end plates and thin-film

() C'1 0 measured values
II,IR _ I corresponds
10 an evaporated
O.72;m", .. 48'3xI0'(j-'m-'

~.

copper

filrn with

R, = 0'02860,

Measurements

using this technique yield a conductivity
of
m-I
for electrolytically
polished,
vacuumannealed high-purity bulk copper. This compares favourably
with the standard
d.c. conductivity
for copper of 58·0 x
J06 0-1 m-I.
Measurements
on films with thickness I greater than three
skin depths (l/b > 3) yield the bulk value of surface resistance
R; For 1/<5 < 3, the actual microwave surface resistance R
for that thickness is given, since the intrinsic impedance of the
insulating substrate greatly exceeds that of the film.
R is
related to R. by the expression"

57·1 x 1060-1

cosh (2//b)-cos
sinh (21/o)+sin

(21/b)
(21/0)

=

(I/o

for

(1/(5)

< 0·4

Measurements
of R for evaporated copper films are compared
with this theory in Fig. 2B, showing good agreement.
Further
measurements
on films deposited
plating solutions will be published later.
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APPENDIX 22.

Simple resonator method for measurins dispersion
of microstrip.

Electronics Letters 8, 6, pp 165-166, (23rd March 1972).
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at both

cneis.

This

conllgul'ittion

whenever tile Iinc icnl"til
length at t h.n frequency

h."

rcvon.int

bccomc-, :1 1l111111Dic
.

The effective rcl.u ivc pcrrniu ivirv
is defined such that

i.·efJ

l'rl'ljlIC'I\Cll'\
« av c-

of h:llf"

for :, rnicrosuip

line

l.'

where

is

["ff

:t

function

of frequency

and

the paramcicr,

of

rne t c i bl oc k

res
bcsepl,ate

t

in9 or,

DC5e;:>lote

short-clrcult~·1

ojj
7:~~::~,~~'
m I

planes

screwed
to
baseplate

I

!

LJ
o

Microsirip resonetor short circuiteo at both ends

Fig. 1
a Resonant
b T~st jig

line

the microstr ip, and cis the velocity of light in free space.
an air-dielectric
line with no dispersion,
the resonant
quency j~ would be

Io

SIMPLE
RESONATOR
METHOD
FOR
MEASURING
DISPERSION
OF MICROSTRIP

For
fre-

!Ie

=

7j_-

where II is the number of halfwavelerigi
hs and L is the length
of the ruicrostrip line.
Lctj;,.\ be the resonant frequency
of the rnicrosirip resonator
with dispersion.
Then
ne

/I['

L, = 2L
r iri:.!'

11,1.'[/

vurcmcru

Therefore

The method
U:--<.!S the revenant
frequencies
of a simple straight
rnicr o-arrp
rcvon.u or. shorr-circuucd
ut both ends.
It i:::.
cxcucd b~ PJ."•..,:ng J. current through one of the shan circuits.
Graphs of eTccnv c rclat ive pcrrnu uv it.y ~1g:1in~rfrequency arc
given fur rcson.nors on alum.na and quartz substrates with an
error or' within ani) =0· 1:;<;.

Knowing
the harmonic number /I and the resonant
of the resonant
line, C,fj' can be calculated.

frequency

lox
This
leucr
presents
a simple
and
practical
microwave
measuring
technique.
utilising a resonant line to determine
the
effective relative permittivity
t"ff
of rnicrostrip.
Published
works 1 _ 7 in this field have shown that tc;'f increases with an
increase 111 frequency,
i.e. the line is dispersive.
Hence the
charactcri-n ic impcdan.:c of th.:; line decreases with:\11 Incre:.lse
in frequency.
Thc:rel'Llt'e th.:; variation
of r:eff \,itb frequency
slwlIl.j be kIlO\\n.
There :tl"C fLlUr methods
of measuring
I:,'ff in common
u,e:
(0) open-circuitcd
(6) ring
(e)

rcson:ltor

vari:ltion

(d) nodal

res,)nant
2•

shift

microstrip

line'

3, 6

of phase

of a line \I'ith frequency3

technique,"

l\kthocl
a necd~ correction
ror the 'end effect', merhod
b
becomes difficult (or \viLie strips of the microsrrip
line, method
c require~ ('orr,:clio11 for transition
to the measuring
.:quipmcnt,
anc1 method
d is very laborious.
A comparison
of these
tcchnique,5
concluded
thdt method h, thc ring resonator,
has
heen ,ho\ln" to h:1\'e a number oj' diflieulties
that require the
ti'" of .\ bi"t'e ~\Ib,tr<ltc :11' :.Ita o\crcol11e.
The ne\\' method
prc\cn{~d

0\ cr(l)111l· .... thc

Cooke'
micro,;trip
pfcoenrcd

rCc'ogIllseJ th~tt the ,iloft-circuit
terl11inatiun
of' a
line could eliminate
end efrects.
The method
hCI'c lbC~ a straight
rcsonator
with a short circuit
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Tahlc

I

Rcsou.m:

B

A

line

C

D

E

-- ------~-------materia]

alumina

alumina

alumina

fused
qLlartz

fused
quartz

Line: length,

mm

50·55

25,33

:!5·34

25165

24·783

Strip

mm

102

3· 18

3·18

4044

2·S51

1·02

1·02

0·635

0-4S9

0-499

Substrate

width,

Substrate
t hick ness, mm
Nominal
impedance

z., ~}

50
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Evpcr irucrn a! work: :'vleasurcme:nIS of' [,If against frequency
« cre made in or cer to study the accuracy
of this method.
In
particular.
we examined
the rcpca t a bilit y of the results and the
effect of fringing
riclds on the short-circuit
plane and the
effect of using sliver paint 10 make the short circuits.
We also
compared
our results \\ ith those obtained
by the nodal-shift
technique.':'
il.1cJ,;uremenls
were nude
on the five lines shown
in
Table I.
Short-circuit
planes extended
on both ends on ihe strip over
t hc complete
\I idth
oi' thc ground
plane, as shown in Fig. la.
The rcson.in: line \\';15 excited through a ,;ingle probe.
The
probe con-isied of an o.s.rn. microstrip adaptor,
with the lab
111cd dov n to 0·3 rr.m by 0·2 rr.rn. screwed onto the baseplate.
The resonator
\,;,:; placed on the base plate. \\ it h the probe in
coru.ict \\ .th the short circuit 10 feed ;t current
through
it
IFig. 1/)). This ga\e J sensibly constant coupling
mer the
complete
frequency
range plotted.
Careful checks were made
to ensure: iha: the coupling
did not affect the resonant
frequency.
The rncasurcmcnts
"ere made using an ordinary
5\\ cpi- Ircq ucncy
re fleet ometer con ne:ctcd ro t he probe.
The
resonance: \\as indicncd
by a sharp decrease in the: rei1eC\ion
cocffi..:iel1t.
If ll1e;hur":.Il1Cnh of ,1 r..:stricte:d frcque:ney range only are
required,
it IS possibk
to jind the \·,tluc of /I as follows: .A.
h"nd-h.::!d
probe
(c.g. a screwdriver)
JS movcd
along the
;,trlp while
the n.',on;lIxe
is observed.
The ma"imum
,;hift
of frequency
is obse.r\·ed at every voltage maximum.
1t \1,)0; found that there is some 'held spillover'
at the f;lr
end of the short-circuit
plane.
This can be ovcrcome
by it
metal block placed J.S in Fig. Ib ro extend the shorl-circliit
plane \0 the fringing i't..:lds. At the probe end of the line, the
body of the O.S.Ill. connector
ser\'es to extend the shorr circuil
pbne.
Fig. 2 shows son:e of the results obtained
for G"f} ag;linst
freq:ency
using' this reson"nt-Ilnc
technique.
The variation
of r.lf for alumina
sub,H:l[es,
\\ith and without
the meLtI
bl,)Ck. j, shown for lines ..\ and B. and the cfl'cct or replacing
the: ciCPOSllC,l short circuits with siher paint is silown fur
line: C. For ],ne~ D ;ll1d E, on clll;lrlZ substraH':" a c.:ompario;on
l'C rcsults obuinccl
by the resonant-line
and no(LtI-~hift
technioues
IS shO\\n.
Tile Lilter !.!I\es a spread of ± 2 ~/~, and
excel1c~t "lLrcer:lent bet\\een the t~\·o techniques
\,as obtained.
The e"p:.n-ded sc:.le ror <-('If and the bek of scaller in the
~esults are nOlc\\onlw.
It can be ~een that 'f:lt!ul'e to shOrl-circuit
the fringing fields
can kdd to errors of up 10 ) . .+ ~/~ for smal! I/. The usc of siher
p;.:int to form the shorr Circuits does not affect the results tOO
"lgnillC:intly.
It does. ho\\ever.
10\lcr the Q factor of the
re~unator
:il1d l11;tl-:e lhe measurements
much rnol'e difllcult,
[0 p~r(ornl.

Tile :tCCl.rilC\· of !ht; resonant-line
mcthod depends on the
IllC:Isur,n1ellt
of the icng.th L of the lin..: :lI1d the reson;mt
in:qu..:nc), j;".
L can readily be mCJsured
to a very high
dC(.:ur~H:y. Using?
frequency
counter,
the accuracy
'/:':0:
dcp..:nds malilly on the Q factor of the reson;l(or,
typically
350. \Ve: h~l\e f"und lhJt wc C;tn measurer.,.,
\0 an accur;lcy
bettcr lhan \\ithin =0 I
Thus, with care, a total accuracy
of F.,'ll of within ±Ol :~'~can be achieved,
and ±0·3% can
be achieved"
J\ h case.

or

~<)'
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The method
has advantage"
over other me i hods III .i-,
simplicity and accuracy, and it can be used on lines wn h wiele
strips where other methods
become
more difficult.
For
example,
line D \\ ould require a 90 mm-square
substrate
to
obtain accurate
results using the ring-resonator
method."
o
whereas
our. results
were obtained
on a 25 mm-square
substrate.
The authors
wish to thank E. G. Coates. \\IIl' supplied
some of the samples, and the UK Science Research Council
for financial support.
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APPENDIX 23.

Calibration of microwave network analyser for computercorrected s para~eter measurements.
,

Electronics Letters

.2"

6, pp 126-128, (22nd March 1973).
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CALlBR.ATION OF MICROWAVE NETWORK
ANALYSER FOR COMPUTER-CORRECTED
S PARAMETER MEASUREMENTS

(2)

""I,'xing terms: Network analysers, Calibration, Microware
measurements, Electronics applications 0/ computers

(3)

A new method of calibration
that uses three short-circuits
(one direct and two offset short-circuits) enables the scanering
parameters of the error network to be evaluated. and makes
corrected measurements
of the reflection cocflicienrs possible
"...uhout requiring the use of matched terminations.
The
theoretical results are confirmed by experimental
results.

From eqns. I and 2. eqn. 4 may be obtained.
eqn. 5 is derived from eqns, 2 and 3;
SII(e-J(24>J_1)
SII(e+

Most microwave network analysers! measure the phase and
amplitude of the forward and reflected waves to obtain the
reflection coefficient.
These waves are normally extracted by
directional couplers. and downconverted
to an intermediate
frequency.
where easier phase and amplitude
comparisons
may be made. Errors result chiefly from directivity effects in
the couplers. tracking and crosscoupling
in the forward and
reflected measuring channels. and the mismatch between the
connectors and the signal source.
Computer
correction I. 2 may be applied to calibrate out
these errors.
However. in these correction systems. a shortcircuit. an offset short-circuit.
and a well calibrated or sliding
termination
arc required.
A method proposed by Shurrner '
obviates the use of a sliding matched termination
and is of
particular
use where-space 'is at a premium,
However. at
higher frequencies. Shurrncr's method requires the capacitance
of an open-circuit line to be determined. but this is avoided in
the procedure
presented
here.
For measurements
under
many conditions.
the sliding
termination
causes
most
difficulty,
Such terminations
are not generally available.
except for airspaced
coaxial lines and waveguides.
Also.
there may be insufficient room to accommodate
a sliding
termination.
as is the case with the author's present work on
a jig for measuring lumped inductors at X band frequencies.
Thus. hitherto. it has been impossible to apply computer
correction right up to the desired measurement plane under
many circumstances,
This undesirable state of affairs may be
resolved by the use of an additional
offset short-circuit
to
replace the sliding matched termination.
The errors in a network-analyser
system may be represented I by assuming a perfect network annlvser and a 2-port
error network interposed between it and the device under test.
The error network
may be conveniently
characterised
in
terms of its scattering parameters. and will assume the form
shown in Fig. I. For calibration
purposes. the test device is
removed. and the error network is terminated in turn by the
three short-circuits
shown in Fig. I. From basic theory,
•
PI = 511-

S21S

..

PI

I

P2

I

(5)

of eqns. 4 and 5 yields

PI pz(e-.i24>-I)-

I)- PI

P2fJ.,(e+J2t,-

P3«('-'J2</>_

(6)
Eqns.

I and 2 also give
e+J2<1>(p2-Slal+SII-PI
S22=':_-":!:'-=-_:_~_;__.!_!._.!...:.
(PI-P2)

Eqn. I gives
.'ill Sll

= (''''II-PI)(I+S12)

For the device under

P =

S
II

+

test, with a reflection

S21
r,
--,-s--r
SII

-

22

instrument"

I

I

. (9)

,

from which

(10)

Thus. with the substitution
of S II. S 21 S 12. and S 22. from
eqns. 6-8. into' eqn. 10. the value of F, can be obtained.
Owing to the complexity
of the equations.
attempts
to
assess the possible errors in the parameters of the error net.
work using the theory of errors were not practicable.
However. stringent conditions of measurements
were imposed by
choosing a test device whose reflection coefficient was of the
same order as that of the error network.
The measurements
shown
in Table
I were made manually.
whereby
the
'unknown'
(a coaxial matched load with an APC 7 connector) was measured through three different mismatches.
In
each case. the calibration
was carried out on the 'unknown'
side of the mismatch.
When the results are compared on a

----PJ

Frequency

Calculated

SII

I

S21SIl

errors

I

Device u nder test

S22

I Measured

P

I Corrected r,

I

0·022
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0·022
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..

-

~~,~

•
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1
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L-180
1

87468

1
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1
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0·00918

L. -68

L -124·7
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1·01215
[89·7

L48
1

0·0187

L1·5
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i.132
0·0187
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1·01220
L-180
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• Hewlett-Packard

L-691
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I

L-68

rio

coefficient

GHz

Through

(,+.i20)

(e-J2<1>-I)(pz-PJ)-(e+J2°-I)(pz-p,)

------

reflection

coefficient
Conditions of
measurements

= S2Ze-J24>(PJ-P2)+PJe+J20_pz

SII

(I)

Measured

(4)

~I-.----------------..-----

12

)+S22

Table J

--_

_l)

Solution

e!">»,

= S22e-J2<1>(PI-P2)+PI

J2fl

and. similarly.
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-

. I
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2nd offset
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Fig. 1

Signal-flow graphs 01 system under calibrllt;on

Smith chart, it is seen that the maximum variations in r,
can be contained within a circle corresponding to I F] =
0·0035. Most of this small variation is in the phase of r"
and we believe this results from variations in the frequency
during measurement.
Thus we conclude that this is a powerful new technique for
enabling computer correction to be applied at many measurement planes not possible before. In addition to not requiring
a matched termination, the additional offset short-circuit
permits more accurate phase measurements 10 be read, as its
reflection coefficient is nearer the periphery of the Smith
chart. The disadvantage with this method is that care must
be exercised in choosing the offset lengths, so that tha
denominator of eqn. 6 does not vanish to zero.
E. F. DA SILVA

16th February
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APPENDIX 24.

Measure~ent of overlay capacitors at X-band with
independent assessment of thin-film conductor losses.

Proceedings of the 1973 European Microwave Conference,
Brussels, September 1973, paper B. 14. 5.

B.14·5.

MEASUREMENT OF OVERLAY CAPACITORS AT X-BAND WITH INDEPENDENT ASSESSMENT OF THINFILM CONDUCTOR LOSSES
R.S. BUTLIN, D.F..MICHIE AND M.K. McPHUN
Department of Engineering,
University of Warwick,
Coventry,
CV4 7AL.
England.

The accurate characterization of thin film microwave overlay capacitors has been
impossible in the past, due to transition errors introduced by the enormous
difference in size between the components and the measurement system. Most
errors, pa rticul arly of los s, are due to the use of bond wi res.
In this new technique the test capicitator is fabricated as an intrinsic part of
an X-band microstrip resonator, eliminating the bond wires, and the capacitor can
be measured in the same form as would be used in a practical circuit. Figs. 1
and 2 show the resonator. It is 3x/4 long with one end short circuited to the
ground plane, and the other having a small gap coupling to the measurement
system. The test capacitor is in series with the transmission line, positioned
at a current maximum.
Conventional thin film techniques are used to construct the resonator. The test
capacitor is constructed across a narrow gap in the resonator in two stages. At
first it is made without a top electrode, and the resonant frequency and Q of the
resonator plus capacitor are measured. Then the top electrode is completed and
the measurements are repeated. The capacitor Q factor and capacitance are determined from these measurements and the physical dimensions of the resonator. The
capacitance can be measured to within ± 1.2% and the Q factor to within ± 7%,
using a resonator with an unloaded Q of 400, deposited on a quartz substrate.
In Fig. lc is shovm a photograph of a completed 1 pF capacitor taken using a
scanning electron microscope. Typically the lower electrode consists of 0.75 ~m
of evaporated copper, the dielectric is 1 um thick Si02 deposited by R.F.
sputtering, and the 5 llm thick copper upper electrode is first evaporated and
then electroplated.
A new photolithographic technique1 was developed to make
these capacitors.
The value of capacitance measured depends on two factors: the true capacitance
and the electrode inductance. Similarly the Q factor depends on the electrode
lOSS and the dielectric loss.
Short electrodes, i.e. with width/length ratio
W/L> 4, render the inductance negligible. To separate the' contributions to the
loss of the capacitor, independent measurements of dielectric 10ss2 and
electrode conductivity are needed. Here we report our measurements of electrode
conductivity.

The Authors wish to thank the U.K. Science Research Council for financial support.

Experience shows that the surface resistance of the films used cannot be
predicted from d.c. or l.f. measurements.
A new cavity measurement technique3 is
used to measure the surface resistance in X-band. The sample metal film is
deposited on a substrate and forms one end plate of an HOll cavity. Measurement
of the return loss at resonance alone permits the sample surface resistance to be
obtained directly from a graph. The maximum error in surface resistance is
± O. 0012 ohms .
3

Results one evaporated copper films show that the microwave conductivity does
not depend on film thickness, and the theoretical relation between film thickness
and surface resistance is followed closely in practise. A series of factorial1y
designed e xper+ments" was made on. films deposited from acid copper electroplating
solutions. The effects of plating parameters were related to surface finish,
surface resistance, and d.c. conductivity of the films. The composition of the
plating solution was shown to be the most important factor.
Table 1 summarizes results obtained at 10 GHz from films deposited using
evaporation and electroplating solutions. Two films were deposited from each
solution and their microwave surface resistance measured; the d.c. conductivity
of one of the films was then measured. The other film was annealed at 2500C for
2 hours in vacuum, and its microwave surface resistance and d.c. conductivity
then measured. The copper pyrophoshate solution initially gave the best result,
but these solutions deteriorate rapidly, and this result could not be repeated.
We conclude that lowest surface resistance is obtained from acid copper solutions
with added bri ghtener, and the effect of annealing on these films is small.
Measured microwave conductivities are between 89% and 94% of the measured d.c.
values, an effect we attribute to impurities in the film, not surface roughness.
Use of silver plating is not advised. Annealing of plated gold films is
required to achieve low loss.
Some results of measurements

on capacitors are shown in table 2.

We conclude that for these dielectrics, the dielectric loss predominates for
capacitors with values smaller than 10 pF, the electrode loss becoming significant for C > 10 pF. The electrode loss is dominated by the lower electrode
\vhose thickness is limited by the need for the dielectric to overlap it.
Decreasing the lower electrode thickness below 0.75<$ (s=s kf n depth) gives a
rapidly increasing loss. If the upper electrode thickness exceeds 38, its
contribution to the electrode loss is negligible. The electrode Q factor can be
greatly increased by using the configuration of Fig. 3b rather than Fig. 3a.
This results in an increase of electrode Q of 75% for W/L = 1.
We expect R.F. sputtered alumina to give much higher dielectric Q factors when
the deposition process is optimized.
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THE EFFECT OF PARASITICS
MICROSTRIP

ON THE DESIGN OF OVERLAY CAPACITORS

IN

CIRCUITS.

D. Michie and M.K. McPhun.

The accurate characterization of thin film microwave overlay capacitors has been·
impossible until recently, due to transition errors introduced by the enormous
difference in size between the components and the measurement system, and the
effect of bond wires.
Recently introduced measurement techniques have overcome
these difficulties by fabricating the test capacitpr as part of a microstrip
resonator.
Measurements on capacitors using this technique in X-band have shown that
parasitic electrode inductance and resistance have considerably larger effects
than is generally appreciated.
They should be made as small as possible.
Measured results at 8.6 GHz (Fig. 1) show that the inductive reactance due to
the electrodes was up to 9% of the reactance due to the true capacitance.
Theoretical analysis of the overlay capacitor has been based on a transmission
line model. The surface resistance of the electrodes was separately assessed
for insertion in the model.
Electrode Resistance
the lower electrode
loss,
The optimum
electrode thickness
losses are then 20%

The cross-section of the capacitor in Fig. 2 shows that
must be thin; it therefore contribut~s most to the electrode.
lower electrode thickness is 1 skin-depth.
The upper
should be at least 1.6 skin depths.
The lower electrode
higher than the upper electrode losses.

Copper, material gives an electrode Q up to 30% higher than does gold.
Alternatively a copper lower electrode can be half the thickness of a gold one
for the same losses.
This allows the use of thinner dielectric layers.
The electrode Q as a function of capacitor aspect ratio (width/length) and
capacitance at 10 GHz is shown in Fig. 3.
Electrode loss predominates for
capacitance greater than 25 pF due to the practical limit ,on aspect ratio.
For low aspect ra~ios the configuration of Fig. 4a) is much better than that
of Fig. 4b).
Electrode Inductance
is a function of capacitor width and length, which should
be as short as possible.
Again a large aspect ratio is required.
Fig. 5
shows that for
electrode inductive reactance less than 10% of the capacitive
reactance, aspect. ratios of 10 for a 1 pF capacitor, and 200 for a 10 pF
capacitor are req~ired.for the configuration of Fig. 4b).
Larger capacitances
are allowable with the configuration of Fig. 4a).
The inductance of microstrip feeders can be predominant.
Great care is required
in evaluating their contribution in terms of the particular circuit application.
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f6~ financial

support.
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